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ABSTRACT

This study was designed to investigate the effectiveness of
video tape presentation of the forty-four basic speech sounds in
the teaching of word recognition, reading, and other language arts
as compared with the conventional classroom approach.

The experiment consisted of two control and two experimental
classes of college students of at least junior standing enrolled
in Education 332, The Teaching of Reading and Other Language Arts,
at Monmouth College, Monmouth, Illinois.

The college audio visual facilities were used to produce the
video tapes, with the Investigator, two Assiciates, and selected
students who had completed Education 332 as participants in the
production.

The researchers designed the pre and post testir,g instruments
which were administered by the Investigator to the enrollees of
the classes involved in the study. Each researcher separelly
scored each test for greater objectivity.

The statistical data were analyzed by t-test, and the results
indicated that the video tape presentation was more effective than
the conventional classre.3m approach at the 0.025 level of signifi-
cance (one - tailed test).
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As the result of a pilot study, five video tapes of the
short vowel sounds were produced and utilized to test their effec-
tiveness in the teaching of word recognition, reading, and other
language arts. The statistical results indicated that within the
academic term the tapes were more effective than the conventional
classroom approach in the assimilation, retention, and mastery of
instructional material. The video tape segment of the instruction
was found to require less presentation time than did the conven-
tional classroom procedure. An extension of this pilot study now
includes the production and utilization of additional video tapes
to include the forty-four basic elementary speech sounds.

Statement of Specific Purpose

The specific purpose of this study is to determine which of
two instructional methods would be more helpful in teaching pros-
pective teachers how to teach word recognition skills to children.

Outline of Research

This study was begun in September 1970 and was completed in
March 1972. In the main, this study dealt with the teaching of
word recognition skills, but included, also, the broader concept
of reading and related language arts. The experiment included
four classes of students of at least junior standing enrolled in
Education 301 (later redesignated 332) at Monmouth College, Mon-
mouth, Illinois. The two classes taught the first and second
terms of the 1970-71 academic year received the conventional class-
room instruction and were designated as the control classes, C-1
and C-2, respectively. The two classes taught the first and second
terms of the 1971-72 academic year received their instruction by
means of the video tape structured material in addition to class-
room instruction, discussion, and demonstration; these were the
experimental classes designated E-1 and E-2, respectively.

Development pp the Teaching Instrument

The scripts for the video tape production were prepared in
detail by the Investigator and an Associate. They employed a se-
quence of presentation of the basic speech sounds in the order of
their frequency of occurrence in the English language and were
based on the material in the text titled, Reading lf= Phoniest.
Applications of modified linguistics for word identification were
emphasized. As a technique for introducing the various speech
sounds, motivational stories as well as reinforcement and mainten-
ance activities were included.

1Hay, J., Wingo, C. E., Hletko, M. C., Reading W th Phonics

Series, J. B. Lippincott, Co., Philadelphia, Pa., 1948, with
revisions and additions in 1954, 1960, 1967, and 1968.
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From these scripts were produced thirty-three video tapes
which included instruction on forty-four basic elementary speech
sounds of the English language. The tapes were produced at Mon-
mouth College using the college audio visual facilities. The
participants in the production included the Initiator, Associates,and selected students who had completed Nducation 301.

The lessons on the video tapes included instruction on the
presentation and application of these speech sounds, how they are
assembled into pronouncing units (syllables), and how to decode
(pronounce) and encode (spell) words in the English language.
Helpful information for positioning of the articulators in the
production of the elementary spee4h sounds was included as well as
speech sound motivation stories. Each lesson was structured to
include sensory avenues of learning--auditory and visual exercises,
hand-kinesthetic and lip-throat activity (writing and speaking),
and tactile experience (tracing letters).

Preparation of the Test g Instruments

The pre (inventory) and post (progress) tests were developed
by the Investigator and Associates. They consisted of a compila-
tion of questions designed to evaluate the skills for discrimina-
tion and proficiency in utilizing each of the forty-four speech
sounds presented in the course. The questions. of the post test
were identical to those of the pre test, but rearranged to mini-
mize recall by virtue of sequence.

Both tests consisted of items requiring completion, arranging
statements in proper sequence, underlining correct words or phrases,
items requiring a knowledge of phonetic and structural analysis,
and items involving a knowledge of dictionary skills.

The Research Design

The research design included a cycle of testing, teaching of
word recognition skills, and retesting.

The Research Procedure

The pre test was administered by the Investigator to each
control class at the first scheduled class meeting of each term;
the pet test was administered to each control class at a sched-
uled class meeting during the last week of the term. The same
procedure was followed for the experimental classes. There was an
interval of approximately nine weeks between the administration of
the two tests.

A point value for each test item was determined by the Inves-
tigator and the two Associates, the test paper of each student was
scored separately, by each researcher, and the average scores of
each student in each class was determined. For data analysis, the
average of the three scores for each test item on the pre and post
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teat was used. The difference between the pre and post teat score
averages for each student was recorded, and the sample mean and
standard deviation of these differences for each control and
experimental class was calculated.

The Teachina Prcoedure

The control classes were instructed in how to teach word re-
cognition skills by the conventional method, namely by lecture,
written reports on some phase of word recognition, demonstration
lessons (three per student), class discussion, and assigned read-
ings in the class text and related texts.

The experimental classes were instructed in aw to teach word
recognition skills utilizing the following teaching procedure: in-
troductory preface to video tape presentation, viewing of video

.

tapes, shortened lecture and discussion period, demonstration les-
sons (at least one per student), and assigned reading in class
text and certain selected related texts.

Results

In the grant proposal, it was stated that the null hypothesis
to be tested would be designated. as

4.01 udl 4d2 m

against the alternative

0

Ha : ud
1
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0

with
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;> 0
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where u
dl represents the population mean of the difference between

the average pre and post test scores for the control classes, and
u
2

represents the population mean of the difference between the
'

average pre and post test scores for the experimental classes.

The following symbols will be used to indicate the statistical
results: y -- sample mean, 62sample variance, s--sample standard
deviation.

Inventory Progress

y 92 s I s2 s n
Control

C-1 67.42 364.54 19.09 101.35 270.26 16.44 22

C-2 66.54 234.28 15.31 101.58 188.87 13.74 10
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.2 y 82

Difference: Progress - Inventory

C-1 33.93 270.91 16.46

C-2 35.15 143.92 12.00

22

10

EXperimental
E-1 62.04 307.44 17.53 108.77 573.47 23.95 13

E-2 70.14 46.81 6.84 121.13 354.99 18.84 9

Difference: Progress - Inventory

E-1 46.75 250.71 15.83 13

E-2 50.99 333.60 18.26 9

Comparison of sanple means of the differences by t-test
using a pooled estimate of the common variance:

C-1 and E-1: s2 = 263.56 s = 16.23 t = 2.26

C-2 and E-2: s2 = 233.18 a = 15.27 t = 2.26

Conclusions

In both comparisons the results indicate that the video tape
approach is suverior to the conventional method of teaching at the
0.025 level of significance (1-tailed statistical test). Which
means we reject Ho and accept Fa2.

Further, it was found that there was no significant differ-
ence between the population means of the two control classes;
neither was there found to be a significant difference between the
population means of the two experimental classes.

Some comments seem to be in order concerning the significant
improvement in the post (progress) test scores of the experimental
classes as compared to those of the control classes:

1. The experimental classes had an additional learning ad-
vantage not experienced by the control classes, namely, they could
hear as well a!: et the technique to employ in presenting lessons
for developing word recognition skill?,

2. The viewing of each lesson on tape minimized the need for
interpreting teaching directions, a task the control classes had
to experience.

3. The video tapes provided more exposure time to the course

4



material.

Recommendations

A three-week seminar utilizing the CAM video tapes was con-
ducted as a field study by the Principal Investigator June 5
through June 23, 19/2 at the University of Alaska Center,
Anchorage, Alaska.

There was an enthusiastic acceptance by the participants (50
in number) of this approach to the teaching of reading. It was
recommended by the group that this instructional method and
technique be made available as an instructional package for use
in college and university departments of Education.

Several directors of reading instruction programs-in col-
leges, universities, and school systems have expressed their desire
for these video tapes to augment offerings in phonics and modified
linguistics for teacher trainees and in-service teachers. Further-
more, from this video tape facility might emerge professional
productions by the television industry for distribution as in-
structional packages for various educational levels.

5



APPENDIX

The questions of the pre (inventory) and post (progress)
testa developed by the Investigator and Associates contained
identical questions, but not listed in the same order in an
attempt to minimize recall by virtue of sequence since the tests
were administered about nine weeks apart. A list of question
numbers and their point values follows:

Inventory Point Value
Question No.

Progress Point Value
Question No.

(Inventory)
(No.)

1 4 1 1 10
2 2 2 5 7
3 4 3 5 8
4 5 4 2 9
5 4 5 4 6
6 4 6 4 1
7 5 7 2 2
8 5 8 5 4
9 2 9 4 3
10 1 10 4 5
11 4 11 1 13
12 2 12 7 19
13 1 13 8 20
14 8 14 4 11
15 4 15 8 14

16 4 16 4 15

17 1 17 2 12

18 5 18 5 18

19 7 19 4 16

20 8 20 1 17

21 2 21 5 22

22 5 22 2 21

23 5 23 5 23

24 2 24 2 24

25 10 25 3 26

26 3 26 10 25

27 10 27 10 28

28 10 28 15 29

29 15 29 10 27

30 8 30 12 31

31 _A 31 __ 30

Total 162 16ATotal 2

The test questions designed and administered in this
experiment are listed on the following pages:
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Inventory 3:valuation

Please use a ball point pen
Name
Date

1. There are letters in the Inglish alphabet of which
three letters and are superfluous.
2. We have, therefore, letters and combinations of these

which represent basic speech sounds.
3. The basic speech sounds consist of two classes:

and . The class is known as syllable
makers.
4. Research shows that 62% of the English syllables have

sounds; 20% have sounds or
equivalent sounder-17E0736

sounds, and 8% represent the remaining
wounds.

5. There are sounds (syllable makers)
and are sounds.
6. The modes or avenues of learning which bond letters and
their sounds into pronounceable units are as follows:

and
7. Good readers develop a variety of ways of decoding words

using all or any combination of the following ways:
and

8. Arrange the word identification skills, named in test item
7, above, in the proper teaching sequence. 1.
2. IP 3. , 4.

5.

9. Basic word recognition skills are taught at the
grade level: the shift in emphasis to the vocabulary development
usually occurs at the grade level.
10. According to a vocabulary study conducted by the late

Robert Seashore, the number of words children know when entering
the first grade was estimated to be about words.
11. Name, in order of their development, the four types of

vocabulary knowledge:
4

, and
12. Of the two classes of sounds, the sounds are,

generally speaking, easier to articulate; the
sounds require a more precise positioning of the articulators.
13. We are born, usually, with auditory acuity (ability to

hear). However, children develop auditory through
instruction.
14. Write the letter that controls the heard vowel in each of

the following words on the provided line: rake yawn ,

burn speak , farm , salt _, fault , small
15. The letter (L) may be syllabic in that it has the force

of a vowel. Circle the words in which 1 (I.) is syllabic. aisle,
table fossil puzzle tactile ladder salad cradle bottle
profile .
16. On the provided line, write the vowel in each of the fol-

lowing words: scout , coin , brown , toy .

7



Inventory EValuation p. 2

17. The name of the vowel sound in each word listed in test
item 16 ill

18. Under certain conditions, any consonant may be silent. Give
five word examples in who * '"ferent consonant in each word is
silent:

19. There are consonant letter combinations, seven in number,
that are known as speech sounds. They are

, and
20. All of the following words begin with consonant blends,

but some of these blends begin with consonant speech sounds. In-
dicate those having consonant speech sounds by circling only the
consonant speech sounds: clap ship king thumb witch toe
chin friend camp tack wind the whistle
21. The number of syllables in a word is determined by the

number of in the word.
22. Vowel sounds are influenced by the following: (1) position
in a word, (2) certain controlling letters, (3) syllabic division
(4) the presence of silent vowels, and (5) accent. Give one-word
examples which illustrate each of the foregoing vowel determiners:
(1) (2) (3)
(4) (5)
23. When any one of the vowels (a, e, i, o, u) occurs in an

unaccented syllable, the vowel sound has a soft, reduced sound
known as a schwa vowel sound. Give word examples in which the
vowel in parentheses occurs in the unaccented syllable:

(e) (o)

24. Words in our English language have the following structure:
(1) one syllable words, (2) root words of more than one syllable,
(3) compound words, (4) inflected words, and (5) derived words.
In decoding words in categories 2, 3, 4, and 5 one first uses

analysis, As a second step, if necessary, one
then uses analysis.
25. In the following list of words, identify the inflected

words with the letter derived words with the letter D, and
compound words with the letter Cs

sleeping shellfish hummed happiness toothpick
inactive golden checkers swims rabbit's

26. In teaching the structure of words (see test item 24,above)
it is suggested that words be taught first; next in
order of difficulty, teach words; and, lastly,
teach words which are in form.
27. Give five word examples in which the first syllable is ac-

cented and five in which the second syllable is accented.
Accent on first syllable:

Accent on second syllable:

8



Inventory Waluation p.3

28. Divide the following words into syllables:
ladder, reckon, filing, habit, ladle,
stitches, alothing,moment, Easter,
market.
29. In the list which follows are words of one and two syl-

lables. The one syllable'words and the first syllable in the two
syllable words are either open or closed. Identity the open syl-
lables with the letter 0 and the closed syllables with the letter
C. Divide the two syllable words with a slanted line, e.g.,
bumper. trapper she_pencil not ice
cubic nothing so_saper_s layer
music h atchet h oly cabin s kil 1
shadow

30. Underline the prefix in the words that have a prefix.
untie disaster impolite region under disappear imagine
repay

Underline the suffix in the words that have a suffix.
happy wish plagerism dance windy foolish prism assistance
31. Divide the following words into syllables with a slanted

line and mark the accented syllable (e.g., pow' /der)
trickle spatter befall grapple
trifle entreat stirrup deprive
embrace desert message dessert

Test Score Data

The test scores for the experiment are listed in the follow-
ing format: column 1--student number; columns 2, 3, 4 show the
individual teat score for the inventory test determined by each
valuator, H--Hletko, J--Johnson, W--Wingo; column 5 is the average
of the three test scores; columns 6, 7, 8 are the individual scores
for the progress test with column 9 as their average; column 10 is
the difference between the averages--post test average minus pre
test average for each student. The mean, variance, and standard
deviation of the sample test score averages are listed below each
array of test scores, in addition to those of the inventory and
progress tests.
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Control C-1
Inventory Test Progress Test

t

No. H .1 W Av. H J W Av. Diff.
1 38 140 40 39.3 93 92 94 93 53.7

2 83.5 84.5 84.5 84.2 99.5 99 99 99.2 15

3 83 83 83 83 91 87 87 88.3 5.3

4 81 79 79 79.7 121.5 115.5 120.5 119.2 39.5

5 83.5 73.5 79.5 78.8 103 104 104 103.7 24.8

6 64 63 64 63.7 103.5 104.5 104.5 104.2 40.5

7 38.5 39 38.5 38.7 105.5 106.5 106.5 106.2 67.5

8 66.5 65.5 65.5 65.8 91 91.5 92.5 91.7 25.8

9 56.5 55.5 55.5 55.8 107.5 106.5 106.5 106.8 51

10 72 70 70.5 70.8 89 90 89 92.7 21.9

11 83 82 82 82.3 104.5 103.5 103.5 103.8. 21.5

12 84 85 84 84.3 124.5 122.5 122.5 123.2 38.8

13 67 68 68 67.7 113 113 113 113 45.3

14 44 45 44 44.3 114 114 114 114 69.7

15 90 89 90 89.7 127 127 127 127 37.3

16 30.5 30.5 31 30.7 60.5 59 59 59.5 28.8

17 52.5 52.5 49.5 51.5 78 78 78 78 26.5

18 110.5 105.5 110.5 108.8 125 125 125 125 16.2

19 75 75 75 75 103.5 102.5 102.5 102.8 27.8

20 65 65 65 65 107.5 107.5 107.5 107.5 42.5

21 55 55 55 55 81.5 80.5 80.5 80.8 25.8

22 69.5 68.5 69.5 69.2 91 90 90 90.3 21.2

mean i
variance 152

std. dim: a

Inventory Test Progress Lest Difference
67.42 101.35 33.93

364.54 270.26 270.91

19.09 3...44 16.46
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Control C-2
Inventory Test

No. H J W Av. H

Progress Test

J W Av. Diff.
1 61 59 61.5 60.5 87.5 86 86.5 86.7 26.2

2 86.5 87.5 87.5 87.2 116.5 117 115.5 116.3 29.2

3 83 83 83 83 110.5 111 110.5 110.7 27.7

4 54 54 54 54 109.5 106 102.5 106. 52.

5 51.5 49.5 49.5 50.2 74 74.5 74 74.2 24.

6 68.5 68.5 68.5 68.5 102 102 102 102 33.5

7 50 48 48 48.7 89 89 89 89 40.3

8 72.5 73 73 72.8 109.5 109 108.5 109 36.2

9 87 87 87 87 112 110.5 110.5 110.7 23.7

10 53.5 53.5 53.5 53.5 112 112.5 112 112.2 58.7

Inventory Test Progress Test Difference
mean 7 66.54 101.58 35.15
variance 82 234.28 188.87 143.92
std. dev. a 15.31 13.74 12.00

11



mean r,
variance s2

std. dev. s

Inventory Test Progress Test Difference

12

Inventory Test Progress Test Difference

60.8 79.5 76.5 79.5 78.5 17.7

3 91.5 89.5 91 90.7 134.5 133.5 134.5 134.2 43.5

4 i 79 79 79 79 140.5 140.5 140.5 140.5 61.5

5 j 78 78 78 78 143 141 141.5 141.8 63.8

6 77.5 77 76 76.8 103 97 102 100.7 23.8

7 27 27 25 26.3 58 53 58 56.3 30

8 44.5 42.5 42.5 43.2 104 99.5 105 102.8 59.7

9 62 60 60 60.7 121 120 121 120.7 60

10 58.5 58.5 58.5 58.5 116.5 113.5 116.5 115.5 57

11 t 42.5 42.5 42.5 42.51105.5 102.5 105.5 104.5 62

12 57 57 57 57 106.5 101.5 107.5 105.2 48

13 , 70 68 69 69 1117.5 110 117.5 115. 46

62.04 108.77 46.73

307.44 573.47 250.71

17.53 23.95 15.83

62.04 108.77 46.73

307.44 573.47 250.71

17.53 23.95 15.83

12

mean r,
variance s2

std. dev. s



Experimental IW

Inventory Test

No. H J W Av. H

Progress That

J W Av. Diff.

1 65.5 64.5 64.5 64.8 83.5 82.5 84 83.3 18.5

2 70.5 70.5 70.5 70.5 131 131 131 131 60.5

3 59 59.5 59.5 59.3 127.5 126.5 127.5 127.2 67.8

4 75 75 75 75 146.5 146.5 146.5 146.5 71.5

5 83.5 83.5 83.5 83.5 119.5 117.5 119.5 118.8 35.3

6 69.5 69 69 69.2 106 105.5 106 105.8 36.7

7 66 66 66 66 127.5 127 127.5 127.3 61.3

8 70 70 70 70 113 111.5 113 112.5 42.5

9 73 73 73 73 138 137.5 138 137.8 64.8

Inventory Teat Progress Teat Difference

mean 70.14 121.13 50.99

variance 82 46.81 354.99 333.60

std. dev. 3 6.84 18.84 18.26
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SCRIPTS FOR TH!., ViD140 TAPES

Incorporated in the following pages of the scripts prepared
for the video tape production involved in this research project
are luoted portions of copyrighted works as indicated:

Pages 3s and 5s

Reprinted from
by

by permission of
Copyrighted

rage 169s

Reading With Phonics
Hay-Wingo-Hlotko
J. B. Lippincott Company
1948, 1954, 1960, 1967, 1968

Reprinted from The Teaching of 4-Ehglish Suffixes, p. 64
by S. L. Thorndike

(New York: Teachers College Press)
by permission of leachers College, Columbia University
Copyrighted 1941

Page 170s

Reprinted from "A study of Prefixes in the Thorndike List to
Establish a List of Prefixes that Should be
Taught in the Elementary School." Journal of
educational Research, XXXV, pp. 453-58

by Russell G. Stauffer
by permission of Wilson Thiede, Fublisher
Copyrighted 1942

Permission has been obtained which permits use for U.S.
Governmental purposes, including the dissemination through the
%RIC system. Any subsequent reproduction of the copyrighted
portions of ERIC documents by ERIC users requires the permission
of the copyright owner.
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Introduction

We are on location in the Visual Aids Department of *mouth

College, Monmouth, Illinois. The video tapes which will be pre-

sented as a part of this course in "The Teaching of Reading and
Other Language Arts* are for the purpose of reinforcing, main-
taining, and extending the skills required in speech -sound

utilisation and word recognition. The tapes have been prepared as

a part'of a federal research project fended through the Regional

Research Program, Region Five, Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, Joseph A. Hernia, Director, Chicago, Illinois. The

project title is "Development and Testing of Video Tapes for
Teacher Education in the Teaching of Reading Utilising a,Conoen-
trated Phonetic and Modified Linguistic Structure*, grant nether
ORC-5-0011 (509), project number 0.Nr.165.

This modified linguistic structural approach is entitled
Code-Alphabet-Meaning-Emphasis and will hereafter be designated as

the C-A-M4, CAINE, approach. I am Charles I. Wingo, Professor of
Education, Monmouth College, Monmouth, Illinois and Coauthor of
&MAW= Magi &dm published hy J. B. Lippincott,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Miss Mary C. Hletko, who, with me, coauthored IhESUKIla
Phonics Series, is coauthor of these CAME Video Tapes. She is a

primary and supervising teacher *treading in the Argo-Summit-
Bedford Park Schools, Argo, Illinois. Tb this project, Miss
Hletko is lending motivating speech sound stories in which the
principal characters are Alexander and Gabby, --Mee Hletko
(CAMERA TO MISS HISTKO).

Mrs. Mary S. Johnson, Consultant on the 1967 edition of
LigA0gmLIDAli phonics, Associate Consultant on these CAME Video

Tapes is Curriculum Director and Elementary School Supervisor of
K-6, Yorkwood School District No. 225, Kirkwood and Little York,

Illinois. She has had the honor to have been selected to appear

in the 1970-71 edition of Personalitpa RiAbtlitaliALMIdwestr-'
Mrs. Johnson (GAMMA TO MRS. JOHNSON).

James H. McAllister, Associate Professor of Mathematics, Mon-

mouth :allege, Monmouth, MinOis is Consultant and Statistician

for the project--Prof. McAllister (CAMERA TO PROF. MALLISTER).

Mr. Witold Novak, Director of Audio Visual Services, Monmouth

College, Monmouth, Illinois is in charge of production of these
tapes--Mr. Novak (CAMERA TO MR. NOVAK).

The student participants in this video project are former mem-

bers of "The Teaching of Reading and Other Language Arts" classes

here at Monmouth Colleges Phyllis Kettering, Kathy O'Brien, Debbie

Doss, Kay Sloan, Rosemary Isacoson, and Mary Sue Iverson. Others
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to join this group are Charles Braats and Joe Mercurio.

Miss Hletko, Mrs. Johnson, and I have for many years realised
that teachers of reading lacked the basic knowledge of the pho-
netic nature and structure of our English language, and also were
not adequately prepared to teach the forty-four elementary speech
sounds--a prerequisite to teaching children to be independent in
word recognition, reading, and the use of spelling skills. With
the assistance of my associates, Miss Hletko and Mrs. Johnson, I
have conducted Summer Phonics Workshops at Monmouth College and
other colleges during the past twelve years. The enrollments have
included in- service teachers from forty eight of these United
States, Canada, The Phillipines and Samoa. These laboratory ex- ;---

periences revealed considerable eagerness on the part of the
participants to receive specialised training in the application
of the elementary speech sounds.

A great surge of interest is presently being directed toward
teaching children to read the English Language as well as they can
speak it. As a result, a healtInrdevelopment has taken place,
namely, a scrutiny of present practices as to their desirability
and effectiveness. Investigators, publishers, and authors are
seeking newer methods and newer materials which will produce a
student capable of reading faster with better comprehension.

To paraphrase a popular expression, we suggest that "a person
is what he reads" and in an extended sense, "a nation is what it
reads". If this is so, then the greatest contribution American
schools can make is to give a child success in reading and spel-
ling at meaningful levels for the first three years of his formal
schooling -- before he has had a chance to fail and thereby receive
an emotional block which could result, according to statistics, in
his joining the formidable array of dropouts or pushouts that are
so much on the increase in our present-day society.

Our government is keenly interested in upgrading competence
in heading and to this end-is making funds available in fruitfUl
areas of reading investigation. One such investigation is em-
bodied in the video tapes which will be presented for your study
throughout this course.

Reading, a highly complex thinking process, is unique in that
it is both a subject of instruction and a tool for mastery of the
other disciplines in a curriculum. It is a source of information,
an endless source of pleasure, and enables one to participate
intelligently in our democratic processes.

Words are the basic foundations of reading. The ability to
recognise words easily and quickly is basic to extracting meaning
from the printed page. Building word power involves, among other
factors, skill in auditory and visual discrimination. Both of
these abilities build the foundation for effective word analysis.

In the CAME approach, auditory discrimination begins with
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identifying the sound elements in a child's own speech and tying
these sounds and pronouncing units in a word to their visual form.
These two skills are further bonded together by instruction in
writing the letters for each of the forty-four basic speech sounds.
Writing serves as a supportive auxiliary in the teaching of reading.

The CAME approach is based on the text, Reading With Phonics.
More than 20 years were spent by Julie Hay researching the un-
abridged dictionary to determine the frequency of occurrence of the
forty-four speech sounds in our English language. The results of
the research revealed the following:

87% of our English syllables are phonetic and of the re-
maining 13%, some are partially phonetic and others can be
taught by analogy.

62% of the phonetic syllables have short vowel sounds.
20% of the phonetic syllables have long vowel sounds. Of

these, half have long vowel equivalent spellings.
10% of the phonetic syllables have vowel sounds modified

by the. consonant

The remaining vowel sounds comprise 8% of the phonetic
syllables.

Well-known authorities, such as Dolch and Nottmeyer, agree
with Hay-Mingo that about 87% of our English syllables are phonetic.
According to Dolores Durkin, David Bear, Anne Hughes, and Jeanne
Chall it is quite obvious that early knowledge of the short /owl
sounds and skill in using them gives a child tremendous power in
independently decoding syllables having short vowel sounds. This
supports the research of the unabridged dictionary by Miss Hay which
revealed that 62% of the phonetic syllables have short vowel sounds.

In the past few years, Stanford University has carried on a
computerised research of the phonetic nature of our English lan-
guage. Their findings also substantiate, relatively, the percents
established in the Hay -lingo research published in 1948--long be-
fore the era of computers.

The forty-four basic speech sounds are divided into two main
classes consisting of 25 consonant sounds and 19 vowel sounds.
This chart (CAMERA T3 CHART --SIDE VIEW OF FACE AND LIPS) represents
more or less accurately, the position of the tongue and lips in the
production of the vowel sounds. In the production of any vowel,
the breath stream passes through the mouth with little obstruction.
All vowel sounds are voiced, that is, the vocal chords vibrate. To
illustrate voiced sounds, place your finger tips on your larynx and
articulate vowels such as I-a. Note the vibration of the vocal
chords.

Consonant sounds result when the breath stream is obstructed
or interrupted by lips, tongue and/or teeth. The consonant chart
shows that a number of consonants appear in pairs (CAMERA TO CHART
SHOWING p-b, t-d, k-g). One member of each pair is voiceless and
is articulated with just the breath. The other member of the pair
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is voiced, with the vocal chords vibrating.

Observe, in this chart that consonants are further classified
as to the sound they make such as, naeal,,stop-plosive, fricative,
and semi-vowel or glide (CAMEM TO CHART SHOWING THESE CLASSIFI-
CATIONS).

There are 3 nasal sounds (CAMSRA TO CHART SHOWING m-n-ng).
These are emitted through the nose, and the mouth passage is
closed at some point.

There are 3 pairs of stop-ploaives (CAMERA TO CHART, p-b, t-d,
k-g). These are produced by completely closing the passage so that
the breath escapes with an explosive sound.

There are 5 pairs of fricative consonant sounds (CAMERA TO
CHART showing a-a, ah -zh, ch -3, f-v, th(v), th(vl)). The breath
is forced through a restricted opening when articulating this
group of consonants.

There are 5 semi vowels or glides. These (CAMSRA TO CHART
SHOWING wh, w, 1, r, y) closely resemble vowels and are produced
with relatively little friction.

There is an orderly sequence of language development for a
child. Long before a child learns to read, he acquires two vocab-
ularies upon which is built his reading skill, namely, and in this
order, listening and speaking. By the time a child reaches first
grade, his understanding vocabulary has increased tremendously.
The late Robert L. Seashore estimated that a child entering first
grade has a hearing-meaning vocabulary of over 23,000 words. The
CAMS approach enables a child to tap this rich reservoir of words.
With the CAMS approach, he devtiops a reading vocabulary associa-
ting sounds and concepts which he already possesses. Last in the
sequence of language development is writing, which incluses hand-
writing, spelling, composition, and Ehglish usage.

The techniques used in developing word recognition skills are
(1) Picture Clues, (2) Sight or "Service" Words, (3) Context Clues,
(4) Phonetic Analysis, (5) Structural Analysis, and (6) Use of the
Dictionary. Because Picture Clues and Sight Vocabulary are tempo-
rary aids in word recognition, the emphasis in the CAME program is
on the development of the Phonetic Analysis, Structural Analysis,
and Use of the Dictionary. When the forty-four basic speech sounds
are introduced and applied, all strands of the Language Arts con-
stellation are interwoven. The child then will have command of
auditory, visual, kinesthetic, tactile, and meaning avenues of
learning.

This schematic diagram is helpful in understanding how the
CAME program keys into any reading series:
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Reading Readiness

Pre-Primer

CAME

a, e, i. o, u
s, m, f, r, n
g, b, t, p. d

Developmental Primers,
Reading 1st Reader, etc.

CAMS (15 Consonants--14 Vowels)

O

The upper line represents the developmental reading program at
the reading readiness or pre-primer levels using a picture-sight
word-context approach. The parallel line below represents the CAME
program which starts with auditory and visual discrimination of the
short vowel sounds followed by the ten most frequently used conso-
nant sounds. The point at which the two parallel lines converge is
the point in this learning time when the CAKE program becomes func-
tional. It is at this point that the core of 15 sounds form
consonant-vowel pronouncing units. The consonant -vowel units con-
stitute the most crucial bite in a word. A hundred or so three-
letter words can be formed using these 15 sounds. The remainder of
the CAME continuum of basic speech sounds consists of fifteen addi-
tional consonant sounds and fourteen additional vowel sounds, the
union of which form pronounceable units or syllables. With this
sequential development of word recognition skills, the student grows
in his ability to apply these skills for reading and for writing.

End of Tape 1

Tape 2

The Short Vowel Sound I

As stated in Tape 1, the CAME approach first introduces the
short vowel sounds because more than half of the English syllables,
62% to be exact, have short vowel sounds. The first sound to be
presented islii. This vowel is classified as (CAMERA TO CHART)
(point to the tongue position for % on vowel chart) a front vowel.
Notice the tongue position for the correct articulation of this
vowel sound.

Have the children seated before you in a reading circle for
better attention. Read the motivational story, Mail

Never Alexander

This is a story about a little boy named A-lexander who just
had his sixth birthday. His mother and father gave him a most
wonderful present. Can you guess what it was? No? Well, A-lex-
ander always wanted a talking bird, so that was what his mother
and father gave him, a Myna bird. Do you know what kind of bird
this is? It looks like a crow and it can be taught to talk like
people talk.
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A-lexander thought a splendid name for his bird was Gabby.
Do you think this was a good name for him? Alexander began
teaching Gabby to say, "Hello," "How are you?" and "Good-bye."
He was surprised to find that Gabby would repeat sounds and words
he did not teach him. When Gabby heard a door squeak, he would
squeak; when he heard A-lexander whistle, he would whistle; when
he heard the chimes of the clock strike, he'd pretend he was a
clock striking. He also imitated the sound of running water,
pesple sneezing and snoring, and when mother sang or hummed, so
did he. What a "fun" bird!

One day A-lexander heard Gabby say, 4, A-lexander
said, "A" isn't a word. What are you trying to say?"

A-lexander asked his mother, "Mother, did you teach Gabby to
say 01, I, 1311

Mother answered, "No, I didn't teach him to say 4." "A" is
a sound we hear in your name, Alexander."

Just then A-lexander and his mother heard the neighbor's baby
crying. Do you know what Gabby started to do? He began to say,
q, 1, 1." He was imitating the baby's oryt The cries of the
baby were so loud that A-lexander closed the window. to shut out
the crying sounds. Of course, Gabby stopped saying 4, 1, 1" when
he no longer heard the baby.

A-lexander said to his bird, "I'll teach you an important
word, my name, 4- lexander. Say, 'A- lexander, A-lexander'."

Gabby said, "Zander, Zander."

"No, no, Gabby," said A- lexander. "You forgot to start my
name with an 011, sound. Say, 1-1:mender."

What do you think Gabby said? He said, "Zander, Zander."
And every time after that when A-lexander asked, "What's my name?"
Gabby answered, "Zander, Zander"--never "A-lexander."

After reading the motivational story Never :wander, elicit
from the children the sound in this manner: (ON SPLIT SCREEN,
CAMERA TO CLASS)

Did Gabby say the beginning sound in A-lexander's name?
(Response, "No.")

With what sound did his name begin? (CAMERA TO CLASS)(Re-
sponse, 4".) Yes, it began with the sound, brt Gabby pretended
that he couldn't say the sound, T.

We are ving to play a game, listening for the sound, a, at
the beginning of words. Close your eyes and listen for words I
say that begin with the sound E., as in EgEll. When I say a word
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that does not begin with , raise your hand. Ready?

First sequence of words (Children give hand signal whffn they hear
foil word BOTTLE) (CAMEHA TO CLASS)

apple, aspirin, attic, Alice, astronaut, ambulance, alligator,
BOTTLE, answer

Second sequence of words ( Children give hand signal on foil word
WINDOW)

apple, aster, actor, animal, anchor, WINDOW, Angora, ankle

Third sequence of words (Children give hand signal on foil word
GOBBLE)

apple, ashes, Adam, after, Africa, alphabet, GOBBLE, acrobat,
antelope

The next part of our listening game is played with our ayes
open. Watch may lips as I say words that begin with the I sound.
Repeat, after me, only words that start with an% sound. When I
say a word that does not begin with put a finger over your lips.

First sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word CARPET)(CAMERA TO CLASS)

apple, adenoids, animal, admire, CARPET, after, Annie

Second sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word MONEY)

apple, Alice, ankle, acrobat, ambulance, moNsr, alley, antenna

Third sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear foil
word CHICKEN)

apple, alcohol, Alex, alligator, CHICKEN, ammunition, aster

Here is a picture (CAMERA TO PICTUR3 CARD FOR THE X SOUND) of
something, the name of which begins with the X sound. What is it?
(Response, "An apple.") The beginning sound of this picture name
will help you remember that each of these letters (CAMERA TO CHART)
(point to capital I and small Y letters) otands for the Ta sound.

This is how we write the I* letter. (Demonstrate the correct
directional movement you wish children to employ. Have the chil-
dren trace an a letter in the air and then have each child write
the letter 1 on the chalkboard. Teach the writing of the capital
A when the need arises. Elicit from the children that, when Dames
begin with the a sound, we write these names using a capital A.

Reinforcing and Maintenance Activities
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Auditory Discrimination Games

Game 1 lilt& 10A

Directions: Instruct children to rest their heads in their hands
and pretend they are sleeping. They "sleep" as you, teacher, say
words that begin with the 1 sound. When you say a word that does
not begin with the I sound, the children are to raise their heads
and "bark" to indicate that they heard a word that did not begin
with the a sound.

Game 2 Yes-Xlm, No-No

Directions: Say sequences of three words each, such as ER211.
Alice, animal, in which all three words begin with an 1 sound.
Occasionally say sequences in which one or two words in the se-
quence do not begin with an I sound. If all three words you say
begin with an I sound, children respond with a "Yes, yes" and nod
their heads. If one or two words in the sequence do Wibegin
with an I sound, children respond with a "No, no" and shake their
heads. They are to identify (tell) the foil word or words.

Visual Discrimination Games

Game i Leo the Leopard

Materials: Use paper pattern of a leopard without spots, and
cards in the shape of circles (representing spots) on which are
printed upper and lower case "letters and some unknown letters.

Directions: Children are to help Leo get back his spots. Call on
individual children to select an I "spot" and place it on Leo's
body. If a spot with an unknown letter is selected, the children
watching are to growl.

Gams 2 Happy glen

Materials: A paper clown

Directions: Children are to decorate Happyls (the clown) suit
with polka dots (circles on which are printed upper and lower case
I letters and some unknown letters). Involve the children who are
watching by having them smile if a polka dot with the correct let-
ter is placed on Happyls suit. They are to frown if the polka dot
selected has an unknown letter on it.

Game 3 gaugrma

Materials: Use a drawing of a large umbrella on which is drawn a
grid. In each cell of the grid, have a printed upper and/or lower
cases letter. Have a number of cards in the shape of raindrops.
On some "raindrops" print an upper easel: on some print a lower
case a. Have some "raindrops" with unknown letters printed on them.
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Directions: Individual children are called upon to select an
"raindrop" and place it on an I in one of the cells on the grid.
A lower case I is to be placed over an upper case X and an upper
case is to be placed over a lower case I.

Language Games

Game 1 Riddles

Directions: State the guessing of riddles by saying, "I'm think-
ing of something that begins with the I sound. It is good to eat.
It may be red, green, or yellow. It grows on trees."

The child who guesses that you are describing an apple gets
a turn at making up an 1 riddle for the class to guess.

Game 2 Come Along With Me

Directions: Start this game by saying, "I'm going on a trip. I
will take along something with a name that begins with an I sound.
It is a bottle of Ispirin. You may come along with me if you
bring something which has a name beginning with an sound.

The final step in the development of this lesson is to apply
the visual discrimination skill children have acquired of the
sound to words.

Place groups of three words each on the chalkboard and have
individual children erase or cross out words which do not begin
with tha I letter. Have each % word identified with, "This word
begins with I," and have the child place his finger under the I
letter. This activity helps to focus a child's attention to the
beginning of a word and thus establishes the habit of viewing a
word from left to dell; (At this point in time, children are
not expected to read these words.)

Word Groups (To be placed on chalkboard one group at a time.)
(CAMERA TO BOARD with each added group) Have children draw a line
through each word that does not begin with an I, and then erase all
words that are lined out so that just Iwords remain on the chalk-
board.

in on add elf end egg an
on at if add act ill odd
am us and ask of and or

You, teacher, may say the I words for the class after the fore-
going activity has been completed by the children.

Related Activities

1. Writing the small letter X.
2. Finding a letters, both capital and small, from letter

boxes and placing these in pupil pocket charts.
3. Workbook pages.
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4. Have children bring pictures of things with names begin-
ning with the I sound. Arrange these on a bulletin board
around a large capital and small I letter. Give credit
to each child who brings in an I picture by placing his
name under the picture he has submitted.

End of Tape 2

Tape 3

The Short Vowel Sound

A brief review of a vowel (or consonant) sound already in-
troduced should always preloade the presentation of a new sound.
Conduct the review in the dame manner as given on Tape 2 for the
sound*I. Children first listen for with their eyes closed and
then with their eyes opened, listening for words you say which be-
gin with I and making the proper response to foil words. Remind
the children that the phonetic key card shows something that has a
name beginning with the I sound and that the sound can be written
in two ways as shown on the card. Also, have the children trace
the I letter in the air and several individuals may be asked to
write the I on the chalkboard. You, teacher, may at your discre-
tion, tell and show the children that names of people and places
beginning with the I sound must be written using a big or capitalio

The presentation of the vowel sound, I, will be the subject of
this tape. The following information is for your edification. The
* vowel sound is formed by (CAMERA TO CHART) elevating the front
portion of the tongue (refer to its position on the vowel chart)
somewhat higher than for I, up toward the hard palate; the tongue
moves slightly forward. This movement of the tongue, upward and
forward, produces the difference in sound quality between a and g.
This will be quite evident if you practice making each of the vowel
sounds, and I, using a hand mirror.

As always. read motivational material which will serve as a
natural lead into the presentation of the I vowel sound. To the
children assembled before you, relate the next episode in Alexan-
der's life with his talking bird, Gabby, titled, Never Xlerbant.

MEM AtaLn_lat

Alexander always had eggs for breakfast. Do you have eggs for
breakfast? He liked eggs made just any way--poached, scrambled,
sunny side up, or even hard boiled.

Quite often he had part of his egg left over. He gave the
leftovers to Gabby. Alexander would say, "Gabby, lay 'I'll have
some eggs, please'." Gabby answered, "I want some, please." Than
Alexander would say, "Say 17ggs. Say you want some eggs, eggs,
I-ggs. Don't you understand?"
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Gabby answered, "Don't you understand?" So Alexander gave up
trying to get Gabby to say "e-ggs", but he did give him the left,
aver egg.

When Alexander came back later to remove the empty dish from
Gabby's cage, Cabby had egg all over his face. Alexander said,
"Do you know what I think you are? You are a p-i-gl" You see,
Alexander spelled the word "pig" because he didn't want Gabby to
ever say, "You are a pig."

Just then the doorbell raw., and Alexander answered it. At
the door were his friends 1.he twins, /twin and /dwina. They came
to invite Alexander to the circus. What do you think Alexander
said? Of course, he wanted to go and since this day was a Satur-
day, and he had nothing else to do, he felt sure his mother would
let him go to the circus. He called to his mother, "Mother, may I
go to the circus with *win and Edwina?"

Mother answered, "Yes, Alexander, you may go. Be sure to be-
have yourself." Gabby was listening and he said, "Behave yourself,
'Zander!" Alexander said, "Oh, hush, igg face. I don't need a
bird to tell me how to behave."

At the circus, the children enjoyed watching the acrobats, the
funny clowns, the bears and lions perform, and the dogs do tricks.
But they liked the baby elephant best of all.

After the circus performance the children returned home. They
told Alexander's mother all about the circus. They told her about
the baby elephant.and how he skipped, waved his trunk, and wiggled
his hips when the band played.

Who do you think was listening to all this circus talk? Yes.
you guessed right. It was Gabby. And what do you think he said?
He repeated what the children said, but he did some strange things
to the word, "elephant".

Here's what he said: "The baby feleohant skipped to music.
The lelephant waved his trunk. The lephalant wiggled his hips."
Each time he made a mistake saying "g-lephant", Alexander corrected
him saying "say Irlephant". Gabby would say, "Felephant". Again,
Alexander would say "E- lephant". Gabby said, "lelephant". Once
again Alexander said, "No, no" The word qt-lephant, starts with e.
Say e-lephant, 171ephant." But Gabby answered, "Felephant", "lel-
ephant", or "lephalant".

Alexander got tired trying to get Gabby to start the word
"e-lephant" with an g sound. So he put a cover over Gabby's cage
to hush his mouth. To this very day, Gabby says, feleohant, 12127
phantl or lephalant, never 34.EPHANT1

I know a little secret about Gabby. He really could make any
sound that people used in speaking words, but he just loved to
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tease Alexander pretending that he couldn't use beginning sounds.
When no one was around to hear him, he said the word V-lephant in

_ the right way. With what sound did he start the word? Yes, he
started it with the sound, V.

Today, you will listen for words that begin with the ; sound,
as in V-lephant. Close your eyes for this part of the game. When
you hear me say words that do not begin with the V sound, raise
your hand.

First sequence of words (Children give hand signal on foil word
ANIMAL)(CAMERA TO CLASS)

elephant, eskimo, Esther, eggshell, enter, echo, ANIMAL,
elevator

Second sequence of words (Children give hand signal on foil word
PEANUT)

elephant, escalator, elbow, engine, enveAps, elf, Eddie,
PEANUT, engineer

Third sequence of words (Children give hand signal on foil word
SHADOW)

elephant, escape, Ethel, ever, every, empty, SEWN, enemy

For the next part of this game, open your eyes. Watch my
lips as I say words that begin with the soundii, as in e-lephant.
Repeat after me only words I say which begin with an N sound. Put
your finger over your lips when you hear me say a word that does
not begin with the sound.

First sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word FINDEO(CAMERA TO CLASS)

elephant, ebony, ecru, Ellen, Emily, FINDER, etching, elbow

Second sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word SLIPPER)

elephant, escape, ever, echo, Elsie, eskimo, envelope,
SLIPPER, emerald

Third sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word TOASTER)

elephant, escalator, empty, elevator, edge, entrance, TOASTER,
echo, elm

Show the phonetic picture card for V. (CAMERA TO BOARD)

Here is the picture of an animal the name of which begins with
the i sound. What is it? (Responses Elephant) The beginning
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sound of this picture name will help you remember that each of
these letters (point to the upper and lower case 6 letter) stands
for the sound.

This is how we write an V (demonstrate on the chalkboard).

Before the children are called upon to write .thee letter, have
them trace it in the air to establish the correct movement in-
volved in writing this letter.

Reinforcement and Maintenance Activities

Auditory Game--Animal Caretakers

Materials: Two large paper circus cars. A number of cards with
and V printed on them.

Instructions: You, the teacher, will say words beginning with the
sounds X or W. Children are to select the correct letter card rep-
resenting the beginning sound in the word and place the "circus
animal" in the correct cage. All a animals go in the X cage and
all the 4 animals go in the I cage.

Auditory Games 2 and 3

Adapt Leo the Leonard and Bak on the Umbrella to the 4 sound.

Art Activity

Have the class make an 4 mobile. Suspend pictures whose names
begin with an a sound from a coat hanger. Mount the picture on
construction paper, then cut around the pictures, and tape a length
of string to the back of eackpicture. On the back of each picture,
print a lower and upper case E.

Language Activities

I'm Going to a Party

Children assume a name beginning with in order to attend
this imaginary party. Start the language game in this way: "I'm
going to a party to which only children whose name begins with 6
are invited. What is your name?" If a child can't think of a
name beginning with an V sound, accept any word that begins with
an V sound. Have the children respond in complete sentences, such
as "My name is ." If a proper name is given, have the re-
sponding child point to the capital / on the phonetic picture card
and say, "My name begins with the big (or capital) t" If the
word supplied by the child is not a proper noun, he would say, "MY
name begins with the small S."

What 11 It?

Prepare a number of cards on which are mounted names of nouns
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beginning with an ; sound, such as

egg, eskimo, escalator, elbow, elephant, elf, engine,
envelope, extinguisher, engineer, emerald.

Print the name of the object below the picture. Place these
cards along the chalk ledge.

Select one child to be Iland irstruct him to cover his eyes.
Then point to one of the pictures along the chalk ledge. Only you
and the group know the picture selected. rIumcovers his eyes and
the game begins with each member in the group giving a descriptive
sentence related to the picture card which was selected by the
teacher (or pupil). If the picture card selected was an egg, the
children may say the following: It can be eaten; It is white and
yellow when cooked; This is what Humpty-Dumpty was; We color them
at Easter time. When the picture is correctly identified, the
child whose sentence "tipped off" IT, becomes the new 13.,

Final Step in the Lesson Development

Place groups of three words each on the chalkboard and have
the children erase or draw lines through words which do not begin
with the V letter. A suggested list follows:

end odd echo ink ax ebb
and egg etch elk exit ask
elf add itch old Elsie ever

You, the teacher, may, after the foregoing activity has been
accomplished, say the ; words for the.class.

Related Activities

1. Writing the ; letter.
2. Finding ; letters, both upper and lower case, from letter

boxes and placing these in pupil pocket charts.
3. Cut different shapes from newspapers-- seasonal things,

such as leaves, birds, turkeys, Christmas trees, snowmen,
etc. Give each child one of these newspaper patterns and
have the children find and circle, or underline, each word
that begins with an I or A booklet could be made of
these shapes, placing each shape on a separate sheet of
drawing paper. Children may select words whose beginning
sound is not a tat; sound, but since this is a visual
discrimination exercise, visually the response is correct.

4. WorLbook pages.

End of Tape 3

Tape 4

The Short Vowel Sounfq
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Before introducing the next sound, conduct a brief review, as
suggested on Tape 3. for the vowel sounds a and e. All review
lessons should be structured to consistof the auditory discrimin-
ation (eyes opened and closed), a quick reference to the phonetic
key card, and a recapitulation as to how one writes the letter
representing the sound being reviewed. Also, make use of the fol-
lowing chalkboard exercise: Place and el on the chalkboard sep-
arated by a vertical bar. Say words some of which begin with the

sound and some with the V sound. Call on inct.vidual children to
identify the sound which begins the word you say and then have the
child write the vowel letter in either the r or the N column.

The vowel sound to be presented on this tape is the short
vowel sound i (CAMERA 10 CHART)(point to position of vowel on the
vowel chart). The vowel i is high up in the front vowel series.

The tongue is elevated considerably and in a decidedly forward
position. The placing of the tongue in the articulation of vowels
is useful to you as a classroom teacher.

Vowels are easier to articulate than are consonants. However,
one may occasionally have a pupil who misarticulates vowels and in
this instance observe the pupil's tongue or lip position. You may
be able to correct the sound deviation, that is if there is nothing
pathologically wrong with the articulators.

To introduce the short vowel I, tell the motivational story,
Never Indian. The presentation may be something like this: On
rainy days, on Halloween, and when we go to masquerade parties, we
like to pretend that we are somebody else. Well, this is exactly
what Alexander liked to do-- pretend. He liked to pretend he was a
cowboy, an airplane pilot, a fireman, a magician. But best of all,
he liked to pretend he was an Indian.

Whenever Alexander got the feeling to be an Indian, he would
put on his Indian suit and he'd set up a tepee in his back yard.

One afternoon Alexander invited his friends Indy-Anna, Isabel,
Isadore, Ignatius and his dog Inky, to play Indians. Alexander
told them they could belong to his Blackfeather Indian Tribe. The
girls came each wearing a head band with a chicken feather attached
to it. Isadore and Ignatius came with vegetable dye splotches on
their faces. Inky came just as he was--a dog.

What about Gabby? Well, he wasn't allowed out of his cage,
so he couldn't be anything but what he was, a bird. Alexander
thought that Gabby could be useful to the tribe if he would be
willing to give three of his tail feathers--one for himself, one
for Isadore, and one for Ignatius.

Alexander took a pair of scissors and as he came up to Gabby's
cage he said, "Gabby, be a nice bird and let me have three of your
tail feathers. I won't hurt you a bit and you'll grow some more
feathers."
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Gabby yelled, "Help! I'm about to be scalped at my tail end
by an imp!"

Alexander said, "I'm not going to scalp you and I am not an
imp. I'm a Blackfeather Indian and so are Isadore and Ignatius.
I tell you, we're I-radians. Why can't you ever learn to say
important words correctly?"

But Alexander couldn't get Gabby to quiet down. Gabby kept
on yelling, "The Incas are after me! Help!"

"No, no, Gabby! Not Incas. We're Blackfeather Indians,"
said Alexander.

This time Gabby said, "Blackfeather insects are after me!"

Alexander said, "Now Gabby, look at us. Do we look like
insects? Whoever heard of Blackfeather insects! We're Indians,
tell you. We're t-ndians!"

Alexander and Gabby made so much noise that Mother came in to
find out what was going on. Mother said, "You both sound like a
couple of Indians. What's going on here?"

Alexander explained what he wanted from Gabby. Mother was
horrified. She said. "I never heard of Indians getting feathers
from a live bird! I can give you some feathers from my old Easter
hat and I want it understood that you're to leave Gabby alone."

Gabby said, "Leave Gabby alone, you imps, you insects, you
Incas!"

So you see Gabby could say many words, but never INMAN!

In the story you just heard, Gabby would not say a certain
word. What was that word? (Reeponme: Indian) With what sound
does this word begin? (Response: .1) Yes, the sound is Today,
we are going to listen for words that begin with 1, as in Indian.
Close your eyes and listen carefully for words that begin with
If I say a word that does not begin with the sound, raise your
hand.

First sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word ISKIMO)(CAMERA TO CLASS)

Indian, Illinois, Isabelle, into, image, itch, ESKIMO,
imitate, igloo

Second sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word ATTIC)

Indian, infection, infant, isn't, impure, imagination,
improve. ATTIC, iguana, impolite
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Third sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word OCTOPUS)

Indian, insect, immense, indoors, inning, inches, OCTOPUS,
invite, Italy, igloo

The next part of our listening game is played with our eyes
open. Watch my lips as I say words that begin,with an i sound.
Repeat after me on) i words I say. When I say a word that does
not begin with the Isound, put your finger over your lips and do
not say it.

First sequence of words (Children remain silent on foil word
ENGINE)(CAMERA TO CLASS)

Indian, inches, invite, insect, Isabelle, ENGINE, Illinois,
image, infant, interrupt

Second sequence of words (Children remain silent on foil word ALICE)

Indian, igloo, imitate, iguana, illness, Italy, infection,
into, ALICE, inches

Third sequence of words (Children remain silent on foil word
ELEPHANT)

Indian, infant, inches, instead, Italy, invitation, image,
insect, ELEPHANT, invite

Show the phonetic key card for i and say: (CAMERA TO CARD)
here is a picture of something the name of which begins with the
i sound. What is its Yes, it is an Indian. The beginning sound
will help you remember that each of these letters (point to the
upper and lower case i letters) stands for the I sound.

This is how we write an 1. (MER& TO CHALKBOARD) Demon-
strate on the chalkboard the correct movement to employ in writing
an I. have the pupils practice tracing an I in the air and then
have each child write anion the chalkboard, both upper and lower
case letters.

Reinforcement and Maintenance Activities

Auditory and Visual Discrimination Games

A Cat Tale

In this game, children are seated in a circle around the
teacher. The children are the "cats": the teacher is the "witch"
who will change the "cats" into broomsticks if their responses
are incorrect.

Directions: Place the I, ii, Ivowels on the chalkboard, several
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of each, in random sequence. For example, 1, 4, ;, a, i. 1, 4, i,
i, etc. As you, the "witch", say 1 words, the child called upcn re-
peats the /word and circles one of the l letters on the chalkboard.
If the "witch" says a word that does not begin with j, the "cat"
responds with Nero rather than Me-ow. If the child's response is
incorrect, the "witch" touches the "cat" with her wand (pointer)
and the "cat" is changed into a 'broomstick and stands up rigidly.

A Copy Cat Cop be a flaw" Cat

Children pretend they are cats who are hungry. If their re-
sponses in this game are correct, they will be fed a saucer of
milk (a paper circle) or a mouse (a paper mouse).

Have five or six children face the rest of the children who
iare at the reading circle. You, teacher, will say words and the

child called upon will repeat the word and write the letter for
the beginning sound. A pod copy cat gets his choice of a "saucer
of milk" or a "mouse". Those who respond inappropriately, go
hungry.

Language Activity

In the following activity, children are askid to supply
(orally) an i word which will complete the second sentence in each
pair of sentences. You, the teacher, say the following:

I am going to have a party. I will many children.
(invite)

I know another name for a baby. The word is (infant)
The nurse measured my height. I was 60 tall. (inches)
I am an Eskimo. I live in an . (igloo)
I see myself in a mirror. I see my . (image)
I like to play the game Follow the L'ader. When you follow the

leader you him. (imitate)
To do something better, one must practice. If you practice you
may . (improve)

Your answer is right, but mine is . (incorrect)
I am a girl. MY name is 711787a706)
A scratch must be kept clean. You might get an

you don't keep it clean. (infection)

Final Step in the Lesson Development (CAMERA TO CHALKBOARD)

Place groups of three words each on the chalkboard and have
the,..children erase or cross out the words which do not begin with
an /letter. You, teacher, may say all theIwords after all the
i words have been identified.

in on imp end it itch Isabelle
an it am if and in igloo
ill at is of ink etch egg

Related' Activities



1. Writing the letter.
2. Finding letters, both upper and lower case, from

letter boxes.
3. Workbook pages.

Continue to encourage children to bring in pictures or words
beginning with the vowel sound under study (words found on food
labels, advertisements, newspapers, etc.).

End of Tape 4

=11111.

Tape 5

The Short Vowel Sound CI

Before considering the next short vowel sound e, conduct a
brief review of the short vowels 1, e, in the manner suggested
on Tape 4. This review can be accomplished in about five minutes.
At your discretion, this review may be, limited to just one vowel
sound, the one you believe needs reinfordement.

This tape, and succeeding ones, are intended to develop in
you the teacher, an awareness for sounds, and, at the same time,
provide procedures to use for developing word recognition skills
in teaching children to read. So far. the lessons presented in-
troduced the short vowel sounds 1,e, which belong to the front
vowel series (point to these on the vowel chart). (CAMERA TO
VOWEL CHART)

The next vowel sound to be presented is the short vowel sound
15 which belongs to the lip vowel series (point to this series on
the lip vowel chart). The sound quality of the vowels in this
series is attributable to tongue and lip position. The tongue is
not easily observable, but the lip position is very noticeable.
In articulating the vowel sounde, the position of the lips is
neutral and the tip of the tongue is against the lower teeth, as
it should be for all vowel sounds.

Use a hand mirror and observe the role of the lips in artic-
ulating all the vowel sounds in the lip vowel series. Articulate
e, a, 5, ik, and oo.

To introduce the short vowel sound Q,, read this motivational
story about Alexander and his talking bird, Gabby.

Most everyone in this world has an interest in something.
'All, Alexander Aas interested in birds. It's true he used to get
very cross with Gabby, but he really loved him. Because he liked
birds very much, Alexander read books about birds. He found out
that birds come in all sizes, shapes, and colors. The bird Alex-
ander found to be very strange, but interesting, was the ostrich.
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Do you know anything about ostriches? Ostriches are about as
tall as your mother or father- -maybe a little taller. They weigh
about as much as three children in the first grade and even as
much as six children. Ostriches can run very fast, but they can't
fly. Another strange thing about ostriches is that they eat stones
along with their food. Have you ever seen an ostrich egg? It's
very big and it takes about twenty-four and sometimes thirty-six
eggs, the kind your mother uses, to make one ostrich egg!

Alexander got so interested in ostriches that his mother de-
cided to take him to the too where he could see live ostriches.
She told Alexander to ask his friends, Oswald, Oliver, and Oscar
to come along. And he did.

At the zoo, where do you think Alexander led his mother and
his friends, Oswald, Oliver, and Oscar? Yes, straight to the
place where the ostriches were kept. There was a big crowd gath-
ered around the ostrich pen. When Alexander and his mother and
his friends, Osrald. Oliver, and Oscar got up close, they saw an
animal doctor, Dr. Omelet, with his hands on an ostrich's throat.
Alexander found out that the ostrich, named 011ie, had swallowed
some kind of object. It got stuck down in his neck. Dr. Omelet
said, "If only I could get 011ie to say Z, I could see what kind
of object was stuck in the middle of his neck. If I don't get
the object out soon, I'll have to operate."

Finally, Dr. Omelet moved the object up, up, up 011ie's throat
and got the object out. What do you think the object was? It was
a colossal size olive! The doctor massaged 011ie's throat and then
left. So did the crowd and so did Alexander, his mother, and his
friends, Oswald, Oliver, and Oscar. They all went home.

That evening Alexander told his father about the zoo and
about 011ie, the ostrich, who had swallowed a colossal size olive.
Who, besides Alexander's father, was listening to this story?
Yes. It was Gabby. He repeated what Alexander said.

Gabby said, "'lite (Lee) swallowed a 'live (liv)." Alexander
said, "Why don't you say words correctly? You didn't start some
words with IS. Say '011ie' not 'llie'. 011ie, the ostrich, swal-
lowed an olive, not a 'liv'." But Gabby kept on saying, flllie"
instead of "011ie" and "liv" instead of "olive."

Then Gabby said, "Dr. 'Mast' thought he would have to
'perate' on gliel to get the 'ject out." Once again Alexander
tried to correct Gabby. He said, "Say, 'Dr. Omelet', not 'Dr.
'Masts." But Gabby wouldn't listen. And he wouldn't change
'perate' to operate and 'ject' to object.

Alexander said, "I give up. Let's see if you can say 6. I
want to look down your throat to see if there's something wrong
with your voice box."

Do you think Gabby opened his mouth? No, he didn't. Did he
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over say the word ostrich, or omelet, or ooerate, or obAeot? No,
never, never, never!

Do you remember the sound Alexander wanted Gabby to make so
that ho could look down hiss throat? Yes, the sound was Today,
we are going to listen for words beginning with 6, as in ostrich.
Close your eyes and be sure to give me a hand signal when I say a
word that does not begin with Q. Ready?

First sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word AMBULANCE)(CAMIRA TO CLASS)

ostrich, October, olive, odd, object, octopus, AMBULANCE,
oxygen, operate

Second sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word INDIAN)

ostrich, otter, opposite, Oliver, opera, ox, oblong, INDIAN,
oxford, occupy

Third sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word ESKIMO)

ostrich, octet, onynx, osprey, Olga, optician, Oscar, oxen,
olive, ESKIMO

Open your eyes for the next part of our listening game.
Watch my lips say the words. Repeat every 6 word I say. When I
say a word that does not begin with Z, put your finger over your
lips and do not say it.

First sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word ESTHER)(CAMEHA TO CLASS)

ostrich, Otto, oxen, object, octet, operate, omelet, Oliver,
ESTHER, octopus

Second sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word ILLINOIS)

ostrich, Oswald, oxen, opposite, onyx, ax, odd, ILLINOIS,
otter

Third sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word ANIMAL)

ostrich, October, obelisk, oxford, object, omelet, ANIMAL,
opera, oblong

Show the phonetic picture card for 5 and say the following
(CAMERA TO CARD): Here is a picture of something the name of
which begins with the isound. What is it? (Response: An
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ostrich) The beginning sound of this picture name will help you
remember that each of these letters (point to the upper and lower
case IS letters)(CAMEHA TO CHART) stands for the sound.

This is how we write the o letter. (Demonstrate the correct
movement to employ in writing the letter.)(CAME(A TO CHALKBOARD)
Have each child trace an 6 in the air and than have each one write
the letter on the chalkboard. Teach the writing of the capital
letter, B, when the need arises.

Reinforcement and Maintenance Activities

Auditory and Visual Discrimination Games

1. A Visit to the Land of Oz

You, teacher, are a guard at the gates of the Land of Os.
(Two chairs may be used as gates with guard standing at the gates.)
To get through the gates to see the Wizard of Oz, each child takes
a tarn requesting entrance to the Land of Oz. The guard (teacher)
says a sequence of three words, only one of which starts with the
3 sound (the password). The child must repeat the IS word to gain
entrance and hands the guard a ticket (a card with an r printed on
it) and the guard then moves the chairs aside (opens the gates).
The child crosses the room (goes through a forest of chairs) to
where the Wizard sits (a child wearing a head band with words,
"Wizard of Oz", printed on it).

If a child fails to repeat the password (the IS word), he is
renamed admittance to the Land of Oz and goes back home (returns
to his chair in the reading circle and sits down).

2. A kip. to tA fta

Placewa number of letters on the chalkboard as well as
vowels e, in a scattergram arrangement. All IS letters rep-
resent space stations: Also place a circle, representing the moon,
up, off to the right of the acattergram of vowel letters. You,
teacher, say a sequence of words, some beginning with E., and some
beginning with 1, I, To The child called on (the astronaut) moves
from one IS station to another E station (uses chalk to join the
stations) my when he hears you, teacher, say an .6 word.

The object of the game is to see if the astronaut can plot a
pOi.n to the moon requiring the least number of moves. The astro-
naut who gets to the moon with the least number of moves gets to
keep one of the moon rocks (jelly bean, marble, or a gum ball).

If a child attespts to move from one istation to another 3
station when the teacher says a foil word, 1..e is disqualified as
an astronaut and is grounded (sits on the floor).

A new scattergram of vowel letters is placed on the chalkboard
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for each child who wishes to take a trip to the moon.

Language Activity

You, teacher, will say the following riddles for the children
to solve:

I'm thinking of an 5 word which is the name of a month.(October)
I'm thinking of an 5 word which is the name of a sea animal with

eight arms or legs. (octopus)
I'm thinking of an S word which is the name of a boy. (Oliver,

or Oswald, or Oscar)
I'm thinking of an 5 word which is the name of a fruit. (orange)
I'm thiu g of An 5 word which is the name of a kind of shoe.

(oxford)

I'm thinking Lf an (V word which is the name of something we
breathe. (oxygen)

I'm thinking of an 8 word which is the name of something made of
eggs. (omelet)

I'm thinking of an '4 word which is the name of something to eat.
It is either green or black and is packed in jars. (olive)

I'm thinking of an 6 word which is the name of an animal. (otter)

Final Step in the Lesson Development

Place groups of three words each on the chalkboard and have
the children erase or draw a line through words which do not begin
with an S letter. After the children called upon have accomplished
this task, you may say the IS words which remain on the chalkboard.

Related Activities

1. Writing the 6 letter.
2. Finding S letters, both upper and lower case, from letter

boxes and placing them into pupil pocket charts.
3. Workbook pages.

If any child in the room has a name, a relative, or a friend
whose name begins with an .6 sound, use this information making it

.

a part of the room news. Continue to encourage children to bring
in words beginning with an Q letter (accept words which begin with
a long 3 sound as this is intended to be a visual discrimination
activity) and pictures whose names begin with an 5 sound (the
sound in this instance must be a short ).

Ehd of Tape 5

Tape 6

The Short Vowel Sound

It should be understood that the authors of the CAMS approach
advocate the use of meaningful wholes--words, phrases, and
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sentences--in teaching beginning reading. It is the quickest way
to "open Mop" in that a child can do some reading quickly which
satisfies the expectation he has of first grade. However, the
global approach has serious shortcomings in spite of the fact that
cue confusion is lessened through the use of context.

It is also well to point out that the major word recognition
skills and meaningful vocabulary are developed in the first three
primary grades. The major emphasis shifts in the intermediate
grades to vocabulary expansion and to developing word meanings.
Since the major emphasis in the first three grades is on the basic
word recognition skills, a program of instruction in the sounds of
letters assembled into pronouncing units or syllables and the ap-
plication of this knowledge to new and unknown words in a contex-
tual setting, should be initiated at the early stages of reading.
Instruction should be initiated at the pre-kindergarten, kinder-
garten, and certainly at the first grade level. In this way, we
can guide a child into becoming a self- reliant and independent
reader; in this way we can reduce to a minimum the number of read-
ing difficulties.

Finally, the CAME approach may be, can be, keyed into any of
the currently -used reading series. This feature of the CAME pro-
gram is not a characteristic of current reading series since each
has its own built-in phonics program which is structured to key-in
to no other reading series.

The last segment of this tape will provide a review of all
vowels. Hence, the usual review which precedes the presentation
of a new sound, will be omitted from the beginning time segment
of this tape.

So far, you have been introduced to the teaching of three
front vowel sounds, a, e, IO and one lip vowel sound, o (point to
these on the vowel chart)(CAMIRA TO CHART). The next short vowel
sound to be presented is the short vowel sound I. A look at the
vowel chart shows that it is the lowest central vowel sound. This
vowel sound is produced by elevating the central portion of the
tongue toward the hard palate. However, the degree of elevation
is so slight that one can say the tongue is in a neutral position.

To introduce the short vowel sound go relate the motivational
story about Alexander and his talking bird, Gabby, in the follow-
ing manner: How many of you have 3how.and-Tb11-Time in your
schoolroom? This is a fun time of the day when you bring things
to school to show to others and to talk about them. Sometimes
children bring in things which you have never seen and sometimes
the things are surprises and you have to guess what they are. To-
day, you will find out what some children brought to Alexander's
classroom for Shaw-and-Tell-Time.

One day when Alexander got home from school, he told his
mother about the unusual and interesting things the children
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brought. As he was talking, as usual, there was Gabby, listening.

Alexander said, "Adonis brought his pet opossum."

Gabby said, "What's a 'some'?"

Alexander said, "It's not a 'some'- -it's an opossum. You
didn't start the word with an ix sound. The word is opossum. I've
told you an umpteen number of times to say words correctly."

Gabby kept right on saying, "What's a Isms'? What's
'umpteen'?"

Alexander said, "I may as well tell you. An opossum is an
animal about the size of a cat that lives in a tree. It carries
its baby in a pouch like a kangaroo does and has a tail which it
uses for climbing and swinging. To fool his enemies, he likes to
pretend he's dead by rolling; into a ball and lying still. 'Ump-
teen' means I've repeated things a zillion times."

Just then Gabby closed his eyes and lowered his head, as if
he were sleeping.

Alexander said, "Quit trying to fool me. I know you're
'playing possum'."

Gabby said, "Po- po- some, some- po- po."

Alexander said, "You annoy me, Gabby. Stop upsetting me and
let me get on with my story."

Alexander went on with his Show-and-Tell story. "Amigo
brought a duckling named 'Ugly Duckling' and it was ugly. He
brought something else, too--a relative of yours, Gabby."

Gabby said, "Relative? I don't know anybody called 'rola-
tive'."

Alexander said, "A relative is someone like an uncle, but
your relative is a bird called a starling. This bird is unfriend-
ly and he's a pest. What's more, he's not an American bird. He
was brought to America."

Gabby said, "I'm an American bird and I'm not a pest."

Alexander said, "Oh, hush, Let me get on with my story.
Alexius brought a pretty umbrella, a special kind of umbrella with
peep holes in it through which you can look to see where you are
going. His Uncle Upton gave it to him for his birthday."

Gabby said, "I want a 'brella with peep holes."

Alexander said, "There you go again leaving off the beginning
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sounds in words. It 's umbrella. Say u- mbrella."

Gabby said, "It's a 'brella. I want a 'brella."

Alexander got very cross. He said, "I know what you will
get." What do you think Alexander gave Gabby? Nothing. He just
put a cover over Gabby's cage to make him hush.

But Gabby kept repeating, "A 'brella. I want a 'brella."

Do you think he ever said 'umbrella?" No, never "umbrella".
Never, never, never!

Do you remember the mistake Gabby made when he pronounced the
word "umbrella"? Yes, he didn't start the word with the u sound.
This is the sound we are going to listen for, as in umbrella.
Close your eyes for the first part of our listening game. Remem-
ber to give me a hand signal when I say a word that does not begin
with the u sound.

First sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word OSTRICH)(CAMERA TO CLASS)

umbrella, ugly, uncle, umber, under, usher, OSTRICH, umpire, us

Second sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word IGLOO)

umbrella, unlace, upon, upset, utter, usher, IGLOO, until, ugly

Third sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word OMELET)

umbrella, unhappy, umber, ulcer, usher, umpire, uncle, unkind,
OMELET, under

Open your eyes for the next part of our listening game. Watch
my lips as I say words and repeat only the Iwords I say. When I
say a word that does not begin with u, put your finger over your
lips and do not say it.

First sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word OPERATE)(CAMERA TO CLASS)

umbrella, uncle, until, ugly, usher, umpire, unravel, unlock,
OPERATE, uncover

Second sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word OCTOPUS)

umbrella, utter, unscrew, unkind, ultra, uncle, usher, ugly,
OCTOPUS, unlike
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Third sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word °HUM)

umbrella, under, upper. ugly, udder, OBLONG, usher, unfasten

Show the phonetic picture card for t and say: (CAMERA TO
CAM) Here is a picture of something the name of which begins
with the 11 sound. What is it? (Response: An umbrella) The be-
ginning sound of this picture name will help you remember that
each of these letters (point to the upper and lower case t letters)
stands for the u sound.

This is how we write the letter. (Demonstrate the correct
movement to employ in writing this letter.)(CAMSRA TO CHALKBOARD)
Have the children trace the Iiletter in the air and then have each
child write thew letter on the chalkboard. Teach the writing of
the upper case U as the need arises.

Reinforcement and Maintenance Activities

Auditory and Visual Discrimination Games

1. A Sound-Co-Round

This game is similar to the familiar musical chairs game.
As you, teacher, say words that begin with an t sound, children
circle around stepping on newspaper sheets laid down on the floor
in the way the numbers on a clock are positioned. On each sheet
is printed a vowel, five of which are the letter t, and each of
the remaining seven sheets have a. g. , Q, printed on them. All
t sheets are Safety Islands and all other sheets are patches of
dangerous quicksand.

One step, clockwise is permitted for each t word a player
hears. As soon as the teacher says a foil word all players stop
circling and step onto a newspaper sheet. Those stepping on an t
sheet are safe. Those who stogy on a patch of quicksand (sheet on
which is printed an 11, g, 1.0 o, sink (they leave the game). How-
ever, if the player who stepped on a patch of quicksand can give a
word starting with the vowel sound which corresponds to the letter
on which he is standing, he is safe and may remain in the game.

New players replace those who "sank". After all the children
have had an opportunity to play the Sound-Go-Round game, time can
be called. All those who sank have to perform a redeeming forfeit
such as:

1. Laugh three different ways.
2. Say three nice things about themselves while hopping on

one foot.

3. Bark three different ways.
4. Snarl like an angry cat, meow like a hungry cat, purr

like a contented cat.
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5. Show three different facial expressions.

2. Uhat's the Good a

Say the following: One word in each sentence I say should
begin with the t sound. Listen for the incomplete word and make
it complete by starting it with the sound.

I cannot ntie my shoe lace.
I do not nderstand what you said.
Mother was nhappy when she lost her purse.
This key will not nlock the door.
You cannot nscramble eggs.
We must not be nkind to people and animals.
The mpire at the baseball game uses hand signals.
We will play ntil it is time for lunch.
Gabby wanted an mbrella.

Final Step in the Lesson Development (CAMERA TO CHALKBOARD)

Place groups of three words each on the chalkboard and have
the children erase or draw a line through words'which do not begin
with the 11 letter.

on not under nest neck utter
up us not uncle until no
no ugly up nap usher us

After this exercise has been completed, you, teacher, may say the
t words.

Review of All Short Vowel Sounds

1. Vowel finger-play - Children can supply the appropriate
movements for the following verse:

A is for apple, big, round, and sweet
O is for ostrich with skinny legs and feet
E is for elephant whose trunk swings very low
I is for Indian who can imitate a crow
U isjoE an ugly face you see upon a hippo
The A, I, I, 0, U sounds I'll never forget
For they are the vowels of the ALPHABET,

2. Chalkboard EXercise

Place the five short vowel letters on the chalkboard, sep-
arating each with a vertical bar. At this time tell the children
that these letters belong to a family of letters called the vowels.
Say words that begin with the vowel sounds X, I, 1, 6, t. Have
individual children identify the beginning vowel sound they hear
at the beginning of words you say and then instruct them to write
the vowel letter in the proper vowel column. Lastly, have the
child point to the letter he has written and say, This is
(vowel sound)."
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3. Vowel Bing°,

Give each child a grid (duplicated) with at least 25 cells.
In each cell have a printed vowel (in random order). As you say
words beginning with vowel sounds, have the children place a count-
er on the grid (a button will do) over the vowel sound they heard.
Any arrangement of counters (buttons) horizontally, vertically, or
diagonally on the grid is a winning arrangement.

4. Circus Animal Hunt

Draw five circus cars and label each with one of the five
vowels. Also, have a number of cards on which are printed each of
the vowels and place these along the chalk ledge. These cards rep-
resent circus animals that have escaped. Instruct children to
listen for the vowel sounds that begin the words you say. If they
correctly identify the vowel sound, they are to select from the
chalk ledge, the printed counterpart for this vowel sound and place
it below the cage bearing the same vowel letter as is on the card.
The child has thus succeeded in capturing an escaped circus animal.

Related Activities

1. Writing the a letter.
2.' Finding U letters, both upper and lower case, from letter

boxes.
3. Workbook pages.

Continue to encourage children to look for and bring in words
from magazines or newspapers that begin with an ti letter. Or, you
may trace a pattern on magazine or newspaper pages. Cut out the
patterns, give each child one and instruct the children to under-
line all the words they can find that begin with the U letter or
words that have the letter in any other position in the word.

Bid of Tape 6

Tape 7

The Consonant Sound

It has been stated on a previous tape that the CAME program
embodies 44 basic speech sounds of which 25 are consonant sounds.
The consonant sounds will be presented in a sequence based on their
frequency of occurrence in our English syllables. Notice (point to
Consonant Chart)(CAMERA TO CHART) that a number of consonants are
paired because they are articulated in the same manner, but one
member of each pair is made with the breath and is voiceless, and
the other member is articulated with the vocal chords vibrating,
and is voiced. There are nine such pairs of voiceless and voiced
consonants.

Consonant sounds are more difficult to articulate than are
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vowel sounds. To produce them requires a precise positioning of
the articulators. With this in mind, it is not unusual to find
that some children have difficulty producing certain consonant
sounds.

This tape will concern itself with the first most frequently
occurring consonant sound, g. The consonant sound s is a voice-
less sound and its companion, z, is a voiced sound. Place your
finger tips on the larynx and articulate the a and & sounds. Note
that they are both articulated in the same way, but the vocal
chords do not vibrate when you say a.

To the group of children assembled in a reading group (as
always), read the following motivational story, Never Statue.

Boys and girls, I have another story to tell about Alexander
and his bird, Gabby. Every day, after school, Alexander told his
mother about something interesting that happened in school. One
day Alexander's teacher had the children play a new kind of game.
Alexander told his mother how the game was played.

Alexander said, "Our teacher said words that began with an s
sound. The children marched around just as long as she said words
that started with the a sound. When she said a word that didn't
begin with s, everyone stood as still as a statue.*

As Alexander was telling his mother about the game, Gabby was
listening. He said, "What's a 'tatue' ?"

Alexander said, "I said s-tatue. The word starts with s.
Say s-tatue."

Gabby said, "Achoo, achoo."

"Gabby, you're sneezing! You must have a cold," said
Alexander.

Gabby said, "I'm not 'nesting."

"Mei% you go again," said Alexander. "The word is s-neezing.
I guess you can't make an a sound because you have no teeth."

Gabby said, "I 'wallow 'tones and thai're better than teeth."

Alexander said, "You mean you imam 'topes. I guess the
only way to keep you quiet is to cover your cage wiuh a sack."
And he did just that.

What do you think Gabby kept saying? He kept saying, "Achoo,
what's an 'achoo ?" Never statue!

For our game today we are going to listen for the sound that
Gabby couldn't say at the beginning of words. What was the sound?
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(CAMLNA 10 CLASS)(Aesponse: "5") Yes, the sound was a.

Close your eyes and listen for words that begin with the
sound, as in squirrel. When I say a word that does not begin
wlth s, raise your hand. Heady?

First sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word BUTTON) (CAMERA TO CLASS)

squirrel, star, snake, spoon, spot, sleep, slipper, BUTTON,
stamp, sled

Second sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word KITTEN)

squirrel, sun, soup, soap, sack, KITTEN, sailor, song

Third sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word PUMPKIN)

squirrel, sink, scat, suit, saddle, Sam, PUMPKIN, saw, skip

The next part of our listening game is played with our eyes
open. Watch may lips as I say words that begin with the s sound
and repeat them after me. When I say a word that does not begin
with the s sound, put your finger over your lips and do not say
it. Readyl

First sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word HAMMER)(CAMERA TO CLASS)

squirrel, school, silk, sweet, saucer, slide, steps, HAMMER,
sock, spider

Second sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word RABBIT)

squirrel, string, snow, sky, swan, seat, RABBIT, silver, salad

Third sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear foil
word NICKEL)

squirre, skate, stamp, saw, slice, story, NICKEL, six, sun

Show picture card for a. (CAMERA TO CARD)

Here is a picture of something the name of which begins with
the s sound. What is it? (CAMERA T3 CLASS)(Response: A squirrel)
The beginning sound of this picture name will help you remember
that each of these letters (point to upper and lower case s)(CAM-
ERA TO BOARD) stands for the a sound.

This is how we write s. (CAMERA TO BOARD)(Demonstrate on
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chalkboard the correct movement to employ in writing a lower case
s.) Have the pupils trace an s letter in the air and then have
each pupil write it on the chalkboard. Teach the capital S when
the need arises.

Reinforcement and Maintenance Activities

Auditory Discrimination Game

This is a game in which you will pretend you are in a restau-
rant ordering food and I (the teacher) will be the waitress. I
will suggest things to eat that begin with an s sound. If the food
I suggest begins with s, you will say, "Yes, I'll have (name os
food INA begins with a)." If I name a food that does not begin
with s, you will say, "No, I don't want that." Ready? (CAMERA TO
CLASS)"

soup, soda, sausage, strawberries, BREAD

syrup, sandwich, steak, CORN
salad, salmon, spaghetti, MILK
salami, salt, sardines, sauce, stew, PEACHES
sucker, stuffing, sauerkraut, sweet potato, EGGS
Swiss cheese, sponge cake, spare ribs, string beans, APPLE

A variation of the foregoing game is one in which the teacher
is a grocery store clerk and the children are the shoppers. The
"store clerk" suggests foods which begin with an s sound and the
"shoppers" say, "I'll buy (they name the s food which the "store
clerk" suggested), but when a food is suggested that does not be-

-gin with the s sound they say, "No, I don't want that."

Visual Discrimination Game I'll Do It - -Yost Name It

Materials: Word cards which are printed with the following "verbs:
stand skip scrub sweep slap squeeze
sit smile scold stamp sprinkle
stretch step sew swing sniff
stoop slide skate saw smell
sleep sneeze swim scratch smash

Divide the group of children into a girl and boy team. You,
teacher perform the appropriate action for the g. word you hold.
Anyone on the girl team may guess the g. word you are dramatizing.
If the guess is correct, the girl team gets the "word card. If
the guess is incorrect, anyone on the boy team may have a chance
to guess the name of the action. Give the boy team a turn to
guess the next action word. If they fail to make a correct guess,
then the girl team gets a chance to name the action.

Language Game Questions, Questions, Questions!

I am going to ask some questions. The answers to all these
questions are words that begin with the ,1 sound. (CAMERA TO CLASS)
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1. How do lemons taste? (sour)
2. What do we call two pieces of bread with meat or some

other kind of filling? (sandwich)
3. What is planted in the spring? (seeds)
4. Who frightened Little Miss Nuffet? (spider)
5. What twinkles up in the sky? (stars)
6. What comes out of a chimney? (smoke)
7. During what season do most people go on a vacation?

(summer)
8. What do we use to cut cloth? (scissors)
9. Where does mother wash the dishes? (sink)

10. Into what do you pour milk for a cat? (saucer)

The final step in the development of this lesson is to apply
visual discrimination to words beginning with the s sound. Place
groups of three words on the chalkboard. Children are to erase or
cross out words which do not begin with the Isound. Have the
children place their finger under each gword and say, "This word
begins with s." In this way, we insure the matching of sight and
sound.

sit sell fin silk Sam some star
zip so sin milk Ann come send
sun fell sand self Sally sift lend

After this exercise has been completed, you, teacher; may say the
s words which remain on the chalkboard.

Related Activities

1. Writing the lower case (small) g.
2. Finding g, letters, both small and capital, from letter

boxes.
3. Workbook pages.

Continue to encourage children to baring in pictures or words they
find in magazines, newspapers or on food labels beginning with the
sound s.

The sound of z is NOT to be presented at the same time as is
the sound, g. This sound has to be considered at a time which de-
pends on its sequential position in the CAME continuum of 44 basic
speech sounds. Because the voiced sound of s is articulated in
the same way as its voiceless correlative go the procedure for pre-
senting this sound is identical to that used on this tape for the
sound 1.

Hence, the procedure on this tape serves as a model for the
presentation of the sound s. The only change needed is the sub-
stitution of words beginning with a Lsound in both the auditory
discrimination exercises and in the visual exercise. The mainte-
nance and reinforcement activities suggested for the g sound, are
easily adapted to the sound L by substituting the sound s for the
sound s.
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Zany Questions on Sound "Z"

One night during a thunderstorm, Gabby was awakened by the
crash of thunder and flashes of lightning. lie zipped over to

Alexander's bed and yelled, "Someone is writing in the 'ky."

Alexander hurried over to the window and sure enough he, too,
saw flashes of lightning zooming across the sky. "You know, Gabby,"
he said, "you're right. The streaks of lightning do look like zig-
zag letters. They look like the letter for the a sound. We hear
this sound at the beginning of words, such as Lam, ain7
nia, zombi, zoo, why!, and mho'"

Gabby asked, "Are 'ebras white with black stripes or black
with white stripes?"

"The animal's name is !AWL. Its name begins with a a sound.
Without teeth you can't make the sound correctly. I make the sound
with my teeth almost closed. My tongue is raised toward my upper
teeth and the sides touch my upper teeth. Then I push a breath
through a narrow space over my tongue. Now, about zebras--they're
white with dark stripes. Any more saw questions?"

Gabby asked, "What kind of )2121 is a aim?*

"I'm not talking about knees. 'Zany' means your question was
a silly one."

Gabby's next question was, "Who paints the black stripes on
the fibres'',

"That's another zany question. No one paints the stripes on
zebras. They're born that way. Now zoom back to your cage. Last
one in bed is a soabil"

Gabby zoomed back to his cage, but instead of flying back in
a straight line, because that's the shortest way to anywhere, he
flew in a zigzag way. Gabby couldn't say a Lsound, but he knew
how to trace the letter by zigzagging his way to his cage. Both
he and Alexander got to their sleeping places at exactly the same
time so neither was a zombi.

Do you think Gabby was ever able to say words, such as lam
in, and ;Oral No, never, never, neverl And you know whyt

Considerably further along in the continuum of basic speech
sounds, the need arises for a comableration of words whose final
Spelling is ga; sounded as a. as in Eel and allA as in nice, sounded
as a. Awowel clue is involved in words ending in ga. If the gt
follows immediately after a vowel, as in sigg, the vowel has a long
sound; the vowel sound is short if a consonant intervenes between
the vowel and gb as in fence.

End of Tape 7
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Tape 8

The Nasal Consonants m and a
Conduct a brief review of the consonant s. The procedure to

use was given on an earlier tape.

Three of the forty-four basic speech sounds are nasals, name-
ly, m, 'Igo In articulating these voiced sounds, the breath
stream is obstructed by the lips for the consonant sound li, by the
tongue tip for the consonant sound n, and by the back of the tongue
in contact with the soft palate for the consonant sound 0c. Mn the
articulation of these three nasal sounds, the voice passes through
the nose in a continuous burning sound.

Although the and gi sounds are grouped together because
of the type of noise they make (nasal), only two of the nasal
sounds, m and n, will be presented on this tape. However, when
teaching a class of children, do not present both sounds, and
in a single lesson. Nor should the lesson for the g sound follow
the m lesson. The sound 0. should be presented at a time assigned
to it in the continuum of basic speech sounds--that is, after the
r consonant sound has been introduced. (Use the flasia
Sounds line chart and point to its sequential position.ftla TO
CHART)

Because of the close acoustic quality agiandil, begin as
usual with auditory discrimination exercise but first instruct the
children to watch your lips as you say words beginning with the
sound m (or g) and then to close their oyes and listen for the
sounds (or 0). The change in the order of the two parts of the
auditory discrimination exercise will be helpful in auditorially
distinguishing words beginning with m from those beginning with mi.

Read the motivational story Malaga kasz Nit--ea let
Mouth. Begin in the following manners

Most everyone knows ghat an insect is. Insects may be beau-
tiful creatures, such as butterflies, or pests, such as flies,
mosquitoes, or moths. Today we're going to hear about an insect
Alexander caught to bring to school.

Alexander's class was studying insects. Every Monday morning
someone in the class was to bring in a live insect. It was Alex-
ander's turn to bring one. So he got--guess what? A live mosquito!
Alexander liked to name things so he named his mosquito Maximilian.

Alexander asked his mother, "How can I carry Maximilian to
school?"

His mother asked, "Who is Maximilian?" Alexander explained
that Maximilian was the name of his live mosquito.
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His mother said, "Oh, so that's who has the fancy name, Maxi-
milian. Here, you can carry Maximilian in this empty mustard jar.'
And that is where Alexander put Maximilian - -into the empty mustard
jar.

As Alexander was doing this, there was Gabby, watching and
listening.

Gabby asked, "What will you do with the 'agate, and what
kind of toes does a 'squito have?"

Alexander sail, "This insect is a m-osquito. Each of his
names -- Maximilian and mosquito--begins with an a sound. Can't you
say m? All you have to do is close your mouth and hum, and the
sound will come out through your nose.'

Gabby said, "I use my nose to breathe and not for humming.
What's a 'squito, and what kind of toes does be have?'

Alexander said, impatiently, "This is a mosquito, not a 'squi-
to. I don't know what kind of toss he has. We're going to look
at Maximilian under a magnifying glass."

Gabby kept saying, "I want to Boo his toes!"

Alexander said, "Here, look at Maximilian and see if mg can
see his toes." So Alexander opened the mustard jar for Gabby to
get a good look at Maximilian and as he did so, out flew Maxi-
milian! Quickly, Gabby caught him with his mouth.

Alexander said excti,olly, "Gabby, open your mouth and give
Maximilian back to met"

A humming sound was coming from Gabby's nose--not his mouth
because it was closed with Maximilian inside. -The sound was m-m-
m-m-m-m-m-m-m-m.

Alexander said, "Gabby, this is no time to show me how you
can say the m sound. I want Maximilian this minute!"

Mother, who was watching all this, said, "Alexander, I don't
think Gabby is making the humming sound, EL. I think it's your
mosquito, Maximilian, who's angry and wants to get out of Gabby's
mouth."

Alexander said, "Gabby, open your mouth, you mean monster!"

Gabby opened his mouth and said, "I'm not a 'man 'onster."
Guc.ss what happened when Gabby opened his mouth to talk? Yea,
Maximilian, the mosquito, flew out! Alexander naught the mosquito
as it came out angrily murmuring, "m-m-m-m-ml"

Do you think Gabby could say the a sound? No, he couldn't
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say the in sound. Not Never, never, never!

What insect did Gabby catch as it flew out of the mustard jar
that Plexander was holding? (Response: A mosquito) Yes, it was
a mosquito. What sound did the mosquito make in Gabby's mouth?
(Response: m-m-m-m) Yea, it was a humming sound m.

Open your eyes for this part of the game. (CAMERA TO IN-
STRUCTOR) Watch my lips as I say m words and when I say a word
that does not begin with g6 put your finger over your lips and do
not say it. Ready?

First sequence of words (CAMERA TO INSTRECTOR)(Children remain
silent with foil word NOSE)

monkey, mouse, match, marble, mop, man, NOSE, moon, mice

Second sequence of words (Children remain silent with foil word
NAPKIN)

monkey, mother, money, music, Mary, NAPKIN, muffin, mumps

Third sequence of words (Children remain silent with foil word
NUMBER)

monkey, mile, model, magnet, magic, magazine, NUMBER, manner

This part of our listening game is played with our eyes closed.
Remember to give me a hand signal when I say a word that does not
begin with m.

First sequence of words (Children give hand signal with the foil
word NICKEL)

monkey, maple, Margaret, master, meadow, MULE, message,
merry

Second sequence of words (Children give hand signal with foil word
NINETEEN)

monkey, middle, million, minnow, minute, mountain, inownom4
motor, mouth

Third sequence of words (Children give hand signal with foil word
NOODLE)

monkey, mouth, munch, muscle, mummy, NOODLE, mumble, molar

Show the phonetic picture card (CAMERA TO CARD) for sand say
the following: Bare is the picture of something the name of which
begins with the m sound. What is it? (Response: Monkey) The
beginning sound of this picture name will help you remember that
each of thee letters (point to the upper and lower case EL letters)
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stands for the m sound.

This is how we write the m. (Demonstrate on the chalkboard
the correct movement to employ in writing this letter. (CAMERA TO

BOARD) Point out that it has two "humps". Have the children
trace the m letter in the air and then call upon the children, two
or three at a time, to write the m letter on the chalkboard.)

Ordinarily, the next step in the development of this lesson
should be the Reinforcement and Maintenance Activities. However,
these will be presented on this tape after the lesson for the
sound, which immediately follows, is introduced.

It is fun to have friends. The more friends you have, the
more "fun" things you can do. Of course, pets can be friends, too.
Alexander has friends, many, many friends. Today's story is about
one of his friends and the funny kind of pet he has.

Nobody's Perfect

One of Alexander's friends is a neighbor boy, named Noah.
Noah has a pet, but it isn't a bird--it's a dog whose name is
Napoleon.

Napoleon is a nice dog, but there is one thing wrong with him.
His tail was cut so short that it looks more like a nose and does
not look like a tail at all. This makes it hard to tell which is
the front end of Napoleon and which is the back end.

Well, -re day Noah came over to ahem Alexander the new neck-
erchief he Evt for his ninth birthday, and, trailing behind him
was his dog, Napoleon.

Alexander said, "Noah, the more I see of your dog, the more I
think he looks like a walking noodle, with a face in the front and
another face in the back."

Gabby, who was watching from his cage, said, 1110ah is an
'oodle. 'Apoleon is an 'oodle'."

Alexander said, "Don't mind naughty Gabby, Noah. He just
can't say words that start with the o sound because he has no
teeth. You see, you need teeth to say this sound. You place your
tongue tip behind your upper front teeth and the acmes out
through the nose."

Gabby said, "I'm not 'aughty and 10ah has a dog that looks
like an 'oodle."

Alexander said, "Hush, Gabby. Keep your nose out of may con-
versation. Noah, why don't you put your trokerchief around
Napoleon's neck? Then it will be *say to know which end of Nap-
oleon is his head end and which is his tail end."
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Noah said, "No, nol This neckerchief is too nice for
Napoleon's neck!"

Gabby said, "'0. 40, 'Apoleon has two 'ecks. He needs two
'eckerchiefs."

Alexander said, "You're very noisy, Gabby. Here's a nut to
nibble on. This should keep your mouth busy. Noah, I guess you'll
have to see that Napoleon plwaYs walks forward and never backward.
Then no one will have trouble knowing which end is which."

Gabby said, "'Apoleon has two 'ecks and two 'ores."

Alexander said, "Gabby, Napoleon doesn't have 'ecks. He has
one neck and he does not have 'oses. He has one nose. I've heard
just about enough nonsense from you." What do you think Alexander
did? Yes, he put a cover over Gabby's cage to stop his nimble
tongue.

Do you think Gabby ever said 2722k or grnee or 07aroleon or
n- aujhty or N-geb? Not Never, never, never!

Because Gabby had no teeth, he could not say the words 11-211.
n-esk, N-011, n-a ty and many other words that begin with the
same sound as these words. With what sound did these words begin?
(Response: 1) Yes, the words nose, gregk, 1-21ft, and nauehtr
begin with the sound.

Open your eyes for this part of the game. Watch iv lips when
I say n words and when I say a word that does not begin with n, put
your finger over your lips and do not say it. Ready? (CAMERA TO
INSTRUCTOR)

First sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear foil
word MONEY)

nest, noodle, nose, nickel, name, napkin, MONEY, naughty,
needle

Second sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word MUFFIN)

nest, neighbor, nimble, nobody, noisy, nothing, MUFFIN, number

Third sequence of words (Children remain Alent when they hear foil
word MAGIC)

nest, nursery, Nancy, nonsense, nibble, MAGIC, newspaper,
necktie

This part of our listening game is played with our eyes
closed. Remember to give as a hand signal when I say a word that
does not begin with D..
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First sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word MAGAZINE)

nest, nasty, national, narrow, navy, necklace, MAGAZINE,
needle

Second sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word MUSCLE)

nest, Nicholas. nickel, nightgown, noisy, MUSCLE, nothing,
nonsense

Third sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word MOUNTAIN)

nest, number, nugget, neighbor, nuisance, nibble, MOUNTAIN,
notice

Show the phonetic picture card for nand say the following:
CAMERA TO CARD)

Here is a picture of something the name of which begins with
the n sound. What is it? (Response: Nest) The beginning sound
of this picture name will help you remember that each of these
letters (point to the upper and lower case n letters) stands for
the aLsound.

This is how we write the n. (CAMERA TO CHALKBOARD)

Demonstrate on the chalkboard the correct movement to employ
in writing this letter. Point out that it has one "hump". Compare
it to the m letter which has two "humps". Have the children trace
the n letter in the air and then call upon the children, two or
three at a time, to write the letter on the chalkboard.

Reinforcement and Maintenance Activities

Auditory and Visual Discrimination Games

Parade g MI Paper goldiers

Mimeograph two pictures, one of which pictures two toy sol-
diers who look exactly alike and on the other have two soldiers
that are different. Give each child a copy of both pictures.
Place two parallel chalk lines on the chalkboard. Head one line
on the left, with the aconsonant and the other with the a conso-
nant. These lines represent two lines in a parade and the pro-
gression (placing the soldiers into the line of parade) will be
from left to right.

Say the following: I am going to say word-pairs. If the
words I say begin with the same sound, m or a, place the picture
of the toy soldiers that look alike on the a or aline, starting



the line of march on the left hand side. If the word-pairs I say
begin with sounds that are not alike, they will not be placed in
the parade. (CAMERA TO BOARD)

The following list of words may be combined as word-pairs in
many ways:

new mew neat meat net met
nap map nail mail nine mine
noose moose noon moon notion motion
nice mice numb mum Nan man
narrow marrow night might name main

Watch Out fat the Rune

Make drawings of a dromedary camel (one hump) and a Bactrian
camel (two humps). On the hump of the dromediulromke an ato con-
form to the hump and on the bactrian camel make an m to conform to
the two humps. Make a slit below the nand Swide enough to accom-
odate a 3 by 5 picture card. Paste a paper bag in tack of each
camel picture, just below this slit. Tack the drawings on the
chalkboard with tape.

Prepare a set of picture cards mhos, names begin with the n
and/or m sound. As you, teacher, hold up a picture, children are
to identify the sound which begins its name and then "drop" the
picture card into the hump(s) of the appropriate camel. A sug-
gested list of nouns which can easily be pictured:

nickel nose mustache mask muffin
nurse nail match money macaroni
needle nine melon magnet mountain
necklace nut moon medal measles
nest nutcracker mouth monkey mustard

Language Activity

Use the same set of cards prepared for the watch, 211 La 1h1
Rumps, activity. Shuffle the cards and display one card at a time
saying the following sentence starter: This morning I brought

to school. Complete the sentence using the name of the
picture you display. You may continue saying the sentence starters
and the children supply the names of each picture card you show.
Or, you may ask the children to suggest a sentence starter and fill
in the picture name of the picture card you (teacher) select.

Vary the sentence starters. For example, As I was walking
down the street I found . Last night my tooth fell out.
The tooth fairy left under my pillow. A queer tree is
growing in our back yard. On it is growing Etc.

Final Step in the Lesson Development.



Flace groups of three words each on the chalkboard and have
the children "box" the m words, "circle" the a words, and erase
those that begin with neither of these letters.

nap map ham nail note mew ride mule ,Max
met no mud rail hot neat nine hen mask
ran nest nut mice new meat muff Ned nose

You, teacher, may say all the boxed and circled words.

Related activities

1. Witing the m and n letters.
2. Finding i and n letters from letter boxes and placing

these in pupil pocket charts.
3. Workbook pages.
4. Cut various patterns (shapes) from newspaper and/or mag-

azine pages. Give each child two patterns. Instruct the
class to underline or circle all the words that begin with
m on one "newspaper" pattern and in like manner to find
all the words that begin with an Ron the other pattern.

End of Tape 8

Tape 9

The Consonant Sound L (2)

The consonant sound L is classified as a voiceless fricative.
Its voiced correlative, v (point to Land v on the consonant chart)
(CAMERA TO CHART) is produced in the same manner, but with one dif-
ference, the vocal chords vibrate in articulating the sound, K.
To produce the sounds f and v the upper teeth are placed lightly
in contact with the elevated lower lip. Articulate f and v and
note the positioning of the articulators and not. also that the
vocal chords vibrate when articulating the tsound. (CAMERA TO
CHART)

The sound v is NOT to be introduced at the same time as is
the sound L. The sound v will be dealt with at a time which de-
pends on its sequential position in the continuum of the 44 basic
speech sounds. When this point in the continuum is reached (point
to the line chart with the 44 basic speech sounds)(CAMERA TO

CHART), follow the same procedure developed on this tape for the
sound L. The only change required will be to substitute the
sound and words beginning with the I sound in the auditory dis-
crimination exercise for the L sound and words beginning with an
L sound. Adapt the games suggested on this tape, substituting the
sound 2:and y words.

Also, further along in the continuum of basic speech Sounds,
the a and gla spelling variants sounded as L occur. The a and gh
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spellings are the usual and less frequently occurring spellings.
Hence, these do not require a lengthy presentation other than to
point out that these are sounded as t (sound) and give commonly
occurring word examples having these spelling variants. Silent gh
is considered on a later tape.

Conduct a brief review of the consonant sound m (not for the
n sound).

Following this brief introduction, read the motivational
story, Funny Face. How many of you chew gum? (Response will be a
show of handi:774611, today's story is about Alexander's friend,
Felix, and about chewing gum.

Funny Face

Right after school one Friday, Alexander went over to see his
friend, Felix. Felix had a feline-- that's another name for cat- -
who had a fancy, French name, Francois. Felix said that his cat
was very unusual. In fact, he thought his oat was a fascinating
feline. Well, Alexander found out why Felix thought Francois was
a fascinating cat.

When Alexander got home about five o'clock, he told his mother
about Francois. Yes, you guessed it- -there was Gabby listening, as
usual.

Alexander said, "Felix's cat is funny looking. He has frizzly
fur covered with spots that look like freckles."

Gabby said, "What are 'rookies?"

Alexander answered, "Francois has f-reckles. I guess you'll
never be able to say words beginning with the f sound. You need
upper teeth to touch the inside of your lower lip and then you
you blow. Hayti, if you had a nut like a filbert for a tooth, you
might be able to make an L sound."

So Alexander put a filbert into Gabby's mouth and said, "Now
blow and say words like ba, at, :Am."

Gabby blew real bard. The filbert flew out of his mouth and
fell on the floor. All he said was, sun instead of gga, 'at in-
stead of al, and 'ace instead of alt.

Alexander said, "You sound like a no-good firecracker!"

Gabby answered, "I'm a good 'cracker!"

Alexander said, "Let's try again. put this filbert back
in your mouth. Nov say, all, fain, kat."

Gabby blew hard again. He blew so hard he blew the fez, which
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la a bat, off Alexander's head. Alexander had bought the fes at
a Fun Fair for fifty cents. Once again, Gabby could not start
words with an f sound. He said wool" instead of fool, "airy" in-
stead of fairy, and "ruit" instead of &WA.

Alexander said, "It's no use. You can't say words that begin
with an Lsound. So let me finish telling you about Francois.
What Francois can do is fascinating. He can chew a gum ball and
blow bubbles with it."

Gabby interrupted and said, "I want to chew gum."

Alexander said, "Fine. Here's a gum ball."

Gabby chewed and chewed and chewed. Then he blew and blew
and blew. Guess what happened? The bubble got so big it burst
and the sticky gum got stuck over all the feathers on his facet

After Alexander got all the gum off Gabby's face, do you
think Gabby ever practiced saying words that began with the L
sound? Not Never, never, never!

It was easy for Gabby to blow bubbles with bubble gum, but
when he tried blowing to make a certain sound we use in talking,
he had trouble. What sound was it? (Responses The L sound) Yes,
Gabby could not make an L sound because he had no teeth to help him.

In our game today, we are going to listen for words that begin
with the sound I., as in Loa. Remember, clone your eyes for the
first part of this game and listen carefully for words that begin
with L. When I say a word that does not begin with the Lsound,
raise your hand to let me know you heard a word that did not begin
with the sound, L. Ready? (CAMRRA TO CHALZBOARD)

First sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they bear
foil word TOMB)

fax, finger, family, fancy, firs, THIMBLI, fever, four

Second sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word VINEGAR)

fox, f ace, field, flower, funny, fur, file, VINEGAR, flicker

Third sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word VITAMIN)

fox, fable, find, fly, feather, follow, VITAMIN, friend

The next part of our listening game is played with our eyes
open. Watch my lips as I say words and this time repeat only the
.1. word I say. When I say a word that does not begin with L, put
your finger over your lips and do not say it. Ready?
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First sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word VALLEY)(CAMERA TO CLASS)

fox, fresh, far, fake, first, father. fight, VALLEY, forest

Second sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word THISTLE)

fox, film, food, fin, fringe, THISTLE, fossil, foam

Third sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word VANILLA)

fox, feel, favor, fly, first, fetch, fish, VANILLA, fairy

Show the phonetic picture card for L. (CAMERA TO CARD)

Here is a picture of something the name of which begins with
the f sound. What is it? (Response: A fox) The beginning sound
of this picture name will help you remember that each of these
letters (point to the upper and lower case I:letters) stands for
the f sound.

This is how we write the f letter. (Demonstrate on the chalk-
board the correct movement to employ in writing an L letter. Have
the children trace the L letter in the air and then have them, two
or three at a time, write the tletter on the chalkboard. Teach
the writing of the upper case, capital, letter when the need
arises.)

Reinforcement and Maintenance Activities

Hall of sinF Game

Before calling the children to the reading circle, have each
child draw a head-and-shoulder picture of himself on drawing paler
the size of a 3 by 5 card. They bring this picture to the reading
circle.

Say the following: I will say a word which you will repeat
and add a rhyming word by changing the beginning sound in my word
to an Lsound. For example, when I say the ward gm, you say
door-four (for). If you give the correct rhyming word which be-
gins with the Leound, I shall hang your picture in the Bald
Mt. That's where the pictures of many important people hang.
(The mugging is the bulletin board. A sign, 1411, agog,
should be tacked on the bulletin board.) The following is a list
of words to say and the word in parenthesis is the companion-
rhywing-uvrd response from a child:

niokle bell bake belt honey hollow slap
(fickle) (fell) (fake) (felt) (funny) (follow) (flap)
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dish ball crown box
(fish) (fall). (frown) (fox)

mind nine mill mix
(find) (fine) (fill) (fix)

log merry peel pinch
(fog) (ferry) (feel) (finch) (flip) (fan) (fit)

Firecracker Fair

rib pig block try
(fib) (fig) (flock) (fry)

tire near dense dawn
(fire) (fear) (fence) (fawn)

slip pan hit

Draw upon the chalkboard or on a large sire chart paper
(24 by 36) a number of cylindrical shapes to resemble the cart-
ridge of a firecracker. Say the following to the children: If
you can guess my riddle, you may light a firecracker by writing an

letter on top the firecracker. The letter will be the flame.

Riddles

This is the part you put into your shim. It is a (foot).
It is an insect that flashes a light off and on and can be seen in

the dark. It is a (firefly).
It has 50 stars and 13 red and white stripes. It is an American

(flag).
You have four of them on one hand and a thumb. They are

(fingers).
Mother uses this to bake oakes. It is (flour).
This covers birds. They are (feathers).
It is good to eat on a bun with catsup and mustard. It is a

(frankfurter) .

It is candy. It is (fudge).
We use this in a camera. It is (film).

It makes a croaking sound and can live in or out of water. It is
a (frog).

Pigs, horses, chickens, ducks, and geese live here. It is a
(farm).

Your eyes, nose, and mouth are on it. It is your (face).
It swims in water and we can cook and eat it. It is a (fish).
A fish ups these to swim. They are (fins).
It is the number that fellows thomwhen you count. The number is

(four).

Final Step in the Lesson Development

Place groups of three words each on the chalkboard. Have the
children erase or draw a line through the words which do not begin
with an letter.

fell tree
tell free
fan to

Fred file
Ted tile
red pile

belt
felt
met

cry
try
fry

for
fox
tax

You, teacher, may read all the t words to the children. Point and
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slide your hand under each word as you say each one.

Related Activities

1. Writing the f letter.
2. Finding the f letter, both upper and lower case, from

letter boxes to be placed into pupil pocket charts.
3. Workbook pages.

Continue to encourage children to bring pictures of things
the names of which begin with the f sound. Or, they may bring in
words which they find on labels, newspapers, or magazine pages.
Put a star on their &II of Dm pictures to show that they "per-
formed beyond the call of duty".

End of Tape 9

Tape 10

The Consonant Sound r

Conduct a brief review for the consonant sound I using the
procedure suggested on an earlier tape. (CAMERA TO CHART)

The consonant sound r is classified as a semi-vowel or glide
(point to the "glide" grouping on the consonant chart). It resem-
bles a vowel sound in that it is produced with relatively little
friction. The r sound may be produced in a variety of ways. The
following is a general description of the positioning of the artic-
ulators used in producing the sound r:

Teeth and lips slightly parted.

Tongue is turned slightly backward and is raised toward the back
pert of the upper front gum, but does not touch it.

Sides of the tongue are pressed against the upper side teeth.
Primary children find an r sound most difficult to articulate, and
the sound I is commonly substituted for it. The substitution of
the w sound results (1) when the sides of the tongue are not
pressed against the inner border of the upper teeth and (2) when
the lips are too rounded.

Articulate the following words and as you do so, think about
how you position the articulators to say the beginning sound, Es
r-un, r-ed, r-abbit, r-obin, r-iddle.

In today's story. Gabby has no trouble saying words that begin
with a sound you will listen 'for today. But be does have trouble
understanding what words mean. Listen carefully to find out what
puzzles him.

Alexander's mother was in the kitchen making rhubarb pie.
Gabby and Alexander were in the kitchen, too. Alexander was read-
ing an animal book and his talking bird was looking and listening.
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Mother said, "Alexander, put this ruby ring of mine on my
dresser and then get my rolling pin."

Gabby, who was listening, said, "What kind of bee is a ru -by?
Is a ru-by a relative of a honeybee?"

Alexander replied, "I see you can say words that begin with
the sound, E. That's because you're using your tongue and not your
lips, which you don't have. Mother wasn't talking about bees. She
was talking about a precious red stone called a ru-by. Now what
was I to get? Oh, yes--the rolling pin."

Gabby said, "Let me see you roll a pin."

"A rolling pin is not really a pin," replied Alexander. "It's
shaped like a Ube and is made of wood. Mother is going to use it
to roll out a pie crust."

Mother said, "Alexander, I bought you some rock candy."

"Rock candy!" said Gabby. "I never knew candy was made of
rocks."

"No, no, Gabby," said Alexander. "This candy isn't made from
rocks. It just resembles little rocks put together on a string.
Here. have a piece of rock candy."

Gabby took the piece of rock candy and as be ate it, he made
a funny sound, "'Bunch, 'runch, 'runch."

Mother said, "Alexander, get the radishes from the refriger-
ator. I want to carve them into rosettes."

"Ra-dishes?" said Gabby. "Are these dishes like paper and
china dishes?"

Alexander said, "No, no, not Ra-dishes are root vegetables."

"Alexander, bow did you like the jelly roll we had for break-
fast?" asked Mother.

Gabby said, "I've heard of egg rolls at Easter time, but I've
never heard of jelly rolls! It must be awfully messy."

Alexander replied, "What a ridiculous ideal A jelly roll
isn't a game. It's a cake that has jelly rolled inside it."

Mother asked Alexander to get her a rubber band to put around
her recipe cards.

When Gabby heard the wordsERME W. he asked, "What kind
of music does a rubber band play?"
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To answer Gabby's question, Alexander showed him a rubber
band.

Gabby said. "Why don't words mean what they're supposed to?"

Alexander replied. "Don't worry, Gabby. EVeryone makes mis-
takes, but you must try not to repeat the same mistake.*

Then Alexander said to his mother, "I'm reading about rein-
deer. And here is something about a rhinoceros."

Gabby said, "Reindeer? Do they really bring rain? Is
rhi-noceros another kind of rye bread?"

"A reindeer has nothinr4o do with bringing rain. Here, look
at this picture and you'll see that a rhinoceros is not a loaf of
rye bread."

Gabby looked at the picture and sure enough, it didn't re-
semble a loaf of bread.

Gabby then said, "Where is the rabbit with three legs ?"

Alexander replied, "I don't know of a rabbit with three legs
or where he is."

To which Gabby said, "Well, you should know. You're wearing
a rabbit's foot."

"This is a good luck charm," said Alexander. "And as for the
rabbit, maybe someone made rabbit stew out of him or maybe he's in
rabbit heaven."

Alexander turned to his mother and said, "Mother, I'm going
to give my old rocking horse that's in the attic to the church for
their rummage sale."

Mother said, "Fine. I'll help you get it down just as soon
as I get this rhubarb pie into the refrirrator."

She put the pie into the refrigerator, but she didn't com-
pletely close the refrigerator door. While she and Alexander were
up in the attic getting the rocking horse, Gabby slipped into the
refrigerator. Guess what happened? The refrigerator door aimed
shut!

What a rumpus Gabby made in the refrigerator! Mother and
Alexander rushed to the refrigerator to find out what was causing
the racket inside it. They opened the door and there was Gabby,
nearly frozen, standing in the middle of the rhubarb pie! The pie
was ruined and Mother threw it into the rubbish can.

In no time at all, Alexander washed the rhubarb off Gabby's
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legs, but it took a long time for Gabby to defrost.

Gabby kept complaining, "I've got rheumatism in my neck!"

To which Alexander answered. "What you have comes from being
a rubber neck."

Gabby answered, "Rubber neck? I don't have rubber in my neck."

Do you think Gabby ever understood what words beginning with
the r sound really meant? No, never, never. Well, anyway, not
always!

Now that you've heard the story, you know that Gabby can say
words starting with a certain sound. What sound is it? (Reee-st:
r) Yes, words starting with an Esound were easy for Gabby .4(

Today, we are going to listen for the sound, r. Close your
eyes for the first part of this game. Remember to give me a hand
signal when I say a word that does not begin with the E sound.

First sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word WIND)(CAMERA TO CHALKBOARD)

rabbit, race, rain, rake, rice, ring, WIND, rule, rice

Second sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word WOMAN)

rabbit, read, ranch, ribbon, rose, right, raft, WOMAN, rush,
rope

Third sequence of words (Children give hard signal when they hear
foil word WEST)

rabbit, rich, ride, rooster, roll, WEST, round, road

Open your eyes for the next part of our listening game. Re-
peat only words I say that begin with the £ sound. Put your finger
over your lips when I say a word that does not begin with the sound,
r.

First sequence of words (Children remain silent when the/ hear
foil word WHITE)

rabbit, rake, riddle, rag, raisin, ruby, WHITE, rattle, rascal

Second sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word WELCOME)

rabbit, room, rocker, roast, rough, WELCOME, rasor, record

Third sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
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foil word WALNUT)

rabbit, radish, rhubarb, robot, WALNUT, rent, root, reindeer

Show the phonetic picture card for Eand say: (CAMERA TO CARD)
Here is a picture of something the name of which begins with the
r sound. What is it? (Response: Rabbit) The beginning sound of
this picture name will help you remember that each of these letters
(point to upper and lower case r letters) stands for the Esound.

This is how we write the letter for the E sound. (Demonstrate
on the chalkboard the correct movement (CAMERA 10 BOARD) to employ
in writing the r letter.) Have the children trace an E letter in
the air. Then have two or three children at a time, go to the
chalkboard to write an E letter. Teach the writing of the upper
case R when the need arises.

Reinforcement and Maintenance Activities

Auditory Discrimination

4hm With a Reason Say the appropriate word beginning with the
L. sound:

Ding-a-ling, Ding -a -ling

I heard a telephone (ring).

The funny thing I found
Was fat, big, and (round).

I saw a cat
Run after a (rat).

This is the place
To have a (race).

In my pocket
I have a (locket).

I know that we need
To know how to (read) .

The pig said, woof, oof"
When he fell off the (roof).

I saw on the pane
Some drops of (rain).

We have fun
When we (run).

I saw a toad
Hop down the (road).

I wonder if mice
Like to eat (rice).

Do you suppose
This is a (rose)?

Up high is a peach
I would like to (reach).

Shoes that are tight
Don't feel all (right).

We tried and tried
A horse to (ride).

Auditory and Visual Discrimination

Riddle-&mi (or Malt jthapsody, or EMI% Mak)
Mount pictures of nouns beginning with the E sound: print the
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picture name below each, underline the r. and place these along
the chalkboard ledge:

rabbit rooster
rattle rose
rocker rhinoceros

rainbow raisin robin
raspberry raincoat ring
ribbon

radio
raccoon

Say the following riddles and have individual children iden-
tify by name and picture the answer to each riddle.

It hops.

It has a very small tail.
It has big ears.
What is it? (rabbit)

It is a fruit.

The last part of its name is
berry.

It is reo or black.
What is it? (raspberry)

It lives on a farm
It is a boy chicken.
It says. "Cock-a-doodle-doo."
What is it? (rooster)

You see it in the sky.
You may see it after it rains.
It has many colors.
What is it? (rainbm )

It is a bird.

It has a yellowish red breast.

Its eggs are greenish blue with
speckles.

What is it? (robin)

It is a piece of furniture.
It is like a chair that rocks.
It may be biG or small.
What is it? (rocker)

It is an animal.

It looks like it has a mask.
Its tail has band or ring
markings.

What is it? (raccoon)

It is a toy.

It makes noise when you shake it.
A baby.plays with it.
What is it? (rattle)

These are dried grapes
They may be yellow or purplish

blue.

They are sweet.
What are they? (raisins)

It is a coat.

It is worn when it rains.
It may be any color.
What is it? (raincoat)

It is worn on a finger.
It may have a pretty stone in it.
It may be made of gold or silver.
What is it? (ring)

It is a set.
It can be turned on for music or
news.

It is in a box shape
What is it? (radio)

It is a big animal.
It has a horn or two on its nose.
We see it at the zoo.
What is it? (rhinoceros)

It is a strip or band of
material.

Girls wear it in their hair.
It can be tied into a bow.
What is it? (ribbon)

Final Step in the Lesson Development (CAMERA TO CHALKBOARD)

Place groups of three words each on the chalkboard and have
the children erase or diaw lines through words that do not begin
with the r. letter.
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rose nice rap run hat now
nose not nap nun rat row
rice rot map mum mat how

You, teacher, may read the r words after the r words have been
identified.

Related Activities

1. Writing the r letter.
2. Finding r letters, both upper and lower case, from letter

boxes and placing these into pupil pocket charts.
3. Encourage children to bring in words or pictures the names

of which begin with the r letter that can be found an
labels, newspapers or magazine pages, flyers, or brochures.

4. Workbook pages.

End of Tape 10

Tape 11

The Consonant Sound g

Conduct a brief review of the consonant sound r usirg the
procedure suggested on an earlier tape.

The tapes on which the first five most frequently used con-
sonants were presented are sounds that children may be asked to
articulate for they are continuants and can be produced without
any distortion. The next five most frequently used consonant
sounds g, t4 t. 2, are classified as stop-plosives. The conso-
nant k (c) is the sixth stop-plosive, but is not, based on fre-
quency of occurrence, included in as one of the ten most frequently
occurring consonants in the English language.

Stop-plosive sounds are formed by coMpletel closing the air
passage, then compressing the air and suddenly opening the passage
so that the air escapes making an explosive sound. Children
should not be asked to articulate the stop-plosive sounds in iso-
lation since to do so, results in distortion.

As has been stated above, there are six stop-plosive sounds
and these occur in pairs. One member of each pair is voiced and
the other member is voiceless. The stop-plosive consonant pairs
are: g-k (c), k-p, and 471. The consonants gird are voiced
sounds; k (0)-24 are voiceless.

This tape will concern itself with the presentation of the
voiced consonant g. The initial phase in the production of the g
sound is the same as for 'Land ggo that is the back of the tongue
makes firm contact with the soft palate. The tip of the tongue is
placed behind the lower front teeth. The second phase in the
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production of the sound g, and also k (g), is the sudden lowering
of the tongue and a release of the impounded air.

Present the motivational story for the g sound in the follow-
ing manner: Birthdays come only once a year to each one of us and
it's a very special day. Some people celebrate birthdays by having
parties. Well, today you will hear about a birthday party to which
Alexander was invited.

Galahad was a goose and because ha was a boy goose, he was
also a gander. Be belonged to Alexander's friend, Gabe. Gabe is
the short name for Gabriel.

Gabe was having a birthday party and, of course, he invited
Alexander. Gabe invited an even dozen friends to the party. A
dozen, you know, is a twelve of anything.

Alexander said to his mother, "What kind of gift shall I give
Gabe?"

Mother answered, "Gabe likes your goggles so very much, why
not give him a pair?"

Gabby, who was there listening; said, "I want a pair of
'doddles1.1

Alexander giggled and said, "The word is 'goggles' and it
starts with the sound ge The way to saki, the & sound is to hump
the back of your tongue up against the roof of your mouth. Then
lower your tongue and let the breath gush out."

Alexander went to the party and had a grand time. When he
got home from the party he toad his mother about the good time he
had. As he talked, Gabby listened carefully.

Alexander said, "Everything went along fine for a while.
Galahad, Gabe's goose, was there too, and be did a great deal of
gabbling."

Gabby asked, "Show is how to dabble."

"The word is 'gabble' not 'dabble'," said Alexander. "You'll
have to ask that silly goose Galahad to teach you how to gabble."

Mother wanted to hear more about the party. So she asked,
"What kind of games did you play?"

"We played Tick- Tack -Toe using law colored gumdrops," said
Alexander. "Bach ono of us got a bag of gumdrops. When Gabe's
mother called 'red', or any other color, each one of us put that
color gumdrop on the tick-tack-toe card. That's when the trouble
started. Galahad kept gobbling up, or should I say, gobbling down,
Gabe's gumdrops just as soon as be put them down."
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Gabby asked, "Since when do they make dum in the shape of
drops? I thought dungy always came in the shape of sticks."

Alexander answered crossly, "No, no, no, not gumdrops'. The
word is 'gumdrops'. You must have a lazy tongue that won't hump
up."

Alexander's mother again asked, "What other games did you
play?"

"We played Goober Gambol," said Alexander. "HVeryone was
given an empty bag to use for the goobers we were to find hidden
in the garden."

Gabby asked, "What are doctors?"

Alexander replied, "I don't know what goobers' are, but I do
know what 'goobers' are. They're peanuts, just plain old peanuts.
Well, while the guests were searching for gaiters, who else do you
think joined in the search? Galahad, of course. But he gobbled
them up just as fast as he found them, shells and all."

Alexander's mother said, "Goodness! What happened to Galahad?"

"He started to gag," said Alexander. "Gag means to choke, you
know. So Gabe grabbed Galahad by the legs, turned him upside down
and shook him until he coughed up all the goobers."

Gabby asked, "How many clobbers did he 'wallow'?"

"Galahad swallowed two dozen goobers," replied Alexander.

Gabby said, "Two dozen doobers! How many doobers is that?"

Alexander said, "I told you once before, a dozen is twelve of
anything. Two dozen would be twenty-four. Galahad found the most
goobers. You'll never guess what his prize was."

Gabby guessed, "Dooseberries."

Alexander corrected him and said, "You mean 'gooseberries'.
No, not 'gooseberries'. His prize was a pair of guppies. Do you
think he liked this prize?"

Gabby answered, "No. He said, 'I'd rather have dooseberriesl."

Alexander said, "You're wrong, Gabby. He stuck his head in
the bowl and gulped down both of the guppies!"

"What a dreedy doom'," said Gabby.

"Don't say ' dreedy' and don't say 'douse'. Start these words
with a g sound and say 'greedy' and 'goose'.'
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Do you think Gabby could or would correctly say words that
started with a g sound? No. Never, never, never!

Do you know why Gabby could not say words correctly that be-
gan with the g sound? Gabby did not hump the back of his tongue
so that it touched the roof of his mouth.

We are going to listen for words I say that begin with the g
sound. Close your eyes. Remember to hump your tongue so that it
touches the roof of your mouth. When I say a word that does not
begin with the & sound, be sure to give me a hand signal.

First sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word CARPET)(CAMERA TO CHALKBOARD)

goat, gas, glue, great, girl, give, CARPET, goose, gallon

Second sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word CUSTARD)

goat, good, gold, grape, grand, giggle, guess, CUSTARD, grow

Third sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word COPPER)

goat, grass, gay, gallop, grab, go, COPPER, garbage, game

Open your eyes for the next part of our listening game. Watch
my lips as I say words and repeat only the words that begin with
the & sound. When I say a word that does not begin with the g
sound, put your finger over your lips and do not say it.

First sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word KITTEN)

goat, ghost, garlic, gate, gift, guest, KITTEN, glass, gun

Second sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word KETTLE)

goat, garden, guppy, gang, globe, gift, KETTLE, give, green

Third sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word CATERPILLAR)

goat, Gus, ground, gum, greedy, grade, CATERPILLAR, gather

Show the phonetic picture card (CAMERA TO CARD) for g and say
the following: Here is something the name of which begins with
the a sound. What is it? (Response: Goat) The beginning sound
of this picture name will help you remember that each of these let-
ters (point to upper and lower case g) stands fa he g sound.
This is how we write the letter for the g sound '.Demonstrate on
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the chalkboard the correct movement to employ in writing a & let-
ter.) Have the children trace a g letter in the air. Then call
upon groups of two or three children to write the & letter on the
chalkboard until all have had a turn to write it. Teach the
writing of the capital 0 when the need arises.

Reinforcement and Maintenance Activities

Auditory Discrimination

An Ear-x,Game

Start the game in the following way: I am going to say sen-
tences in which two words in each sentence begin with the & sound.
Repeat each sentence and then say only the words that begin with
the g sound. (The children who correctly identify the g words are
good Word Detectives and their names are placed on the bulletin
board under the heading, WARD DEMURS. You, teacher, may, if
you wish, write on the chalkboard the two words correctly identi-
fied and have the g in each word underlined.) Say the following
sentences:

I have a gzgy goose.
A gosling is a baby goose.
The goose caught a grasshopper.
I bought some gag at the maga

store.

I heard Grace giggle.
A garter, snake was on

We bought a gallon of &lag.
The gum is as sticky as am.

Visual Discrimination Game

Race to the 110.2n

I have a pair of am Aggitta.
I will Rather, daisies in the

11602R-
The the

The

I at a basket of grapes.
:be gelid: graze, in the
field.

gENkg1 crackers.

Prepare two sets of picture cards. One set consists of pic-
tures whose names begin with the & sound. The second set consists
of pictures whose names begin with sounds other than the sound g.

Draw on the chalkboard a set of Soo which parallel each other
so as to form a track. Divide this track into segments. Draw an-
other track identical to it. Draw a moon at the upper enu of each
track- -the goal to be reached. One S-shaped track is for the team
of girls; the other S-shaped track is for the team of boys.

Place three picture cards on the chalk ledge only one of
which starts with the & sound. Alternately call on individual
children from each team to select the picture whose name starts
with the g sound. The child who correctly identifies the &sound
picture will print the letter gin one of the segments of his team
track until the team has reached the moon.
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When a g sound picture is correctly identified, remove the
three pictures and replace them with three other pictures. If a
wrong picture is identified, the team regresses one segment toward
the starting point and that child erases the g, letter last placed
on his track. The first team to reach the noon is the winner. A
tie is possible.

A list of & sound words which Small scale drawing of tracks:
can be pictured:

grass ghost
girl gate
garage grapes
goggles gun
goose glass

globs

grasshopper
goat
gourd
grapefruit

Final Step in Lesson Development

Place a group of three words each on the chalkboard and have
the children erase or draw a line through words which do not be-
gin with the & letter.

Girls oss

gun Gus dig dive good pump
do go pig pine Grace gum
get quit gig give place quilt

As the words, or after the words beginning with a &letter
(and sound) have been correctly identified, you, teacher, may say
these words.

Related Activities

1. Writing the g letter.
2. Finding the g letter, both upper and lower case, from

letter boxes.
3. Workbook pages.

Continue to encourage children to bring in pictures of things
whose names begin with a g sound. If a child brings in a suffi-
cient number of pictures, permit him to make a Umoklet. If
individual children bring in one or two pictures, display these on
the bulletin board with the contributing child's name under his
picture or pictures.

End of Tape 11

Tape 12

The Consonant Sound k And Its Correlative g

Review the consonant sound & using review procedure suggested
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on an earlier tape.

The voiced consonant sound kand its correlative 20 a voice-
less consonant sound (point to these on the consonant chart)(CANIRA
TO CHART), are produced in their initial phase with the lips pres-
sed together; the second phase consists of a sudden parting of the
lips to release a voiced sound for kand a puff of breath for the
sound 2. Refrain from asking children to articulate the k or la
sound in isolation for to do so will result in the sound klor pjI

On this tape will be developed the lessons for the consonant
sounds b and 2. However, you can see by this chart (point to the
chart of forty-four basic speech sounds)(CAMERA 70 CHART) that the
consonant sound p occurs further along in the continuum of basic
speech sounds and should be taught to a class of children at a
time consistent with its position in the sequence of basic speech
sounds. Because of its relationship to the consonant sound k, the
consonant sound 201111 be presented at this time on this tape.

Read the following motivational story, &nem PmEmine,
to introduce the consonant sound b:

Many funny, sometimes scary, things happen on Halloween night.
I am going to tell you about some funny things that happened when
Alexander went Trick and Treating on Halloween night. And you'll
find out about something so fUnny that happened to Gabby.

&UM 112-221212HE

It is wonderful to have friends and Alexander was such a good
friend that everyone liked to be a friend to him. Beamregard was
one of these friends. Beauregard was called Beau for short and
his beagle dog, Bonaparte, was called Bony Boy for short. Bony
Boy never bit anybody and his soft bark wouldn't frighten even a
butterfly.

On Halloween night Beau came to call for Alexander to go Trick
and Treating. Bony Boy had on a bunny mask and Alexander and Beau
were dressed like an animal, a bull. Alexander was the heed of the
bull and Beau was at the tail end.

When Alexander asked Gabby if he wanted to go along he said,
"I can't walk because my 'onions hurt'. I'll stay horns and hand
out bonbonr, 'belly jeans' and bubble gum."

"Not 'belly jeans't You mean jelly beans. And don't say
'onions', say 'bunions'. 0. t. , you stay ..One and help mother
hand out treats," said Alexander.

Then Alexander said, "Bony Boy, you be first to go to people's
doors, and when they open their doors, we'll yell, 'Tricks or
Treats'."

Bony Boy answered with a "Burt, bur!'" and a "Boot, hoof."
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Gabby said, "'Burt, burf, boof, boa', You sound like you're
burping."

"He isn't burping," said Alexander. "He's not a human being
so he talks in dog language."

"A human bean? I've heard of navy beans, string beans, lima
beams, and 'belly jeans', but I've never heard of human beans',"
said Gabby.

"I said 'human being' not 'human bean' and stop saying 'belly
jeans'," said Alexander. "The words are 'jelly beans'. You know
how to say words that start with b. I saw you close your beak
tightly and then you pushed hard to open it to make the k sound.
But you put the ksound at the beginning of the wrong word."

Then Alexander said to his mother, "See you later, meter."
And he and Beau and Bony Boy went out for Tricks and Treats.

About an hour later Alexander returned home and Beau and Bony
Boy returned to their home.

Alexander called to his mother, "I'm home, Mom. I'm glad we
took Bony Boy along. He got dog biscuits for treats, but no one
gave him his favorite dog treat, a bone. So he left us and went
Trick and Treating by himself. But Beau and I followed him.

Bony Boy made the funniest mistake. As he went past Boni-
face's barber shop, he licked the peppermint colored barber's pole.
He thought it was peppermint candy! Then he went on 'til he
reached Barney's butcher shop. _Standing in front of his butcher
shop, Barney has the model of a purple cow, Bossy, with a bell a-
round her neck and a pink piglet, named Bridget. Bony Boy bit
into the legs of Bossy, the cow, and the bell around her neck rang.
Barney, the butcher, came out to find who the bell-ringer was. He
laughed when he saw Bony Boy, and gave him a big, beautifUl beefy
bone)"

"Why didn't he bite Pridget the biglet?" asked Gabby.

"The piglet's name starts with a lL," said Alexander. "It's
name is B-r-i-d-g-e-t-. By the way, did you take care of the
children who came to our door for Tricks or Treats while I was
gone?"

Before Gabby could say anything, mother answered, "I'm afraid
he didn't. He was too busy eating all the black jelly beans."

"Why did you eat all the black jelly beans, Gabby ?" asked
Alexander.

Gabby answered, "To keep my feathers nice and black
Black 'belly jeans' I snack."
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Alexander said crossly, "Oh, hush up. blabber mouth," and he
covered Gabby's cage to keep him quiet.

Later that night Gabby got very sick from all those black
jelly beans he ate.

Gabby said, "Those 'belly jeans' were not good for my belly."

Do you think Gabby ever learned to say "jelly beans" instead
of "belly jeans"? No, never, never, never!

We just heard a story in which Gabby made a funny mistake.
He started the wrong word with the k sound. Instead of saying
"jelly beans", what did he say? (Responses Belly jeans) Yes, he
said "belly jeans."

Today, we are going to listen for words that begin with the
sound, b. Close your eyes and listen for words that begin with
this sound. Remember to give as a hand signal when I say a word
which does not begin with the sound b. (CAMERA TO CHALKBOARD)

First sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word PET)

bear, bag, barn, bird, best, bat, badge, PET, brown

Second sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word PILLOW)

bear, basket, biscuit, bean, but, bubble, PILLOW, butter, beg

Third sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word PASTE)

bear, bride, bottle, brain, brush, broom, bait, PASTE, burn,
beat

Open your eyes for the next part of our listening game.
Watch my lips as I say words that begin with the sound k and re-
peat each one. When I say a word which does not begin with the
sound, b. put your finger over your lips and do not say it.

First sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word POMPKIN)(CAMERA TO TEACHER)

bear, bacon, beetle, bee, brave, blue, boat, PUMPKIN, beach,
band

Second sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word PADDLE)

bear, brook, bank, bury, beef, bite, black, PADDLE, buy,
button
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Third sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word FERFUMR)

bear, ball, brim, bed, buzz, bark, belt, PERFUMS, blanket,
break

show phonetic picture card for b and say the following: (CA}'i'RA
TU CARD)

Here is a picture of something the name of which begins with
the b sound. What is it? (Response: A bear) Yes, it is a bear.
The beginning sound of this picture name will help you remember
that each of these letters (point to the upper and lower case k
letters) stands for the sound b. (When you, teacher, articulate
this sound, mute, as much as possible, the schwa vowel sound which
accompanies the articulation of all stop-plosive sounds.)

This is how we write,the letter for the ksound. (Demonstrate
on the chalkboard the correct movement to employ in writing this
letter.)( TO BOARD) Have the children practice the k letter
by tracing it in the air. Then have each child write this letter
on the chalkboard. Teach the use of the capital A when the need
arises, as in the writing of proper nouns and in capitalizing the
first word of any sentence.

Reinforcement and maintenance activities will not be given at
this point in time although in teaching a class, you would follow
with these activities to help bond the sound under study with its
symbol. These exercises will be given at a point further along on
this tape.

In the interest of conserving time (if that's possible) and
because of the relationship which exists between the sounds k and

the lesson for the consonant sound, p, follows:

Read the following motivational story, rex P's (andWls).
to introduce the consonant sound, 2.

Teaching Gabby to talk wasn't hard at all. It was card to
get him to stop talking. In today's story, Alexander tries to
teach Gabby how to ---. Oh, I can't tell you--anyhow, not yet.
You'll find out as I tell the story.

DIE is (NA.
Quite often Alexander read to Gabby. Gabby would perch on

his shoulder and help turn the pages as Alexander read. While
Alexander read, Gabby pecked away at pumpkin seeds on a plate and
Alexander crunched away on some popcorn. Gabby liked to look at
pictures, especially bird pictures, such as parakeets, parrots
and peacocks; and animal pictures, such as polar bears, possums,
pandas, pole cats, poodles, penguins, and pachyderms. Alexander
would tell him the names of the birds and animals.
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When Alexander showed Gabby pictures of pachyderms, Gabby
asked, "What kind of germs are 'pachygerms'?"

Alexander replied, "I didn't say 'fitchygerme. I said,
'pachyderms'." Pachyderms are elephants, rhinoceroses, and
hippopotamuses.

Alexander was quite sure that he could teach Gabby to read.
Gabby knew a lot of nursery rhymes, such as Peter, Peter, fuffiplaa
Eater, and tongue twisters, such as "Peter Piper picked a peck of
pickled peppers." Alexander decided that now was the time to
teach him to read poetry.

He said to Gabby, "Bring me a piece of paper and a pencil.
I'm going to teach you to read poetry."

Gabby got the paper and pencil and then he said, "What kind
of tree is 'poet-tree'?"

"It's no kind of tree at all," said Alexander. "It's words
like you find in a song only you don't sing the words. First,
I'll draw a picture and then I'll print a line of poetry under it."

So Alexander drew the picture of a cow and colored it purple.
He printed the words, "I never saw a purple cow". Then he said to
Gabby, "What do you see in this picture?"

Gabby said, "I see a plum-colored cow. No, I think it's
purple cow."

"That's perfect, Gabby," said Alexander. "It is a purple
cow, and that's what this line of print says, 'I never saw a
purple cow'."

"I never saw a purple cow, either," said Gabby. Does the cow
give purple milk?"

"No, no, Gabby," said Alexander. "This cow doesn't give pur-
ple milk. All cows give white milk, no matter what their outside
color is. Just read the words I've printed, 'I never iaw a purple
cow'."

Gabby said, "I never saw a 'curple pow'."

"Oh, my! You've done it again," said Alexander. "You put
the sound pat the beginning of the wrong word. It's 'purple cow',
not 'curple pow'. Your p sound is perfect. You press your beak
shut and open it suddenly and a puff of breath comes out to make
the R. sound."

Gabby said, "When I look at the picture I can say 'purple
cow'. But-when I look at the printed words, I say lourple pow'.
What I need are reading glasses."
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Do you think hlexander ever again tried to teach Gabby to
read? No, never. never, never!

What did Gabbi think would help him correctly read the words,
"eurple cow"? (Response: Reading 'lasses) Yes, he thoUght the
reading glasses would help him read words that began with the
sound.

Today, we will listen for the sound a. as in pig. Close
your eyes for the amt part of this game. I will say words that
begin with a and when I say a word that does not begin with the a
sound, raise your hand. (CAMERA TO CHALKBOARD)

First sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word BUNDLE)

pig, pill, paper, pole, pass, party, BUNDLE, pin, pack

Second sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word BELT)

pig, print, pep, pail, pork, pink, pocket, BELT, pipe, page

Third sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word BASKET)

pig, play, plum, pitch, pet, BASKET, prince, pop

Open your eyes for the next part of our listening game.
Watch my lips 10:.' I say words that begin with the sound lb and re-
peat each one. When I say a word which does not begin with the p
sound. put ylur finger over your lips and do not say it.

First sequence of' words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word BUTTER)(CAMFRA TO CLASS)

pig, poor, paste, panda, pinch, pencil, BUTTER, pull, pie

Second sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word BUSY)

pig lApeipear, peek, plant, BUSY, punch, plate

Third sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word BOTTLE)

pig, puff, paint, pantry, pane, pilot, BOTTLE, pickle, place

Show the phonetic picture card for p and say the followings
(CAMERA TO CARD) Here is a picture of something the name of which
begins with the p sound. Wisat is it? (Response: A pig) Yes, it
is a pig. The beginning sound of this picture name will help you
remember that each of these letters (point to the upper and lower
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case a letters) stands for the sound a. (When you, teacher, ar-
ticulate this sound, mute, as much as possible, the schwa vowel
sound which accompanies the articulation of all stop-plosive
sounds.)

This is how we write the letter for the a sound. (Demon-
strate on the chalkboard the correct movement to employ in writing
this letter.)(CAMERA TO BOARD) At this time, point out that the
manumript letters for the sounds Rand t; differ only in the place-
ment of the circle. Before sending each child to the chalkboard
to write the letter z have the children trace this letter in the
air. Teach the use of the capital P when the need arises.

Reinforcing and Maintenance Activities

Auditory and Visual Discrimination Activities

Are You A Good Sound §ax?

(The following exercise may be used for both the kamd the a
sounds.) I am going to say pairs of words one of which begins
with the b sound. Listen carefUlly for the word beginning with
the b sound and tell me if you heard this sound in word one or
word Ixa. (have the child called upon repeat the pair of words as
this will help in determining which word began with the b sound.
When a child correctly identifies the b word, place his name or
picture in the "Hall of Fame"--the bulletin board. The following
is a suggested list of words to say:)

bush ball pale bark pest pounce puck bunch bull pelt
push Paul bale park best bounce buck punch pull belt

peach putter palm baste bat ;stch bath bride ban bear
beach butter balm paste pat batch path pride pan pear

This exercise may be adapted for the g so-nd by asking chil-
dren to identify the aword in each of the foregoing pairs of words.

What Am I?

Prepare picture cards for the following t; and 2; nouns, and
place these along the chalk ledge:

bank buggy bat barn birthday broom
bone basket bell bed bear barber

penny pear piano plane peanut paper
pillow pony pig pajamas pumpkin pencil

Inform the children that you will say sentences each of which
describes one of the pictures that is on the chalk ledge. The
child called on responds with, as he points to the correct picture,
"You are a ." (Name of thing on the picture card.) Have



the child rite the letter, b or R., above or below the picture.

You can put money into me. (bank)
Dogs like to chew on me. (bone)
I am something you wheel a baby in. (buggy)
An Easter bunny carries eggs in me. (basket)
You use me to hit a baseball. (bat)
You can ring me. (bell)
I am a house for horses, cows, and other farm animals. (barn)
You sleep on me at night. (bed)
I am a very special day that comes once a year for Innl.

(birthday)

I am an animal that likes honey and you can seb me in a zoo.
(bear)

Mother uses me to sweep a floor. (broom)
I cut men's and boys' hair. (barber)

I am the money and five of me make a nickel. (penny)
You put your head on me when you go to bed. (pillow)
I am a fruit, but I'm not a peach or plum. (pear)
I am an animal and children like to ride me and I'm not very
big. (pony)

You can play with me and I have black and white keys. (piano)
I am an animal and people say I'm dirty. (pig)
I fly in the air and people, and sometimes animals, ride in me.

(plane)

You wear me when you go to bed. (pajamas)
I am a nut and they make butter out of me. (peanut)
You carve a face on me at Halloween. (pumpkin)
You can write on me. (paper)
I can write for you. (pencil)

Related Activities

1. Writing the b and plotters.
2. Finding the b and g letters,.both upper and lower case,

from letter boxes and placing these into pocket charts.
3. Workbook pages.
4. &courage children to bring in pictures of things whose

names begin with b and/or R sounds. Arrange these on the
bulletin board around upper and lower case hand/or R
letters. Have the child who brings a picture place his
name card under it. _

5. Have the children make booklets of words they find on
newspaper or magazine pages or any other printed source
which begin with the b and/c. R. letters.

End of Tape 12
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The Consonant Sound t And Its Correlative d

Review the consonant sound b using the review procedure sug-
gested on an earlier tape. The consonant sound p is to be reviewed
before the lesson on the consonant d is presented.

The voiceless consonant sound, t, and its voiced correlative,
d, are produced in their initial phase with the tongue tip pressed
against the gum of the upper front teeth; the second phase consists
of a quick lowering of the tongue to release a voiceless sound, t,
and a voiced sound for d. Do not ask children to articulate the t
or d sounds because to do so will result in the sound ta or di.

Read the following motivational story, Tattoo T's-es Tobias,
to introduce the consonant sound, t:

We've heard many stories about Alexander and his many friends.
Now you will hear a story about a friend of Gabby's.

Tattoo T's-es Tobias,

Alexander found a letter in the mailbox and it was addressed
to Gabby. It was from Tobias the Turtle. Tobias. Toby for short,
was in Timbuktu. Alexander read the letter to Gabby and this is
what it said:

"Dear Gabby,

"After ten weeks I arrived in Timbuktu. I've run away from
the Turtle Farm. I frond out that I was going to be made into
turtle soup and my skin and shell were to be made into belts,
shoes, purses, and combs. I was born a turtle and I want to stay
a turtle.

"I was on a tramp ship--that's the kind that travels slowly.
The ship ran into a storm and tossed so much that I turned over,
topsy - turvy. I was in a terrible tiny for, being turned over,
topsy-turvy, is one of the worst things that can happen to a tur-
tle. And then my troubles began. Tattoo, the Captain's tomcat,
who loves to tease me, tickled my toes, and I've got lots of toes,
and he tickled my tummy. After much twisting and turning, I got
my top side up and my bottom side down. Then I told Tattoo that
when he got within a tongue's lick of me, I'd tie a knot in his
tail and tweak his whiskers.

"I got tired of Tattoo's teasing so I jumped into the ocean.
met Tina, a tuna fish, who gave me a piggy back ride to Timbuktu.

When I arrived in Timbuktu, I entered a Tick-Tack-Toe tourna-
ment. Tournament is another name for contest. Guess who my part-
ner is going to be? Tattoo: Now I'll get to tie a knot in his
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tail and tweak his whiskers and I'll beat him at Tick-Tack-Toe,
toot Te-heet Te-heel Tc-heel

"I thank you for the tooth brush you sent me, but I can't use
it because, like you. I have no teeth. But I'll use it to polish
v tonails.

"Flease send me about a trillion wild strawberries. I love
them!

Your Globe Trotting Friend,
Tobias"

When Alexander finished reading the letter Gabby asked,
"What's a 'zillion?"

Alexander replied, "The word is trillionit starts with the
t sound. To make the t sound, one has to press the tongue tip
against the gum of the upper front teeth and then lower it quickly.
Since you and Toby have no teeth, neither of you will ever be able
to make a good t sound. Now to answer your question. A trillion
is the number one followed by twelve zeros or it's the number one
followed by tem zeros and two more soros.

Gabby's next question was, "How can you tell a wild 'rawberry
from a tame 'rawberry?"

"The word is strawberry, not 'rawberry. You have to hunt for
wild etrewberries, and not with a gun, either. Tams strawberries
grow An a patch just waiting to be picked."

Just then Alexander's mother called, "1 have a treat for
supper. We're having turtle soup!"

"Oh, my," said Gabby. "That's one of 'oby's relatives in
that soup!"

"Don't worry, Gabby," said Alexander's mother. "It says on
the can that the turtle just took a walk through the soup and
walked right out."

Do you think Gabby ever ate turtle soup? Do you think he
could ever say words that began with the I sound? No, never,
never, never!

In the story you just heard, Gabby was not able to say words
that began with a t sound. What words were these? (Response:
Totdas, um!, tedaUgn) No, Oabhy could not say thr.Je words.
Today, I am going to say words that begin with the t sound.

Close your eyes and listen for words that begin with the I
sound, as in tier. When I say a word that does not begin with
the t sound, raise your hand. Meade (CAMERA TO CLASS)
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First sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word DEAR)

tiger, tablet, taffy, tag, tail, DEAR, take, tan

Second sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear

foil word DAY)

tiger, tangle, tap, tar, toast, tiny, toss, DAY, ticket,

tickle

Third sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word DOG)

tiger, tent, taxi, test, tidy, tie, took, time, DOG, toad, toe

The next part of our game is played with our eyes open. Watch

my lips as I say words. You are to repeat only the words that be-

gin with the /sound. When I say a word that does not begin with
the t sound, put your finger over your lips and do not say it.
Ready? (CAMERA TO CLASS)

First sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word DUCK)

tiger, tell, team, together, tiptoe, tonsil, DUCE, touch, tree

Second sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word DAISY)

tiger, tire, tooth, tool, treat, DAISY, towel, tub

Third sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear

foil word DIAL)

tiger, travel, trap, trot, turkey, train, tough, DIAL, torch,

tattle

Show the phonetic picture card fort (CAMERA TO BOARD) and
say the following: Bare is a picture of something name of

wiech begins with the t sound. What is it/ (CAMERA TO CLASS)

(Response: Tiger) The beginning sound of this picture name will
help you remember that each of these letters (CAMERA TO BOARD)
(point to the upper and lower case ) stands fbr the sound,?.
This is howl's write the /letter. (CAMERA TO BOARD) (Demonstrate

on the chalkboard the correct movement to employ in writing the t

letter.) Have the children trace the /letter in the air before
asking each child to writs it on the chalkboard. Teach the writing

of the upper case lwhen the need arises.

In the development of the lesson for the I sound, reinforcing
auditory and visual exercise, should follow at this point. These

exercises and related activities will be deforved to a later tima7w-
.
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on this tape. Because of the relationship which exists between
the voiced consonant sound d and the voiceless consonant sound. t,
and in the interest of saving time (which in reality can't be
done), the lesson for consonant d follows. It is to be understood
that the sound, 40 should actually be presented at a time deter-
mined by its sequential position in the continuum of the forty-
Pour basic speech sounds (CAMERA TO CHART)(point to its po)ition
on the basic speech sound chart).

Read the following motivational story, 2,Follbwo A-14 to in-
, troduce the consonant sound, d. Start out in the following way:
We know that Gabby is full of insatiable curiosity. Insatiable
curiosity means he never stops asking about things he doesn't
understand. Sometimes he thought he understood and he made some
very rung, mistakes. In today's story, you will hear about some
funny mistakes he makes and you will find out the consonant sound
which he couldn't say.

D Follows A-I-C

Alexander did a good deed every day. Very often his mother
helped him decide what deed to do. One summer day mother said.
"Alexander, your good deed for today is to dig up the desperado
dandelions in our back yard. I make you deputy sheriff. Now go
after those dandelionst -Get Dan, Don, Dick, Demetrius, and Dexter
to help you."

Gabby, as usual, was listening. He said, "Andy's-lionst Bow
did they get into our back yard? Let Andy get them out."

Alexander said. "No, no. Gabby. The word is danuelion. Dan-
delions are weeds and their leaves look like a lion's tooth. I
see you're having difficulty saying words that begin with the d
sound."

"Without teeth I can't say the sound for the letter that
follows a-b-c," said Gabby.

Mother said, "Never mind, Gabby. At least you won't have a
dental bill."

"I like ve bill," said Gabby. "I don't want to change it !Or'
a dental bill."

"%You don't understand, Gabby," said mother. "A dental bill
is one you pay a tooth doctor with dollar bills for the work he
does on your teeth."

To Alexander, mother said, "Alexander, be careful, don't pick
the daisies and daffodils and watch out for the dog's tooth vie-
lets."

Gabby said, "lbs, watch out for the 'eye-o-lets' or they'll
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bite you."

Alexander's mother replied, "That's a daffy idea. Dog's
tooth violets don't bite."

Then Alexander went to get his helpers, Dan, Don, Dick,
Nometrius, and Dexter.

Later, mother came out to the back yard and gave Deputy
Sheriff Alexander and his helpers, Dan, Don, Dick, Demetrius, and
Dexter a donut and a soft drink. She gave Gabby a donut, too.
Gabby asked anothe* daffy question.

Gabby asked, "Why do 'onuts have round holes-in the middle?"

Alexander answered, "Donuts have round holes in the middle
because that's the best place to put the hole. And the holes are
round because they are easier to wake than square holes."

Then Deputy Alexander and his helpers went back to their dig-
ging and worked until dark. At the end of the day, mother came
out and said, "Here's a piece of devil's food cake each of you can
have for dessert tonight.*

Bach dandelion digger took his slice of devil's food cake and
went home. Of course, Deputy Alexander had his dessert for supper.
As usual Gabby wanted to know why the cake was called devill.f224

He asked, "Is this cake for people?'

Alexander answered, "Yes, yes. It's for people. It's choc-
olate cake."

That night, Alexander was dog-tired, but he took time to look
up at the sky. He did this 'most every night, because he liked to
look up at the stars. When he saw the star he was looking for he
said, "Gabby, that very bright star is the Dog Star. It's our
brightest star and one of the closist ones. It's about fifty-one
million, million miles away, or fifty -one trillion miles away.'

"I never knew there were stars for 'ogs," said Gabby. "Where
are the stars for birds?'

"Tou can see about six thousand stars," said Alexander.
"Pick out a star for yourself--it's yours for free: Now let's get
to bed. Sweet dreams, Gabby."

But Gabby had a had dream that night and he blamed it all on
the devil's food cake he ate. He said, "I knew that 'evil's food
cake was not for people.' You see, Gabby thought he was people.

Do you think Gabby ever could say words that began with the
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sound or that he ever ate devil's food cake again? No, never,
never, never!

What was the name of the weed Alexander and his friends were
digging up in the back yard? (CAMERA TO CLASS)(Response: Dande-
lion) Yes. Gabby couldn't say any word that began with the sound,
d. He couldn't say other words such as donmtp. 4A0 and de 'a

food oaks.

In our listening game today, you will listen for words that
begin with the d sound as in dm. Close your eyes for this part
of the game. When I say words that do not begin with the d sound,
raise your hand. Ready? (CAMERA TO CLASS)

First sequence of words (Children give hand signal with foil mom
TINY)

dog, day, deep, dance, dash, date, door, TINY, dial, dell

Second sequence of words (Children give hand signal with foil word
TABLE)

dog, dime, dirt, dip, daisy, deal, TABLE, doll, doctor

Third sequence of t/rds (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word TOAD)

dog, ditch, dive, do, dizzy, TOAD, dear, dairy

The next part of our listening game is played with your eyes
open. Watch my lips as I say words. You are to repeat only words
that begin with the d sound. When I say a word that does not be-
gin with the d sound, put your finger over your lips and do not
say it. Heady? (CAM= TO CLASS)

First sequence of words (Children remain silent with foil word
TENT)

dog, damp, deck, dare, dark, desk, TENT, dew, dozen

Second sequence of words (Children remain silent with foil word
TOWN)

dog, dither, donkey, done, dry, dip, dawn, TOWN, dot, dose

Third sequence of words (Children remain silent with foil word TAG)

dog, die, dove, dough, dollar, dutch, TAD, dangle, dull

Show (CAMERA TO BOARD) the phonetic picture card for and
say the following: Here is a picture of something the name of
which begins with the d sound. What is it? (CAMERA TO CLASS)

(Response: Dog) The beginning sound of this picture name will
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help you remember that each of these letters (CAMERA TO BOARD)
(point to the upper and lower case 4) stands for the sound, 4.
This is how we write the d letter. (CAMERA TO BOARD)(Demonstrate
on chalkboard the correct movement to employ in writing the d let-
ter.) Have the children trace the d letter in the air before
asking each child to write it on the chalkboard. Teach the writ-
ing of the upper case Dehen the need arises.

Reinforcement and Maintenance Activities

Auditory Discrimination Exercise 1

Directions to the Children.

I will say a word which you will repeat and then make a rhym-
ing word by changing the beginning sound to a t sound. For example,
when I say the word Mak, the rhyming word is touch. If you give
me the correct rhyming word, your picture will hang in the Hall of
Fame. (Mallafen is the Bulletin Board.)

The list of words which follows has the child's response in
parenthesis:

dell
(tell)

dab
(tab)

daffy
(taffy)

dairy dale Dan dangle
(tarry) (tale) (tan) (tangle)

dank
(tank)

dead dear den din den dine dip door done
(Ted) (tear) (ten) (tin) (ten) (tine) (tip) (tore) (ton)

doe dock tick drench drip droll duck dye
(toe) (tick) (Dick) (trench) (trip) (troll) (tuck) (tie)

dug dew droop dizzy dot
(tug) (two) (troop) (tissy) (tot)

The above directions and list of words may be used to elicit
from the children rhyming 4. words. YOU, teacher, will say the
word in parenthesis and the child responds with companion rhyming
4 word.

Auditory Discrimination nooraise 2

Use the above word list and instruct the children as follows:
am going to say pairs of words one of which begins with t (or 4).

Listen carefully for the word beginning with t (or 4) and tell me
if ward 1 or word 2 began with a I (or 4) sound. Hang the child's
picture in the Malpliame if the response is correct.

Visual Discrimination Exercise

Prepare a set of picture cards for the following t and dinouns (15
of each) and an equal weber of small t and iletter cards. Place
these picture cards along the chalk ledge. Do the same with the
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letter cards. Instruct the ohildren to find the picture cards
which answer questions you ask and have them select and place be-
neath the picture cards the letter with whioh each picture name
begins. The following is a list of nouns to be pictured:

daisy dollar dragon doll deer dish door dime drum
dinosaur donkey dress dog desk duck

tie turtle tooth table toy towel tree toad tail
telephone tomato train tongue turkey truck

Questions to Ask.

Which has two legs? Which can carry things and people? Which
are money? Which has four legs? Which is in your mouth? Which
can be found in the kitchen? Which grows in the garden? Which
can be washed in a washer/ Which lived a long time ago? Which
can move but has no legs? Which can you wear? Which has a mouth
piece, but cannot talk? Which can you play with? Which is made
of wood?

Final Step in the Lesson Development

Place the following word groups on the chpAboard and in-
struct the children called on to aoc all thetwords and =911
all the d words:

tip dent tab drip tear dell tot tuck tusk dry
dip tent dab trip dear tell dot duck dusk try
do doe Don tick dime dairy tub dug dowel team
to toe Tom Dick time dub tug towel deemtarry

Related Activities

1. Writing the .fAters t and d.

2. Finding the t and d letters, both upper and lower case
letters, from letter boxes.

3. Workbook pages.
4. Continue to encourage children to bring in pictures and

words that begin with t and d letters.

End of Tape 13

Tape 14

The Formation of Pronouncing Units

So far the design of the lessons consisted of (1) sound-
stories in which a speech sound is stressed in an enteraining way,
and, within the framework of each sound-story, is a simple des-
cription of how the articulators function in the production of a
speech sound; (2) ear training exercises consisting of the
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isolation and discrimination of a specific sound from a whole word
configuration; and (3) the bonding of speech sounds with letters,
by which they are usually represented, using phonetic picture
cards, games, and writing activities.

Now that a core of fifteen sounds, five short vowel sour's
and the ten most frequently used consonants, have been introduced,
the next plateau in the development of the CANE program is to
unite these sounds into pronouncing units which function in de-
coding and encoding words. These pronouncing units, or blends,
constitute the most crucial bite in a word and condition a child
to observe consistently and to attack a word at its beginning.
Using this method of word attack, promotes good left to right eye
progression essential in beginning reading instruction and at
later stages of reading instruction as well.

The formation of pronouncing units is developed in five steps
which are as follows:

1. Uniting a consonant (letter and sound) with each short
vowel (letter and sound).

2. Auditory and visual discrimination of the rezultant pro-
nouncing units or blends.

3. Formation of words by adding a final oonsonant(a) to each
of these pronouncing units or blends.

4. Auditory discrimination of the pronouncing units and
writing, by the pupils, of these spelling fragments.

5. Pupils add (writ.) the final consonants to the spelling
fragments to form words.

A detailed development of the foregoing steps follows:

Step 1. In this step, the consonants s, m, L, GI will be united
with each vowel. Five sets of pronouncing units (blends) will be
formed. These sets constitute five different lessons --each to be
taught at separate sessions.

Place five consonant letters s in a column arrangement within
a circle, representing the moon, and the five short vowel letters
in a column arrangement.

0

i

a

These am. ions instructions kat children: Since children en-
joy role playing, ask them to pretend they are astronauts. The a
letters are lunar modules and vowels are the oommand modules and
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the final consonants will be the splash down points. The "astro-
nauts" are to link up the lunar modules with the command modules- -
that is, join each s with a vowel.

Instruct the children to watch and listen as you, teacher,
link up each lunar module with a command module. Draw a chalk
line from the s, at the bottom of the column, to r and as you do
so, say the sounds, until the chalk line reachesli and then say
I. This blending should be articulated with no interruption of
the breath and the resultant blend is sa. Proceed to unite the
remaining four s consonants with g, L-14 3& resulting in the
blends sg, sT, j, sg. Write each of the resulting blond* to the
right of each vowel. The arrangement on the (CAMERA TO BOARD)
chalkboard at this point is as follows:

su
Moon

u

SO

si

SO

sa

Now have the children link, by voice, each s consonant with a
vowel as you trace the movement from each s to a vowel with a
chalkline. Tell the children that they have formed helpers which
will be used later to form words and because they all start with
the s sound, they are called "s helpers". grease the "moon" and
the vowels, leaving just the blends ("helpers") on the chalkboard.

Step 2. Tell the children that you are going to say one of the
"s helpers". They are to listen for and identify the vowel, since
that is the key sound to identify the "helper" you say. The in-
dividual called upon must loco to on the chalkboard the correct
"helper" and slide his hand or pointer under it and say, "This is
al (a, eV).

Step 3. After each child has had a chance to identify auditorially
and visually the "helpers" you, teacher, say, inform the children
that these "helpers" can be changed into words by bringing each
space ship ("helper") to splash down points. The splash down
points are the consonants s, 11l, f. ro go go tt t. R. 4. Write
these off to the side, on the chalkboard, and point to them when
you speak of "splash down" points.

Choose, for example, the consonant, t, as splash down point
and add it to the "helpers" ig, se, !I. Have the children tell
which space ships are going to splash down (ir, sW. gi--they say
these) and where they will splash down (at point &). Then demon-
strate, by voice, how to land sAdown at Ito form the word, P1;
land 11 to form set; land a to form sa t.
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Now, ask the children to bring the "apace ships" ii, si,
down to t splash down point to form words. This is what will
appear on the chalkboard: su

so
sit
set
sat

A
now

Erase the t consonants and add any of the remaining nine moat
frequently used consonants which will form three-letter words.
11116 the same procedure given for adding the I; consonant, to form
additional words.

Step 4. In Step 4, the process involved is encoding or spelling.
The blend or "helper" is pronounced by you, teacher, and the child
responds by translating sounds into written symbols.

Place the five vowels, r, I on the chalkboard sep-
arating each with a vertical bar in this manner: (CAM MIA TO BOARD)

:o

a

Tell the children that you will say a "helpers" and they are
to listen for the vowel, identify it, and then write the "helper"
under the appropriate vowel on the chalkboard. Illustrate bow
this directive is to be oarried out by saying a s "helper", such
as sg. Say, "The vowel is 1" Write et under g. and slide your
hand (or pointer) under so as you say Be sure to have the in-
dividual called on repeat the "helper" and identify the vowel
before he goes to the chalkboard to write it under the appropriate
vowel. Also, say the 4 "helpers" in random order, several of each,
so that every child participates in this fragmentary writing-spel-
ling activity.

Step 5. In this Step, you, teacher, say an s "helper", repeat it
adding a final consonant to make a word. For example, say,
set", and write "sT--set" or just "set" in the column headed by
the vowel, N. Read the word saying, nip' word is gd." Then use
the word in an goal sentence such as, "I will set the dishes on
the table." Using the word in a meaningful context is a fit.
Require each child to formulate, orally, a sentence using the word
he has written.

Use the chalkboard form suggested in Step 4 for the spelling
activity in Step 5. (CAMERA TO BOARD)

a

80
set

Continue saying a "helpers" and three-letter words incorpor-
ating these until all possible wordi have been formed. Final
consonants which are added to the a "helpers" should be limited,
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at this point in time, to the ten most frequently used consonants.

Use the five-step proCedure developed far the a. blends (*help-
ers") to form a, f, r, and n blends. From these twenty-five sets
of blends, at least fifty three-letter words can be decoded and
encoded by the children. Later, these blends !Unction in unlocking
and spelling words of more than one syllable such as ImuNith, me.
bit. nagkLa. puppet, dustpan, maxnet--to mention just a few.

Now that the children know how to write fifteen letters, they
may be expected to write certain *select" words from the notch
Basic Word List which occur in both this list and in the --primer
reading material. have the children write and build at least one
or two of these words each day. These will be the words you, and
later the children, will use in writing sentences.

SD JIME WRITING

You may begin the writing of simple sentences after the first
twenty-five sets of blends have been taught. In the initial sta-
ges of this language activity, you, teacher, will write all but
the word which has a known helper. Words with known "helpers"
will be written by the children. Gradually, the writing of all
regularly spelled phonetic words will be written by the children.

The following are some simple sentences in which the children
write only the underlined word since it will have a known *helper*:

I see the ma. See me ma. Sam at. in the sue}. The fan is ma.
The gm is fel.

Related Activities

1. Writing the s, m. f, r, n blends and words having these
blends.

2. Building the s. m, IO r. n blends and words incorporating
these blends.

3. Workbook pages.
4. Writing sentence fragments such as, I see . The

children complete the sentence fragment by drawing a
picture such as a doll, a kite, LAI. a birdo etc.

Game Wheel 91 Chance (A motivational and informal testing
activity for the s, 16 r, n, blends.)

Here is (CAN] A TO BOARD) a circular game board about a foot
in diameter and a spinner (revolving arrow) an which are printed
two sets of five blends (ten helpers). Above the game board,
print the ten most frequently used consonants.

Directions. A child spir^ the spinner and says the "helper" on
which the or Inner lands and then selects one of the consonants
above the game board to make a word. A correct response is worth
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one point. NO then writes the word on the chalkboard. This is
worth another point. Next he uses the word in a sentence and this
is worth a point. All or any =lbw of children may play this
game.

Wheel of Chanos smfrngbtpd
Game Board

sa

Sk

Ind of Tape 14

up 15

Formation of Pronouncing Units

This tape will concern itself with the blonde formed when g,
t, R, tare united with each vowel forming tmenty-ave more

blends ("helpers") . An additional fifty or more three-letter words
can be decoded and encoded by the children when these blends are
learned. Later, these blends !Unction to unlock and spell words of
more than one syllable, inches 'Wag, ggkpo mime wend,

tunbi., RORNI mom =ma. r 9. it. 1. RA si
are stopped consonants and as hes been stated on previous tapes,
the schwa vowel sound accompanies g, bo iliben they are articulated
in isolation. For this reason you are not to have children artic-
ulate these apart from the word in which they appear as the initial
letter. In blending any of the stopped consonants, voiced or voice-
less, tell the children to assume the position necessary to artio-
ulate the sound and when the breath is released, the vowel is
articulated.

The five steps used in the development of the blends oq Tape
14 for the gtaends should be methodically adhered to in developing
the go bt, t, p, litaseds and kW blend., which will be considered
on the next tape, Tape 16. The procedure employed in developing
the g blends will serve as a model for the development of the b, t,
R, iblends. The resultant five sets of pronouncing units (25
blends) constitute five different lessons, each to be taught at
separate sessions. A detailed explanation for the development of
the & blends (helpers) follows.

Once again, have the children pretend they are astronauts.
Arrange the lunar modules, the five g letters, in a colmen on the
*moon" with the command modules, the five vowels 1,

on
g in
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a column to the right of the "moon". The chalkboard representa-
tion for the suggestions given looks like this:

(CAMERA TO CHALKBOARD) boon

0

a

Step 1. Instructions 12 liagam. Each of these gletters is
a lunar module which I will link with each oomeend module (point
to the column of vowels). Watch and listen carefUlly how this is
done. I will get ready to make this sound (point to the g at the
bottom of the column of g letters) by hisiping the back of ey
tongue so that it touches the roof of wir mouth. I will hold this
tongue position until the chalkline reaches the vowel and then I'll
lower ey tongue and say the I sound. (Ask the children to practice
the tongue placement for the g, sound and to lower the tongue with-
out actually articulating the sound. This will help the children
to understand your directive.)

Instructions le tai Unbar. Tau. teacher, amuse the
tongue position for articulating the gsmund, start a chalkline to
the vowel I and lower the tongue saying Anditorially the sound
released is the blend, gI. Proceed to link the next & with 1 to
form gi, gwith Ito form do &with 6 to fore if,gwithl to
form a

As you say each of the &Wands, write each resulting blend.
to the right of the vowels in tdesennors

Noon u gn

.o go

gi

ge

a ga

Have the children link, by votes, each & with a vowel. Once
again, caution children to hold the tongue position for & until
the obalkline reaches a vowel, then to lower the tongue and sound
the vowel. When the blending is completed, tell the Children that
these are the g "helpers" which will be used to make words and be-
cause they all start with the same sound, go they are called the

L "helpers".

Iron the "moon" and vowels so that Just the & blends ("help-
ers") remain on the chalkboard. This is what is left on the
chalkboards gu

go
gi
ge



Step 2. Tell the children that you are going to say one of the I
"helpers" (CAMERA TO BOARD)(point to these on the chalkboard).
They are to listen for the vowel as that is the key sound to iden-tify the "helper" you say. The individual called on must locate
the correct gehelper" on the chalkboard, slide his hand or pointer
under it and say, "This is d Cat AV."
Step 3. After each child has had a chance to identify the 'help-
ers" auditorially and visually, inform the children that these
"helpers" can be changed into words by bringing eaoh space ship
("helper") down to a splash down point. Again, the splash down
points are the ten most frequently used consonants g rg, L.g b, t, la, d. Place theme off to one aide on the chalkboard and
point to them when you speak of MAO gem pint.

Choose, for example, the consonant, t, as splash down point
and add it to the "helpers' gland ggl Have the children tell
which space ships are going to splash down (response should beg,
gi) and where they will splash down (at point I). Then demonetrate,
by voice, how to "land' mat point I., to form the word at and to
"land" ge at point t to form the word get.

Now ask the children to bring down the space ships gland
in concert or individually, at isplaih down point to form the
words ggI and ga. This is what will appear on the chalkboard:

gu
got

get

Erase the t consonants' and use any of the remaining nine most
frequently used consonants, appropriate ones, to form throw- or
four-letter words. Use the sane procedure given for adding the I
consonant to form additional words.

Stop 4. In Step 4, the process involved is encoding or spelling.
The blend or "helper" is pronounoed by you, teacher, and the child
responds by translating this "helper" into its eyehole.

Place the five vowels, 16 16 X0 16 on the chalkboard sep-
arating each with a vertical bar in this mannersallilolu
Instructions to children. Tell the children that you will say

"helpers ", and they are to listen for the vowel, identify it,
and then write the "helper" on the chalkboard under the appropriatevowel. Illustrate how this directive is to be carried out by say-
ing a IL "helper" such as Say "The vowel is 1." and write gg
on the chalkboard in the 1 column. Then say, "Mr helper is 11.*
sliding your hand (or pointer) under d as you say it. Be sure to
have the individual called on repeat the 'helper" and identify the
vowel before he goes to the chalkboard to write it under the



approprimte vowel. Also, say the g."helpers" in random order,
several of each, so that every child participates in this frag-
mentary spelling-writing activity.

Step 5. In this step, you, teacher say a g *helper", repeat it,
adding a final consonant to make a word. For example say "g--
gas", and write "g --gag" or Just *sae in the column headed by
the vowel Read the word saying, mme word is gag.' Then use
the word in an oral sentence such as, "The car ran out of gas.*
Using the word in meaningful context is a goal,

Use the chalkboard form suggested in Step 4 for this spelling
activity.

ga
gas

Having illustrated how this spelling activity is to be carried
out, you may begin saying, in random order, g "helpers" and words
incorporating these. Continue saying g "helpers" and three- or four-
letter words until all possible words have been formed. Final con-
sonants which are added to the &shapers* should be limited, at
this point in time, to the ten most freqmently used consonants.

Use the five-step prooedure developed for the &blonde ("help-
ers") to form the b.. po Uganda. Remember to caution children
to assume the position for articulating k. 1, and hold it un-
til a vowel is reached and than to release the breath and sound
the vowel.

SAnal, MUM

Continue the sentence writing which was initiated on Taps 14.
Keep the sentences simple. Try to stay with words which children
have encountered in their pre-primers and these which you have se-
lected from the Allah list for the children to writ and build.
Children's involvement grows in this sentence writing as they mas-
ter more blends ("helpers") animate from the Dole& list. Once
again, children supply (write) words that have known helpers.
Sentence writing provides a natural situation for developing Eft-
lish usage and punctuation such as, capitalising the first word of
a sentiment ending a telling sentence with a period, and ending an
asking sentence with a question mark.

Related Activities

1. Writing the g, too 1, Uganda and words having these
blends.

2. Building the go 12. I. p, 4, blends and words having these
blends.

3. Wbrkbook pages.
4. Writing one or two words from the Doldh list each day.
5. Writing sentences and drawing a picture illustrating each,
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such as--I see a bed. I see a big bus. The top is red.
I see ten bugs. etc.

6. The Wbsel of okaa game can be adapted for the blends
developed on this tape.

Introduce children to verse. Begin with a poem such as,
Never Saw a Purple Cow. Have the children memorise the lines.
Then have them write and illustrate it. This poem has a few-latm
tars --v. IL, 1, c, h, !which you can teach without making any
reference to the sound each makes. This activity provides addi-
tional exposure to words which recur again and again in the
developmental reading, and hopefully, this may be the beginning
toward the dinrelopient of a liking for poetry.

Nod of Tape 15

Tape 16

The "onsonant Sound k (o. ok)

The consonant sound k is typically spelled with a 2A AA or 2)1.
It is classified as a voiceless stop-plosive (CA)NRA TO CHART)
(point to it on the consonant chart) and is a correlative of the
voiced consonant sound, gA which was introduced on Taps 11. The
first phase in the production of this sound, as for the consonant
sound. g, is made with the back of the tongue making firs contact
with the soft palate. Without articulating the k sound, assume
the position for this stop-plosive. Now lower the tongue. It is
in this second phase- -the lowering of the tongue- -that the im-
pounded air is released with an explosive sound. to produce the k
sound.

To differentiate the three spellings of thick sound, sub-index
numbers 1. 2. 3 are used. The spelling lie "k -one ", k is "k -two ",

and the consonant digraph gk is "k-three'.

Five understandings evolve during the presentation of the k
sound. Understandings 1. 2. and 3 are useful in spelling words
that begin or end with a k sound. They are: (1) We use "k -one"
(c) before I, !A and 14 (2) W. use ft-two" (k) before L (3) We
use "k-three" ck) after short vowels L L and it is um.
ally found at the end of a one-syllable word. Understanding (4) Two
consonants, when they represent one elementary speech sound, as
dome do are referred to as consonant digraphs. Understanding (5)
Some consonant sounds are represented by sore than one letter. and
trim understanding is useful both in reading and spelling. The A
sound may be represented by letters other than 2A hi, gAA The let-
ters and 2u each have two sound elements of which the first one
is the sound A. The letter a say also represent the sound

The lesson on this tape and those on succeeding tapes will
consist of (1) a presentation of a consonant sound and (2) the
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blends ("helpers") each forms when blended with a vowel.

To introduce the consonant sound, read the motivational
story, Cuckoo Commersation. Slay the following: In today's story.
Gabby learns that he must be carefUl about closing doOrs. You will
also hear Gabby say some words in a very strange way.

cuckoo gNIMENWASNI

Thermo were several clocks in Alexander's home. None bothered
Gabby as much 29 did the cuckoo clock which hung on the wall in
the front hall. The cuckoo clock had a cuckoo bird that came out
every hour calling, "Cuckoo ". It said "cuckoos once when it was
one o'clock; "cuckoo, cuckoo" when it was two o'clock, and it cal-
led "cuckoo" three times when it was three o'clock. It said the
most mew of "cuckoo" calls, twelve of them, when it was twelve
o'clock.

The cuckoo bird's name was Coo-Clu. Gabby didn't care for
Coo-Clu nor for his cuckoo calla. One day when Alexander had gone
out'to fly a kite, Gabby was feeling ezpecially cantankerous--that
means quarrelsome or contrary--he locked with a key the little
door from which Coo-Clu popped out every hour.

Gabby said, "Now that 0itter-cray0 can't 0ose-clay' the door
in my face. Ivory time I offer him an 'aoker- cray', he 'racks'
the lacicer-tray' when he 'ose-clays0 the door."

You see, Gabby was using Pidgin Abglish which Alexander had
taught him. Whenever Gabby had words to say that began with a K
sound, he put the K sound close to the end of the word. Instead
of saying, "close the door" he said Noose-clay' the door" and he
said *080W-cm's instead of "cracker".

Gabby sat watching the clock waiting for the big minute hand
to point to twelve. Just then the big hand did reach Wars at
the top of the clock. Then there was a terrible commotion behind
the little door. Poor Coo-Clu was trying to get out to say the
right number of cuckoo calls.

At this very moment Alexander came in. He heard the clamor
and the clatter coming from the cuckoo clock. After carefully
looking at the little door on the cuckoo clock, he saw that the
door was locked. Who do you think was looking on and cackling--
that moans laughing? Yes, it was Gabby.

AleXandor said crossly, "Gabby, this is no time for comedy.
Givo me the key this instant or there will be no more candy corn
for youl

Gabby cringed when he heard that he'd not get any more candy
corn on which he just loved to crunch. He quickly flow to his
cage for that was where he had hidden the key.
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After Gabby gave the key to Alexander he asked, "Let ms have
some gotten-key' for my ears." You see, he thought Alexander was
going to continue scolding his.

But instead of scolding, Alexander said, "Stand in the corner
of your cage and say twenty-five times, "I must not close Coo-Clu,s
door again."

Gabby did as he was told. Re stood in the corner of his cage
saying, "I must not fose-clay, ,0o-clu's door again."

Alexander stayed right by the cage counting the nunbsr of
times Gabby said, "I must not ,ose-clay '0o -ale's door again."
When Gabby had repeated the sentence twenty-five times, Alexander
said, 'Nov I'm going to inCARcerate you for the rest of the day,"
and he closed the door on Cabby's cage.

When Gabby saw the door close, he cried crocodile tears. All
Alexander did was to say, "Here's a Ileenex, dry your tears."

Do you think Gabby ever said, must not close Coo-Cluss door
again" in the correcting/ No, never, never, never!

the sound you are going to listen for is the one Gabby moved
from the beginning of such words as clog, cotton, and meeker to a
place near the end of each of these words. What sound is it?
(CAMERA TO CLASS) (Response: k) Yes, the sound is k.

Close your eyes for the first part of this listening game and
listen carefully for words that begin with the ksound. When I say
a word that does not begin with the topside raise your hand to let
me know that I said a word that did not begin with the k sound.
Ready? (CAMERA TO CLASS)

First
GOBBLE)

sequence of words (Children give a hand signal with foil word

cat, carpet, carrot, cocoa, cap, cackle, GOBBLE, cord, coffee

Second sequence of words (Children give a hand signal with foil
word GUM)

cat, kite, clean, sopY, cold, collar, cask, GM cost, Garr,

Third sequence of words (Children give a hand signal with foil word
GALLOP)

cat, class, coat, cookie, GALLOP, car, clover cane

For the next part of our game, open your eyes. Watch qy lips
as I say words and this time repeat everykword I say. When I say
a word that does not begin with the k sound, put your finger over
your lips and do not say it. (CAMERA TO CLASS)
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First sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word GASOLINE)

oat, clay, cord, crib, camel, collie, GASOL/Ni, cream, catch

Second sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word GOOSE)

oat, canvas, calendar, contest, calico, GOOSE, cake, coin

Third sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word GARVIN)

cat, kitten, kettle, coal, kangaroo, cricket, OARDSN, oar,
clown

Show the phonetic OM BRA TO BOARD) picture card for k. Cower,
temporarily, the picture of the chick and d. This will receive
consideration at a later time on this tape. Say the following:
Here are pictures of things the names of which begin with the k
sound. What do you see/ (CAMERA TO CLASS)(Respcnees A at and a
kagO Yes, you see a Kt and a klig. The beginning sound of each of
these letters (CAMARA TO HOARD) (point to upper and lover case 9; and
upper and lower case k) stands for the k sound. You can see that
each of these is nuebered. We *all this letter (point to on the
phonetic picture card) "k- one" and this letter (point to k) is "k-
two". This is how we write "k -one" (g) and "k-two" (k).

Demonstrate on the chalkboard the correct movement to employ
in writing the letters gana Have the children practice writing
these letters in the air and then have the children go to the chalk-
board, in groups of three or four, to write land k on the chalk-
board.

The next segment of this tape will concern itself with the
formation of k blends ("helpers").

Place on the chalkboard a circle representing the moon and the
five vowel letters in a column arrangement. Color code land kand
the:rowels in the following ways (The color suggested is arbitrary.)
I, a, 1 ji in blue; kA IA lin yellow. The use of different oolors
for g, and the vowels is an effectkye way to show that gin to be
blended with Y, 1, 1 and k with andl.

Step 1. Instruct, the children (astronauts) to listen carefully as
you show them how to link each "k -ohm" (A) and "k-two" (k) lunar
module with a command module (L 10 1). Point up the fact
that you hold the tongue position for the k sound until you reach a
vowel (with the chalkline). Pzooesd to unite, with a chalkline,
with L landkvithland 1. Write the resulting blend to the
right of a vowel. The arrangement (CAMERA TO BOARD) on the chalk-
board at this point is as follows:
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Lute u en
time o oo

ki

ke

a as

Now have the children link, by voioe each land k consonant
with a vowel as you trace the movement from each to a vowel with a
chalklins. Tell the children that they have formed a new set of
"helpers"--k "helpers ".

It should be quite evident to the children that I and kikact
the vowels. Nevertheless bring this to their attention. Elicit
from them the understandings that 0k-one" (2) joins
form the "helpers" ga, amL; "k -two" (h) joins with to form
the "helpers" Ia. A. Also, help them formulate these two mnder-
standinss: WS use "k -one' (2) before Y, Q. 14 we use k -two (k)
before S. L.

Step 2. Eraie the "moon' and the vowels leaving just the blinds.
Ask the children to listen for the vowel in the k "helpers" you
say. Say these helpers in random order. The child called on is
to identify the vowel and than locate the helper on the chalkboard,
slide his hand or pointer under it and say, Mir is a (I& j,

21)."

Step 3. In this step each of the k helpers is changed into a word
by the addition of a final consonant. By now children are familiar
with the manner in which the "space ships" come down to "splash
down" points. Once again. write the ten most frequently used con-
sonants on the chalkboard. Theee are the "splash downs points.
Since there is no need for you, teacher, to demonstrate the "splash

down" procedure, proceed to add (write) any of the ten consonants
to appropriate blends and call on individual children to bring down
the space ships. For example, the consonant Imlay be added to 21,
kL WI. and di resulting in the words 0.. gyp. After
each word is pronounced, have the child incorporate the word in an
oral sentence. Erase the Immanent and proceed to add any of the
remaining nine consonants which will form tnree-letter words.

Step 4. This is the step in which children engage in fragmentary
spelling. Write the vowels on the chalkboard separating each with
a vertical bar in this manner:

(CARINA TO BOARD)

Tell the children to listen for the vowel in the k "helpers" you
say, to repeat the helper, idntigy the vowel, and then write the
"helper" under the appropriate vowel. Say a sufficient number of
k "helpers" so that every child participates in this spelling
activity.

Step 5. In this step, children engage in spelling in the true
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sense of the word. Write the vowels on the chalkboard as you slid
for the activity in Step 4. Dictate a k "helper" and repeat the
helper adding a final consonant to make a word. For example, say,
"cu--cup." The child responds with, "cu.-cup." He writes cu--cup
beneath the g vowel and then says, "My word is ggg." Have the
child use the word ggg in an oral sentence. The activity described
in Step 5 looks like this on the chalkboard: (CAMERA TO BOARD)

Cu
cup

Have every child participate in the foregoing activity.

The understandings developed during the presentation of this
lesson will bear repeating and application.

The third typical spelling for the Lao/and, namely the con-
sonant digraph, gk, will now be considered.

Start with an auditory exercise. Tell the children that you
will say words some of which will bag with a k sound and some
will md with a k sound. They are to listen with their eyes Closed
for words thit end with a k sound. When-they hear a lord that ends
with a k sound, they are to raise their hands. When you are rea-
sonably sure that they can hear a k sound in the final position in
a word, uncover "k -three" (d) on the phonetic picture card and
say, "These are the letters we use to show a &sound at the end of
a word. What picture do you see that has a k sound on the end of
its name?" (CAMERA TO C1ASS)(Hesponse: A sod() "We sail this
the "k-three" (a). How many letters does it have?" (Responses
Two) "Eby many sounds does it stand for?" (Seepages One) When
two consonants have one sound we call it a consonant digraph.

Wits five "helpers" on the chalkboard in wbioh each of the
vowels is represent/6d and to which sik can be added to form a word.
Many groups of five helpers can be used, such as (CERRA TO BOARD)

du bu to sa
ro ono so to
pi si ki ti
ne de pe --
sa ba to pa

Place one group at a time on the chalkboard. Have the help-
ers read. Then write after each helper and call on individual
children to read the word you point to. Start at the bottom of
the column. As each word is read, have the child use the word in
an oral sentence. Then ask the children to notice the vowel gk
follows.

Beyond a doubt the children will see that the consonant di-
graph gk follows ', I Help the children formulate the
generalisation that We use qv-Unreel after the vowels LILL I,
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u and it's usually found on the end of a word."

Erase the words formed with the first group of "helpers" and
enter the second group of 'helpers" on the chalkboard and in the
manner described for the firit group of "helpers", form new words
adding gk to each "helper".

Use the procedure given for the "helpers" in groups one and
two for the remaining groups of "helpers".

Stated simply, you have had children decoding words ending in
a consonant digraph, "k-three" (a). You will now reverse the
process by having children encode (spell) these words.

Place the vowels on the chalkboard separating each with a bar.
Dictate a blend ("helper") and repeat the blend adding the k;sound.
For example, say, "pa--pack". The child called on repeats "pa--
pack" and writes both 'helper' and word. or just the word, in the
column headed by a. Dtctate a sufficient number of blends so that
each child is engaged in this activity. After each word is written,
have the child use the word he has written in an oral sentence.

A unique feature of the CAME approach is that both decoding
and encoding skills are developed when the blending plateau is
reached. And as salchow set of blends is mastered. the ability
to decode and encode words grows in geometric proportion.

Also, with the attainment of the bleeding plateau. there is a
shift in the follow-up activities which involves vocabulary expan-

sion, spelling, English usage. introduction to poetry, and writing.
Each of these facets of the Language Arts stems turn the study and
application, in sequential order, of the English speech sounds.

The position of the letter go based on its frequency of occur-
rence, occurs not at this point in the CAME program, but further
along in the continuum of basic speech sounds. (CAMERA TO CHART)
(point to x on the consonant chart) However. passing mention w!ll
be made of this letter at this time because the first sound compo-
nent of x is k and the second component is go as in kg& %en a
is preceded by a vowel in a stressed syllable, as in exact, it is
sounded as gas. In an initial position in a word it has the sound
value oft.

The letter &requires no special instruction other than to
point out that this letter is sounded as gland sometimes g&
When the letter gicomes up for consideration, use word samples
such as foe. Rao 188$ ANA Da, Ada. IA& Mato illus-
trate its kg sound components.

Related Activities

1. Oral language activities suggested on segments
tape when "helpers" were changed into words.

2. Writing the kblends ("helpers").
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3. Building the blends ("helpers") using letters from let-
ter boxes and placing that into pupil pocket charts.

4. Workbook pages.
5. Writing poems or nursery rhymes- -Old King Cole; Hickory.

Dickory, Dock.
6. Following directions in wh4Ph ?!'.1 responses are pictures.

Make a cup. Make a oat. IN Make a sock. Make
a duck. Make a rook.

7. For review and informal test purposes, mimeograph a form
such as has been used on the chalkboard--five columns
each headed by a vowel. On this form, children write the
"helpers" you dictate (any of the thirty "helpers" pre-
sented so far) under the appropriate vowel.

8. Continue to have children write and build words from the
Dolch list which you anticipate will be needed in sen-
tence writing.

9. The Wheel gt: Ghana game.

and of Tape 16

Tape l7

The Consonant Sound ei (sh)

This tape will concern itself with the voiceless consonant
speech sound g and its voiceless correlative, gbi. Since the con-
sonant speech sound gb. is made up of two consonant letters having
one sound, it is, as is 00 a consonant digraph. The voiced cor-
relative sound a has the s spelling in mean re, has the a spel-
ling in garam, and has the I spelling in azure. However, the
phonetic respelling in the dictionary is 1.4.

As for the production of the sound 1, the sound sh is made
with the sides of the tongue in contact with the upper teeth. The
body of the tongue is flattened and arched toward the hard palate
forming a rather broad groove through which the air is forced grad-
ually over the edge of the upper and lower incisors. Since sh is
one of the ten most frequently misarticulated sounds, it is helpful
for you to know the positioning of the articulators for correctly
producing this sound.

Read the motivational story, lattga§hogLoz Gabby, to in-
troduce the consonant speech sound, shi. Say the following: In
today's story, Gabby makes another funny mistake because he still
thinks he's people. Listen carefully to find out what sound Gabby
does not say at the beginning of words.

Ms &ma Mvi Mkt
Alexander was busy shining his shoes when he heard his mother

cell, "Alexander, where are lay shoe trees? They were on this shelf
in may clothes closet."
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Alexander shrugged his shoulders - -that means he didn't know
where the Shoe trees were--but he answered, "I saw them 6 short
time ago in one of your shoe boxes."

Gabby, as usual, was listening. He said, "I never knew trees
grew 'oos'. Let me see an 'oo' tree."

"The word is 022E," answered Alexander. "It begins with a
sh sound. You need teeth and lips to make this sound and you don't
have either. Trees never grow shoes and they never will. As soon
as I find Mother's shoe trees, I'll show you what they look like."

Sure enough the shoe trees were in the box in which Alexander
had seen them. When Gabby saw the shoe trees he said, "There's no
room for feet when 'oo' trees are inside the loos'."

"Shoes are not worn with the shoe trees inside them," said
Alexander. "They just keep shoes in shape when they're not being
worn."

Gabby said, "Can I have a pair of 'oos'? I don't want to go
barefooted any longer. If horses can have loos', why shouldn't It"

"You're talking sheer nonsense," said Alexander. "Your toes
are not shaped for shoes. How about some shoe laces? I'll lace
them in and out of your toes."

So Alexander did just that. He laced some shoe laces around
Gabby's toes. But when Gabby walked, he shuffled about in a slum-
sy way. He shouted, "You've made a mistake! You put the right
'oolace' on my left foot and the left 'oolace' on my right foot.
Take them off! I want a pair of 'we!"

Alexander answered, "I wish you would hush your mouth. The
only pair of shoes you'll get is a SHOO-SHOO into your cage!"

Gabby shed some tears, his favorite kind--a shower of croco-
dile tears. Do you think Gabby ever got shoes or ever said words
that began with the &sound? No, never, never, never!

The sound we are going to listen for is the one Gabby could
not make. What sound was this? (CAMERA TO CLASS)(Responses gh)
Today we are going to lifters for words that begin with the a
sound. Close your eyes for the first part of this game and remem-
ber to give me a hand signil.when I say a word that does not begin
with the sound ik. Ready? (CAMERA TO CLASS)

First 'sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word SADDLE)

sheep, shut, ship, shears, shallow, shop, SADDLE, shield,
shell
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Second sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word SUMMER)

sheep, shadow, shake, shoe, shingle, SUMMER, shovel, shore,
sherry

Third sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word SANDWICH)

sheep, shark, shiver, shun, short, shelf, shall, SANIJICH,
shout, shoulder

The next part of our game is played with our eyes open. Watch
my lips as I say words that begin with the sound and repeat
these. When I say a word that does not begin with the &sound,
put your finger over your lips and do not say it.

First sequence of words (CAMERA TO CLASS)(Children silent with foil
word SALT)

sheep, shock, shelter, should, shape, shuffle, shampoo, SALT,
shaggy, shady

Second sequence of words (Children remain silent with foil word
SONG)

sheep, shift, sheet, show, shine, SONG, shack, shower

Third sequence of words (Children remain silent with foil word
SURPRISE)

shy
sheep, shatter, shawl, shirt, share, shove, SURPRISE, shutter,

Show the phonetic (CAMERA TO CHART) picture card for glk. Say
the following: Here is a picture of something the name of which
begins with the gk sound. What is it? (CAMERA TO CLASS)(Responses
A sheep) The beginning sound of this picture name will help you
remember that these two letters (CAMERA TO CHART)(point to the
upper and lower case spellings of #11) stand for the sound gb,
is a consonant digraph because it is made up of two consonants
making one sound.

Since the children have had the experience of writing the let-
ters j and k, the writing of this consonant speech sound is unnec-
essary. Impress on the children that geld keach loses its sound
identity when they appear together. As a team they form an entire-
ly new speech sound, tk.

Step 1. Draw a circle and within it write five consonant speech
sounds and alongside of the "moon", write a column of vowels. The
arrangement on the chalkboard will (CAMERA TO BOARD) look like
this:
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i

a

Have the children link by voice, each 111 lunar module with a
command module (a vowel) as you trace the linking movement with a
chalkline. As each sh is linked with a vowel, write the resultant
blend to the right of the vowel. The arrangement on the (CAMIRA
TO BOARD) chalkboard will look like this:

u shu

o sho

i shi

she

a she

Step 2. Erase the "moon" and the vowels leaving just the a
blends ("helpers") on the chalkboard. Instruct the children to
listen for the vowel in the a "helpers" you say. The child cal-
led on must identify the vovel,looate the blend he :card, slide
his finger or pointAr under it and say, "This is sha (al, 01,
mg, ghs).01 Say the "helpers" in random order. Repeat each
blend several times, in random order, so that each child is en-
gaged in this activity.

Step 3. After each child has had a chance-to identify a blend you
say, both aurally and visually, the next step is to change these
pronouncing units into words. Write, off to one side, the conson-
ant letters which have been presented thus far. These represent
the splash down points.

Choose a consonant Rand add it directly to al, and 01.
Have the class note which space ships (WA, ate) are going to
splash down and at what point (R). Than call on a child to bring
down the two space ships. Brame the R. consonant and add approp-
riate consonants to the da "helpers" until all possible words have
been formed. The burden of bringing down a space ship is done by
the children. Saoh time a child forms a word, have him say, "My
word is ." Men have the child use the word in a sentence.
The chalkboard arrangement using the consonant R., is as follows:

shu
shop
ship
she

she

Step 4. Write the vowels on the chalkboard separating each with a
vertical bar in this manner (CAMERA TO BOARD):
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Tell the children that you will say sh "helpers" and they are

to listen for the vowel, identity it and then write the "helper"
under the vowel they heard. The response from the child following
your directive will be, "The vowel is (a, e, o, He then
proceeds to write the "helper" in the column headed by the vowel
he heard. When the helper is written under the appropriate column,

he says, "MY 'helper' is --- (00 ate. ma, dm. sue." Remember
to say the g "helpers" in random order and say a sufficient num-
ber of these so that each child participates in this fragmntar:*
spelling.

Step 5. In this step, you, teacher, say a "helpergerepeat it
adding a final consonant to form a word. For example, say, Ih27-
shot. The child called on responds by writing Ag--Algt or just
shot in the column headed by the 3 vowel. He slides his finger or
pointer under del and says, emy word is ad." Mb then uses it
in an oral sentence.

Continue saying the g "helpers" and words incorporating
these "helpers" until every child has participated in this spelling
activity.

The consonant digraph eh occurs in a final position in a word
and logically should be taught after the foregoing five steps have
been carried out. This instructional task can be accomplished in
the following manner: Tell the obildrer trot you are going to say
words some of which begin with the in sound and some of which end
with a sh sound. Instruct them to raise their hands when they bear
you say words that end with this sound. Suggested list of words to
say: (CAMERA TO BOARD)(Children raise their hands when they hear
the underlined words.) shell, AO, shoe. shape, 0A0

oak, abiP, *OR* tjah
shoPt bubo wank. 'wow. auk
smash, shriek, shade, lash, brush

When you are sure the children can identify words that end
with an 3h sound, write on the chalkboard blends to which glimay be
added to form words. Then say one of the blends and add g to it.
The child called on writes 3h to the blend he beard, reads the re-
sultant word, and uses it in a sentence. List of blends to write
on the chalkboard: (CAMERA TO BOARD) ru sa ma fi hu is di
ha do ra wi gu.

Next, write the vowels on the chalkboard separating each with
a bar. Dictate a "helper" and a word ending in sh which incorpor-
ates that helper. The child called upon repeats the "helper" and
word, then writes both "helper" and word or just the word under the
appropriate vowel. Always have the child slide his finger or a
pointer under the word be has written, say it, and use it in an
oral mentors**.
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Related Activities

1. Building sh "helpers" and words having them: *helpers".
2. Writing E ',helpers" and words having these "helpers'.
3. Continuo to have children build and write words from the

Dolph list, one or two a day, selecting those which you
anticipate will be needed in sentence writing.

4. Dictation of sentences using words with known helpers and
words from the Dolch list. The following are examples of
sentences that children will be able: to writes

I see a shell in the sand. The doll is big.
I can run fast. The pig is fat. By tap is rod.

5. Compound words and two-syllable root words can be un-
locked at this point in time. Hero is a partial list of
compound words which children can successfully decode:
dustpan sunset nutpick sunfish bobcat
sandbag tomcat pigpen sandmen nutshell

The following is a partial list of two-syllable root
words which children are able to decode:
bonnet muffin napkin robin mitten goblin
finish magnet dentist rabbit selfish gossip
basket sudden handl,* rocket habit pebble

By striking out letters such as final lin bundle and
UWE or as as in MIME, butter, and MOW. children can
easily decode words such as these. Also, words such as
gait can be decoded if adoompanied b0 meaning elms, such

an ea Ma W.1, wa left k.
6. lb NWAI at Monet gam
?. Workbook pages.

L of Tap' 17

Tape 18

The Consonant Bound g (Id)

The gh sound is typically spelled as a digraph, g* or as a
trigraph, 11.2-h. The a sound is a correlative of the voiced con-
sonant 1. Actually, a is composed of two sounds-4 and a and
its correlative its composed of land gb. When land a and I
and Ag ar* blended together, the resultant sounds are classified
as consonantal diphthongs.

Ch is one of the ten most frequently misartioulated sounds.
For this reason it is well for you to know how to assist a child
who has difficulty artioolating this sound. To say tbo gb sound.
assume the tongue position for 1. Then lower the tongue releasing
the impounded breath saying this sound a; the result is the gb
sound.

The following understandings are developed during tho presen-
tation of the 2k sound: (1) The sound may be represented in
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spelling as the consonant digraph, g-k, or the consonant trigraph,
t-c-k: (2) We use a at the beginning of words and after the let-
ter go (3) We use the trigraph Matter the vowels a, e, 1, o, Iv
(4) For spelling purposes, we differentiate the two spellings of
the gk sound by using subindex numbers 1, and 2, ea is referred to
as zh-one (chi) and la is referred to as gk-tmo (tch2).

Introduce the oh sound by reading the motivational story, ERE
Want 2g Row a IftstWalgidi. Say the following: In today's
story Gabby and Alexander play checkers but the game is never fin-
ished because Gabby does something he shouldn't and so does Alex-
ander. Listen carefully to find out what sound Gabby isn't able
to say at the beginning of some words.

facet aan. %aka
One Saturday afternoon, Alexander's mother had to go to a

church meeting to help plan a chop Busy dinner. Before she left,
she said, *Alexander, stay indoors. It's a chilly afternoon and
besides your 'charley horse' is still bothering you."

You know who was listening. Yes, it was Gabby. He asked,
*Why is 'arley's' horse bothering you, Alexander?"

Mother chuckled when she heard Gabby say this and she said,
A 'charley horse' isn't a horse at all. When people use their
arms or legs much too mach or injure either, they get stiff.
This stiffness is called a 'charley horse."

Mother then suggested that Alexander read his new animal book.
In it were stories about cheetahs, chinchillas, chipmunks, chimp-
anzees, and chdluahuas.

"I'd rather play checkers with Gabby," answered Alexander.
"May we use the iddkOwm, table for a checkerboard? I'm going to
challenge Gabby to a game of checkers."

"What does fallings' mean?" asked Gabby.

"It's a contest to see who wins," answered Alexander. "I
see you're having trouble saying words that begin with a sound."

"Well, I won't play unless you let me win," said Gabby.

"You're 'chicken', 'chicken', 'chicken', that's what you are,"
teased Alexander.

Gabby said, "We'll find out who's 'token'. I accept your
fallenge." That meant Gabby was willing to play checkers to
show Alexander that he wasn't afraid to play.

Alexander's mother interrupted and said, "I've heard enough
of this chit-chat. I'm on my way. You two cherubs may use the
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kitchen tablecloth that has squares on it for a checkerboard."

After Alexander's mother left, Gabby and he went into the
kitchen. Gabby watched as Alexander used chalk to mark off eight
squares across and eight squares down making a checkerboard of
sixty-four squares on the tablecloth.

Gabby asked, "What will we use for 'eckere'?"

"Let's see what ',other has in these kitchen cabinets," said
Alexander. "Here are some chocolate chips and some chocolate
covered raisins. Which do you choose for checkers? I'll let you
have first choice."

"locolate covered raisins are my 'aloe', 'ea'," answered
Gabby.

Alexander gave Gabby twelve chocolate covered raisins and
said, "Now remember the rules of the game. Agy checkers of mine
that you capture you may eat." You see that was a rule Gabby and
Alexander made up for it really isn't really a checker game rule.

As the game went on, Gabby started to chant a song. He
chanted. "'ins- iismilneVe Laing 'im- 'ewes , " over
and over again until Alexander said, "Stop your chanting, chatter-
box. In a checker game it's against the rules to chatter or chant.
Besides. if you can't sing the wards ,chimrchimminey, chim-ohim-

miney, chim-chive -cherree' correctly, don't sing at all."

Gabby stopped chanting and began grinning like a Cheshire Cat.
He was grinning like a Cheshire Cat because he had just cheated.
He ate one of Alexander's' chocolate chips when Alexander wasn't
looking! When Alexander saw that Cheshire Cat look, he checked the
checkerboard to see if all his chocolate chips were on the checker-
board. Of course one chocolate chip was missing. He counted only
eleven chocolate chips!

Alexander said, "Stop cheating, Gabby. Where's the missing
chocolate chip? Oh, I see some chocolate on your chin. You ate
it! Just for that I'll eat one of your chocolate covered raisins."

Well, you can guess the rest of this story. Gabby took an-
other chocolate chip that belonged to Alexander and Alexander took
one of Gabby's chocolate covered raisins. They both kept eating
each other's "checkers" until all the checker chips were gone.

Alexander said, "Next time we play checkers we'll use dry
beans and elbow macaroni for checkers. Them we'll be able to fin-
ish the checker game and find out who really is a champion checker
player."

Do you think Gabby was ever able to say words that began with
a ch sound or that he wanted to play checkers using dry beans and
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elbow macaroni? No, never, never, never!

Alexander found out that Gabby could not say words that began
with a certain sound. What sound was this? (CAMERA TO CLASS)
(Response: The sound 2k) Yes, the sound was pl. This is the
sound you are to listen for in words I say.

Close your eyes for the first part of this game. Listen for
words that begin with the oh sound. Remember to give me a hand
signal if you hear me say a word that does not begin with the ch
sound. Ready? (CAMERA TO CLASS)

First sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word JUST)

chick, chill, chant, chase, chew, chest, JUST, chum, churn

Second sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word JELLY)

chick, change, champ, chair, church, JELLY, cheap, cheese

Third sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word JINGLE)

chick, cherry, chart, chat, chalk, chain, child, JINGLE, chirp,
choice

The next part of our listening game is played with our eyes
open. Watch my lips as I say words. Repeat each word I say that
begins with a 2k sound. When I say a word that does not begin with
the a sound, put your finger over your lips and do not say it.

First sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear foil
word JAW)(CAMERA TO CLASS)

chick, chess, china, chisel, chunk, choose, JAW, chime,
charcoal

Second sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word JEWEL)

chick, challenge, chief, chocolate, choke, JEWEL, charge,
children

Third sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear foil
word JUDGE)

chick, choose, chatter, cheer, cheek, chore, JUDGE, charm, chop

Show the phonetic (CAMERA TO CHART) picture card for a. Cover
the picture of the witch and the trigraph 11A, This will be con-
sidered later on this tape. Say the following: Here is the picture
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of something the name of which will help you remember that these
letter teams (digraphs)(CAMERA T3 CHART)(point to a beginning
with an upper and lower case letter) have the a sound.

The writing of the letters in the a digraph present no prob-
lem since each letter has been taught on previous tapes. However,
say the following: The new sound a is made up of a team of let-
ters each of which you know how to write. It is important for you
to remember that when these letters (CAMERA TO CHART)(point to ch
on the phonetic picture card) came together, you cannot say or hear
the sound of either letter. Together the letters in the a digraph
stand for an entirely new sound, a.

Step 1. Place (write) on the chalkboard the now familiar "moon"
with five a "lunar modules" and the vowels in a column to the
right of it. The chalkboard arrangement looks like this:
(CAMERA TO BOARD)

U

0

i

a

Have the children (astronauts) link, by voice, each ch di-
graph with a vowel as you trace with a ohalkline the movement from
each digraph to a vowel. As each blend is formed, write that
blend to the right of the vowel in that blend. Tell the children
that they have formed new "helpers". It is a reasonable assumption
to say that the children can tell you that the "helpers" they have
formed are lk "helpers".

After Step 1 has been completed, the arrangement on the chalk-
board looks like this:

u chu

O oho

i chi

ohs

a cha

Step 2. Erase the "moon" and the oolumn of vowels leaving just
the a "helpers". Instruct the children to listen for the vowel
in the ch "helpers" you say. Have the child called on repeat the
"helper" since this repetition, as well as the focus on the vowel
sound in that "helper", assists the child in identifying and lo-
cating a specific "helper". Insist that a child slide his hand or
pointer under it and say, "This is (ale, gam, 219, gkm)."
Say the a "helpers" in random order and say a sufficient number
of them so that each child has a chance to identify and locate a
a "helper".
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Step 3. In this step the d "helpers" are changed into words by
the addition of a final consonant letter. Palace on.the chalkboard
all the consonant letters whose sounds have been presented. Remind
the children that these consonants are the splash down points for
the ch space ships (gh "helpers"). Select one of the consonants
such as a (n, nw, gg, do etc.). Writs the letter s directly after
cha, chi, sha and have the children tell which space ships will
splash down at point s. Then call on individual children to bring
any space ship (911 "helper ") you say down to splash down point R.
After the child has done this have him say, "My word is (24Ro
chi, OW and have the word used in an oral sentence.

Erase the final consonants stand continue to add other con-
sonants which will form three-letter words until all possible
words have been formed. The consonants added mot be confined to
those which were previously presented.

Step 4. Write on the chalkboard a row of vowel letters separating
each with a vertical bar. Say g "helpers" in random order for
individual children to write under the vowel heard in the "helper".

For example, say che, have the child repeat thl and write it in the
column headed by the vowel I. Have the child slide his finger un-
der the gh "helper" and say, "1 'helper, is RM." EVery child
should have an opportunity to participate in this fragmentary
spelling activity.

Step 5. The same chalkboard arrangement used in Step 4--vowels in
a row each separated by a bar--is needed for the activity to be
described in this step. In random order say gh "helpers" and words
incorporating these. The child called on repeats the "helper" and
word. He writes both "helper" and word or just the word under the
appropriate vowel. Have the child slide his finger under the word
and say, "My word is ." Then have the word used in an oral
sentence.

Continue saying gh "helpers" and words incorporating these
helpers until all possible throe-letter (or four-letter) words
have been formed. Once again, the choice of final consonants is
limited to those which have been presented so far.

The activity to be described is to be presented after the
foregoing five steps have been completed.

Tell the children that you are going to say words some of
which will begin with the sound laud some which will end with
this sound. Have the children close their eyes and raise their
hand when they hear you say a word that ends with the a sound.
Expect the children to raise their hand when they bear you say the
underlined words in the following sequences:

chalk, chick, witch, chase Ala, chop, chum, ditch
chin, Rata, chair, gmik auk, chest,
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cheap, ohill, hutch, latch chat, bikke chip, splotch
watch. chore. stitch, Malt NAVA, charge. choke, Utah

Earlier on this tape, you were asked to place an the phonetic
picture card an overlay on the picture of the witch and la. Re-
move it and tell the children that the a sound they heard at tLe
end of a word looks like this (CAMERA TO CHART)(point to Sgh on
the card). Because there are two ways to write a ghL sound, we
number the a that begins words with a land call it gh-one; we
number the one that ends words with giant call it 2k-two. Ghrtwo
is called a consonant trigraph because'it has three letters making
one sound.

Write the following "helpers" on the chalkboard. (CAMERA TO
BOARD)

ca

fe

Pi

IMAM

MOM,

no--
du --

ha

di --
bo --
hu

ma -- ba -- la --
MAID

Wi

Have the children say the foregoing 'helpers". Then say a
"helper" and add the ch sound (hgh spelling). For example, say,
"di--ditch". The child called on repeats "di-- ditch" and writes
toh after the "helper" slides his finger or a pointer under
the word and says, "MY word is datk," and uses it in an oral
sentence.

When la has been written after each "helper", ask the chil-
dren to notice what the trigraph to follows.

.Ataited alt LE Val Ita alma (taw Wawa Zs null1,1 I Ng Akio usually found on the end of a word (one- syllable
.

for the next activity, write a row of vowels on the chalk-
board separating each with a bar. Dictate words ending in a la
spelling (gh4wo). First say a "helper" and then a word incorpor-
ating that "helper". For example, say "ma -- match ". Have the
child called on repeat "ma-- match" and write the word "match" un-
der the a vowel. Have the child slide his finger or a pointer
under the word and say, ")Y word is maw," and have him use the
word in an oral sentence. Engage every child in this spelling
activity.

The final activity in development of this lesson should re-
sult in a generalization which is as follows: We use sh-one (gh)
at the beginning of words and after the letter g.

For the next instructional task, write the following five
words on the chalkboard: (CAMERA TO BOARD) chug

chop
chin
check
chat
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Have the children pronounce these words. Then point out that they
all begin the same way--with a 2h-one (2h). The generalization
then is, "We use a I:1-one (211) to begin words."

The preceding generalization will now be augmented to include
words ending with ugh.

Tell the children that you are going to say some uords in
which the ch sound follows the vowel sound and some words in which
the 01 sound does not follow the vowel sound. They are to raise a
hand when they hear a word in which the does not follow a vowel
sound. As they identify these words, you epeat the identified
word and ask them to note what sound intervenes between the vowel
sound and the kh sound. If these words are carefully articulated
by you, the response will be that the a sound comes between the
vowel sound and the 2.4 sound.

Say the following sequences of words pausing slightly after
the vowel sound in each word: (The colon in these words represents
a brief pause.)

ca:tch, dutch, ra:nch, nostch, pi:nch
be:nch, ma:tch, lu:nch, fe:tch, pu:nch
pitch, bu:noh, pa:tch, hn:nch, hu:tch

Next, write the following pairs of words on the chalkboard:

catch fetch ditch notch dutch
ranch bench pinch lunch

Point to the first pair of words and ask the class to note
what follows the vowel in the first word and what follows the
vowel in the second word. *plain that because the letter n sep-
arates the vowel from the 2h sound on the end, we use a 2h-one
rather than a 2h-two (I2h) in spelling these words. Have the
class pronounce the pairs of words stressing then sound in the
second word of each pair.

Send two children to the chalkboard. Child 1 is to listen
for and write words in which the 2h sound (t2h spelling) follows
the vowel sound; child 2 will listen for and write words in which
the sound n comes between the vowel sound and the 2h sound. Be-
fore dictating words, elicit from the class the understanding that
words in which the gh sound follows a vowel will be spelled with a
ch-two (tch); words in which the sound homes between the vowel
sound and the 2h sound will be spelled with a 2hone (2h).

Dictate the following words:

pitch, lunch, catch, hatch, pinch, bench, hunch, match
dutch, punch, hutch, notch, bunch, notch, ranch, patch

Related Activities

1. Writing the lh "helpers" and words incorporating these
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"helpers".

2. Building the ch "helpers" and words incorporating these
"helpers".

3. Writing and building words from the Dolch list, one or
two ay.% day.

4. Writing Bantam's from dictation structured so as to
include words from the Mich list, which have been
studied, and words having known blends.

5. Writing poems or rhymes which provide a different con-
textual setting for many of the basic sight words.

6. Following directions, such as--Make a yellow chick. Make
a toy cheat. Make a patch on a sock. Make a bench.
Make a bunch of balloons.

7. Riddles: I am big. dig
I run. big
I am fat. pig
Find my name.

I can hop
I have big ears.
I have a little tail.
What am I?

I am pretty. bug
I sing. robin
I have a nest. top
Find my name.

cat I say tick, took.
rabbit I have a little hand
dog and a big hand.

I have numbers up to
12

What am I?

8. Comprehension:
Find two things that can see.
Find two animals.
Find two things to ride.
Find two things that have legs.

cup
clock
top

rabbit rock man sled
cab oat pony pot
can oar house horse
fish cat lamp hen

9. Unlocking two - syllable words such as patchet, kitchen"
checimr, pitcher.

10. Workbook pages.
11. The Whoa of Owl game.

End of Tape 18

Tape 19

The Consonant Sounds hand

This tape will concern itself with the two consonant sounds,
is and 1 and in that order.

The consonant sound h is classified (refer to consonant chart)
(CAMERA TO CHART) as a fricative. Fricatives are sounds produced
when the breath stream is forced through a restricted area. In
producing the h sound. the shape of the oral cavity varies depend-
ing on the vowel which immediately follows. The easiest way to
describe the production of the sound h is to just open your mouth
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and sigh.

the consonant sound 1 is classified (refer to the consonant
chart)(CAMERA TO CHART) as a semi -rowel and is produced with rel-
atively little friction. The tongue position for the sound 1 is
the same as for t and IL. However, when t and d are articulated,
the tongue tip which touches the upper teeth ridge is suddenly
lowered. For the sound 1, the tongue tip remains in contact with
the upper teeth ridge blocking the air passage and the sound is
emitted laterally over the sides of the tongue. The sound 1 is
one of the ten most misarticulated sounds.

To introduce the b sound, read the motivational story, §21
the Hula-Hula Helped Hannibal.

Horatio, one of Alexander's friends, has a hare-- that's a
rabbit, you knownamed Hannibal. Just as Horatio and Alexander
were good friends, so were Hannibal and Gabby.

One day when Horatio and Hannibal were visiting Alexander and
Gabby, Gabby suggested to Hannibal, "How about a hopscotch game,
Hannibal?"

"Hurray!" said Alexander. "You can say words that begin with
the h sound."

Hannibal, who was a very bumble animl--that means he was
meek and courteous--waited until Alexander was finished talking
and then said in a hoarse whisper, " Hubba, hubba," and that, in
rabbit talk, means "0. K., I'll play hopscotch."

But this time "Hubba, hubba" didn't mean "0. K., I'll play
hopscotch." Humble Hannibal had a horrible attack of hiccups!

Alexander said, "Hannibal, why don't you hold your breath
while I count to one hundred?"

"Heavens," said Horatio. His heart will stop beating if he
holds his breath that long."

"Well," said Alexander, "then I'll count tc one hundred by
fives."

Hannibal held his breath until Alexander counted to one hun-
dred by fives, but the hiccups did not stop.

Then Gabby had a suggestion. He said, "Hannibal, try homing.
That might help."

So Hannibal humMed and he hummed. He sounded like an angry
hornet or maybe a huge bottle..green horsefly.

Humming didn't help to stop Hannibal's hiccups. Gabby had
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one other idea which he whispered in Alexander's ear. This is
what he whispered in Alexander's ear: "Why don't I try scaring
Hannibal? That 'night help get rid of the hiccups."

So Gabby flew behind Hannibal and hooted a horrible hair-
raising, "Hoot Hoot" But that didn't help either.

"I'm afraid we'll have to take Hannibal to a hospital," said
Horatio.

"Why don't we try music?" asked Gabby. "That might help
Hannibal's hiccups."

"That's a humdinger of an idea," said Alexander. "I'll get
your harmonica, Gabby. Play a Hawaiian song."

When Gabby got his harmonica, he played a Hawaiian song called
"Hoola, Hoola, Hickars Bicker apla."

When Hannibal heard the Hawaiian music, he lifted his hairy
ears, stood up on his hind legs, and started to do a Hula-Hula
dance! He moved his front paws and his hips, too, in a way that
told a story.

Well, it wasn't long before the hiccups disappeared. To be
sure that the hiccups didn't return, they gave Hannibal a heart-
shaped candy to suck on. Instead of sucking on the heart-shaped
candy, Hannibal stopped to read the little message on it. It said,
"You are my hero." Do you know what Hannibal did with the candy/
No, he didn't suck on it. He gave it to Gabby and he gave him a
hearty hug, tool

Do you think Gabby ate it? Of course not. He wore it strung
around his neck until the message wore off. Do you think Gabby
ever had trouble saying words that began with a h sound? No,
never, never, never!

Today we are going to listen for words that begin with a
sound that Gabby could say. What sound could Gabby say? (Re-
sponse: h) Yea, the sound was h.

Close your eyes for the first part of this game and carefully
listen for words that begin with the ksound. When I say a word
that does not begin with the h sound, raise your hand. Ready?

First sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word FAST)(CAMBRA TO CLASS)

horse, hair, hand, haul, here, hazel, FAST, hard, hive

Second sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word THING)

horse, hole, hot, heel, haste, horn, head, THING, ham, hush
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Third sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
fail word SAND)

horse, hat, heavy, hurry, heart, SAND, how, have, hunt

Open your eyes for the next part of our listening game.
Watch my lips as I say words and repeat every kword I say. When
I say a word that does not begin with the h sound, put your finger
over your lips and do not say it. (CAMERA T3 CLASS)

First sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word FEATHER)

horse, hawk, heat, home, huge, FEATHER, hammer, hook, hunch

Second sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word STAR)

horse, hold, hike, him, happy, half, STAR, hoe, hitch

Third sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word THUMB)

horse, help, hose, hide, haunt, herd, hum, THUMB, hiccup,
handle

Show the phonetic picture for hand say the following: Here
is a picture of something the name of which begins with the k
sound. What is it? (Response: A horse) The beginning sound of
this picture name will help you remoter that each of these letters
(CAMERA TO BOARD)(point to upper and lower case h letters) stands
for the h sound.

Wit, the letter n and the letter b demonstrating that the
movement involved in writing both letters is exactly the same but
the beginning stroke in the letter k is "taller". Have the chil-
dren trace the letter k on the chalkboard. Every child should
participate in this writing activity.

The blending of the sound k will be deferred to a later seg-
ment of this tape. The sound of the letter will now be presented.

To introduce the 1 sound, read the motivational story, Light7
IlD3113LIA9164.b.tx.

One day, following a very bad thunder and lightning storm,
Gabby decided to do something about storms like these.

All day long, as he licked a licorice lollipop, he thought
and thought.

At lunch time, Alexander said, "Well, lounge lizard, tell me
what's on your mind."
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"Tonight," said Gabby, "I'm going to use a lariat to wasso
wightning bugs on the back lawn by lunar light." That means by
the light of the moon.

Alexander laughed and laughed long and loud. "Imagine," he
said, "wassoing wightning bugs! You mean lassoing lightning bugs!
If you can say some words correctly that begin with the sound 1,
you certainly should be able to say the words Iota and lightning.
Now tell me, why do you want to lasso lightning bugs?"

Gabby said, "The wightning mast night leaped here, there,
everywhere and frightened me so that I slept with my wings wapped
over my head. So--I thought if I could catch loads and loads of
wightning bugs there wouldn't be enough wightning bugs left to
make the-next wightning storm so scary."

"There you go again making mistakes," said Alexander. "Don't
say 'vast' night and you didn't 'wap' your wings over your head.
Say 'last' night and your wings were 'lapped' over your head."

Alexander thought lassoing lightning bugs was a looney idea
but he didn't say so out loud. He thought to himself, "Gabby has
a lesson to learn about lightning and lightning bugs. Lightning
bugs have nothing, absolutely nothing, to do with lightning we see
during stoma."

"Good luck on your lassoing," Alexander said to Gabby. "I'm
on may way to the library for books on lady bugs, leopards, and
lizards." And then he left.

That night Gabby tried to lasso lightning bugs. Finally
Alexander called out to him, "Come in Gabby. We're having some-
thing you like. Use that lariat on a glass of lemonade and have
yourself a handful of lady fingers."

Do you think Gabby ever learned that lightning bugs are not
responsible for the lightning in the sky? Of course not! Do you
think Gabby ever learned to say the words lage, lightning, lag"
and lapped correctly? No, never, never, never!

The sound we will listen for today is the one Gabby sometimes
could not say at the beginning of words and then again there were
some words which he started with the wrong sound. What sound was
this? (Response: The sound 1)

Today we are going to listen for words that begin with the
,

sound. Close your eyes for the first part of this gams and care-
fully listen for words that begin with the 1 sound. When I say a
word that does not begin with the 3, sound, raise your hand.

First sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word WIGOLR)(CAMERA TO CLASS)
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lion, lamb, lake, left, look, lilac, WIGGLE, loaf, list

Second sequence of words (Children give the hand signal when they
hear foil word RABBIT)

lion,.laugh, lace, low, light, lead, lean, RABBIT, lazy,
level

Third sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word WIRE)

lion, leather, Lima, lay, leg, WIRE, land, lime

Open your eyes for the next part of our listening game.
Watch my lips as I say words that begin with the sound 1. When I
say a word that does not begin with the isound, put your finger
over your lips and do not say it. (CAMERA TO CLASS)

First sequence of words (Children remain' silent when they bear
foil word WOLF)

lion, lemon, lost, loud, lap, WOLF, leaf, lunar

Second sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word THISTLE)

lion, leap, little, lettuce, life, letter, THISTLE, lotto,
luck

Third sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word WOBBLE)

lion, learn, lumber, lodge, linen, WOBBLE, lock, lizard

Show the phonetic picture card for 1 and say the following:
(CAMERA TO CARD) Here is a picture of something the name of which
begins with the I sound. What is it? (Response: A lion) The
beginning sound of this picture name will help you remember that
each of these letters (point to the upper and lower case letters)
stands for the I sound.

Demonstrate on the chalkboard the correct movement to employ
in writing the letter 1. Have the children trace the letter 1 in
the air. Then have the children go in groups of three or four to
the chalkboard to write the letter 1 Have every child partici-
pate in this writing activity

The Formation of k and 1 Blonde (Helpers)

Step 1. Draw on the chalkboard two circles representing moons.
In one moon write a column of five k letters; in the other moon
write a column of five 1 letters. To the right of each moon write
a column of vowels. The arrangement on the chalkboard looks like
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this:

0

i

e

a

0

i

e

a

Draw a chalkline from each h letter to a vowel as the chil-
dren blend h with L g, 1, 15,11. As each lunar module links up
with a command module, write the resultant blend to the right of
the vowel. The blends, ha, he, ham, ho, h are to be referred to
as the h "helpers".

In the interest of saving time, and before proceeding to Step
2, the consonant sound I will be blended with each vowel to form
1 "helpers ".

Draw a chalkline from each 1 letter to s vowel as the chil-
dren blend the sound 1 with i, As each 1 lunar module
is linked up with a command module (vowel), write the resultant
blend to the right of the vowel. The blends la, 120 110 12,
are to be referred to as the 1 "helpers".

The arrangement on the chalkboard at this point looks like
this: u hu u lu

o ho 1 o lo

i hi 1 i ii

be i le

a he a la

Step 2. grass the moon, with the lunar modules, and the column of
vowels leaving just the h "helpers" on the chalkboard. In this
step, the children will be asked to listen for the vowel as you
say the h helpers in random order. The chiIlwoalled on is to iden-
tify the vowel saying. "I hear (1, 20 I). He then lo-
cates the blend on the chalkboard, slides his finger or pointer
under the "helper" and says, "The 'helper' is (ba. big blo bap
hu)." Be sure to have each child participate in this activity.

Eras* the moon with the 1 1unar modules and the vowels leaving
just the 1 "helpers". Remind the children to listen for the vow-
els as you say the 1 "helpers" in random order. wThe gild called
on identifies the vowel by saying, "I hear (g, 14 1, 2, 1).
He then locates the blend on the chalkboard, slides his finger or
a pointer under it and says, "The helper is (12, 12, 110 12,
110." Have each child participate in this activity.

Step 3. In this step, final consonants are added to the h and 1
"helpers" to form words.

Write the consonant letters which have been presented so far
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on the chalkboard and tell the class that these letters will be
the splash down points for the h and 1 "helpers".

From these consonant letters, select the ones that can be
added to form three- and four-letter words. For example, nt may
be added to ha, hit; hd to hm as to ha, h2, ham, hg; etc. Before
you add the final consonant letters to the h "helpers", have the
children identify the space ships ("helpers") and the splash down
points. Then ask individual children to bring down a h "helper".
After "splashdown", the child says, ")y word is ." Have the
child use the word in an oral sentence.

Use the procedure just described for the h "helpers" to bring
down the 1 "helpers" to splash down points. Select from the con-
sonant letters presented thus far, appropriate consonant letters
to form three- and four-letter words. For example, Amy be add-

ed to lb am 120 1110 et to la, leo 10 la to k. 140 11; etc.
Before asking individual children to bring down a space ship, ask
the children to identify each space ship and its splashdown point.
_Alter splashdown, the child called on says, "My word is ." Have
the child use the word in an oral sentence. Every child should
participate in this activity.

Step 4. Write the vowels in a row on the chalkboard separating
each withabar, thusly: alelilolu

Tell the children you are going to say h "helpers". The
child called on is to identify the vowel, repeat the "helper" and
write it under the appropriate vowel. Then have the child slide
his finger or a pointer under the blend and say. "The 'helper' is

(ha, he, hk, hg, W." Have each child participate in this
activity. Use the procedure described above to form words begin-
ning with the lhelpers (leo 101, 11, le, 110.

Step 5. Write the vowels in a row on the chalkboard separating
each with a bar. Dictate a h "helper" and a word incorporating
that "helper". For example, say W.--W R. The child called on re-
peats ho--hop and writes just the word under the appropriate vowel.
He then slides his finger or a pointer under the word and says, "It
word is hop," and uses it in an oral sentence. Each child should
participate in this spelling activity.

Write the vowels in a row on the chalkboard separating each
with a bar. Dictate an 1 "helper" and a word incorporating that
"helper". For example, say 11-- ft. The child repeats 117-111I
and writes the word WA under the kvowel. Be then slides his
finger or a pointer under the word and says, ")r word is litholl
and uses it in an oral sentence. Have each child participate in
this spelling activity.

Related Activities

1. Writing the h "helpers" and the 3, "helpers".
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2. Building the h "helpers" and the 1 "helpers".
3. Writing and building words from the Dolch list, one ortwo each day, which you anticipate will be useful in

sentence writing.
4. Chalkboard exercise dictating sentences using h "helpers"and 1 "helpers".
5. Writing poetry.
6. Workbook pages.

and of Tape 19

Tape 20

The Consonant Sound I. and Spelling Variants a and da
The sound of the letter j. is classified (point to the chart)

(CAMERA TO CHART) as a fricative. It is a voiced sound consisting
of two sounds--d and WI, blended together. The sound j. is a con-
sonantal diphthong. A consonantal diphthong consists of two
consonants blended in rapid succession.

To introduce the consonant sound j, read the motivational
story, Jumbled JarxonL.

People have birthdays and so do birds. Well, you can just
guess who had a birthday. Gabby, of course. It was a January
birthday.

Alexander gave Gabby a Jack-in-the-box, a jigsaw puzzle,
jeweled bands for his legs, and a game of jackstraws.

Gabby liked the Jack-in-the-box, but every time Jack jumped
up, Gabby would give him a judo jab in the jaw. It wasn't long
before jolly Jack looked pretty jaded--that means he looked pretty
beaten up.

Gabby said, "Check looks pretty shabby."

"You mean 'Jack looks pretty shabby'," said Alexander. "You
changed the beginning sound in Jack's name to the whispered sound
oh. Jack's name begins with the voice sound, L."

When Alexander played jackstraws with Gabby, there was trouble.
Gabby began to jiggle the table.

Alexander said, "Gabby, stop jiggling the tablet"

"I'm not ohiggling the table," replied Gabby. "I was last
feeling around for the piece of gum I put under the table in Chums.
Or was it Chuly? I'm tired playing chackstraws. Let's work out
the chigsaw puzzle. Will you ohoin me, Alexander?"
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"It's a good thing I understand what you mean when you say
words like chackstraws, chiesawl choir, Chun., and abBly
Yes, I'll join you in putting the jigsaw puzzle together."

So Gabby threw the jigsaw pieces on the floor in a jumble.
gvery time Alexander figured out one part of the jigsaw puzzle,
Gabby would take the pieces away that he thought fitted elsewhere.

Alexander said, "You are a china, Gabby. I could have this
chigaaw puzzle figured out in a chilly if you'd stop hichacking iny
puzzle pieces."

Gabby looked at Alexander in surprise and couldn't say a
word--which is very unusual for Gabby. Do you know why?

Gabby knew that Alexander made some mistakes saying the words
lini, jigsaw, liftE, and Wigking, but he couldn't help Alexander
say them correctly. Do you think Gabby could correctly say words
that begin with the sound? No, never, never, never!

In today's story both Gabby and Alexander could not make a
certain sound. What was the sound? (Response: The sound j)

We are going to listen for words that begin with the j. sound.
Close your eyes for the first part of this listening gams. When
you hear me say a word that does not begin with the a, sound, raise
your hand. Ready? (CAMERA TO CLASS)

First sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word CHOP)

jug, just, jam, jog, jade, joy, CHOP, join, jeep

Second sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word CHECK)

jug, jolly, jelly, job, jewel, CHICK, janitor, jersey

Third sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word CHICK)

jug, jig, junk, jazz, jack, jay, jerk, CHICK, June, jail

The next part of our listening game is played with our eyes
open. %%tab my lips as I say words that begin with the j, sound.
Repeat every j, word I say. When I say a word tat does not begin
with the sound j, put your finger over your lips and do not say it.

First sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear foil
word CHIN)(CAMERA TO CLASS)

jug, joke, judo, Jar, jockey, jaguar, CHIN, jest, jiffy
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Second sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word CHIP)

jug, judge, July, jowl, josh, CHIP, Joe, jingle

Third sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word CHATTER)

jug, Jenny, jet, jealous, junior, juice, CHATTER, jacket,
jamboree

Show the phonetic picture card for ,. (CAMERA TO CARD) Say
the following: Here is a picture of something the name of which
begins with the 1 sound. What is it? (Response: A jug) Yes, it
is 3 jug. The beginning sound of this picture name will help you
remember that each of these letters (point to the upper and lower
case j, letters)(CANERA TO CHART) stands for the 1 sound.

This is how we write the j, letter. (Demonstrate on the
chalkboard the correct movement to employ in writing the 1 letter.)
(CAMERA TO BOARD) Have the children practice tracing the a, letter
in the air before sending them in groups of three or four to the
chalkboard to write it.

The Formation of kronouncing Units

step 1. Draw on the chalkboard a circle representing the moon. In
the moon write a column of five 1 letters. To the right of the
moon, write a column of vowels. The arrangement on the chalkboard
looks like this:

j

j

j

j

j

0

i

e

a

Draw a chalkline from each 1 letter to a vowel as the chil-
dren blend 1 with IS, 4, T, MLI. As each a, module links up with a
command module, write the resultant blend to the right of the vow-
el. The blends 1s. Alb 11, la, julare referred to as the 1
"helpers".

this:
The arrangement on the chalkboard at this point looks like

ju

o jo

i ji

js

a ja
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:Amp 2. Erase the moon with the 1 lunar modules, and the column
of vowels leaving just the "helpers" on the chalkboard. In this
step, the children will be asked to listen for the vowels as you
say the "helpers" in random order. The child called on is to
identify the vowel saying, "I hear (i, e, i, 5, u). He then
locates the blend on the chalkboard, slides his finger under the
"helper" and says, "The 'helper' is (11, je, a, a2, 10." Be
sure to have each child participate in this activity.

Step 3. In this step, final consonants are added to the "help-
ers" to form words.

Write the consonant letters which have been presented so far
on the chalkboard and tell the class that these letters will be
the splashdown points for the 1 "helpers".

From these consonant letters, select the ones that can be
added to form three- and four-letter words. For example, 11 may
be added to jet, g to j, is; m to is, ito etc. Have the chil-
dren identify the space ships ("helpers") which are going to splash
down and have them identify the splash down points, then ask indi-
vidual children to bring down a "helper". After "splashdown",
the child says, ")'y word is " Have the child use the word in
an oral sentence.

Step 4. Write the vowels in a row on the chalkboard separating
each with a bar, thusly: a

I alu
Tell the children you are going to say 1 "helpers". The

child called on is to identify the vowel, repeat the "helper" and
write it under the appropriate vowel. Then have the child slide
his finger.or a pointer under the blend and say, "The 'helper' is

(111. ie, .11. 12. la)." Have each child participate in this
activity.

Step 5. Write the vowels in a row on Vii chalkboard separating
each with a bar. Dictate a 1 "helper" and a word incorporating
that "helper". For example, say 131--leme. The child called on
repeats ig--imsa, and writes just the word under the appropriate
vowel. He then slides his finger or a pointer under the word and
says, "Mk word is leek," and uses it in an oral sentence. Each
child should participate in this spelling activity.

Related Activities

1. Writing the j letter and "helpers".
2. Building the j, letters and j "helpers".
3. Workbook pages.
4. Writing poems.
5. Writing and building the Dolch words.
6. Dictation of sentences incorporating the Dolch words

studied thus far and the words having "helpers".
7. Unlocking compound words and two-syllable root words such



ark, jackpot, jacket, lam, itUgish, nat. junkman,
etc.

8. The Wheel of Chance game.

Further along in the CAME program the spelling variants for
the j sound come up for consideration. To introduce the spelling
variants ger., as in cage and hinge, and gut, as in bridge, say the
fonowing: I am going to say some words and I want you to listen
carefully to the sound you hear on the end of each word.

Sequences to say:
cage, age, page, stage, sage, rage, wage
hinge, cringe, tinge, range, strange, lunge, plunge
bridge, badge, ridge, hedge, edge, ledge, dredge, pledge,
?ledge, trudge, budge, smudge

After you say each sequence of words, the response from the chil-
dren will be that each of the words ends with a l sound.

Write the words listed below on the chalkboard in the follow-
ing manner:

1 2 3 4 5
cad hind rano, brian plata
an cringe strange badge Mean
pan tinge name ridge trudge
stage lunge hedge budge
wage plunge 04M1 amog
san lean
ran dreda

At this point in time the children will have had long vowels.
Underline the nand dal in each of the columns above and tell the
children that them two spellings represent the lsound they heard
at the end of words.

Three spelling generalizations should be arrived at. Guide
the children in arriving at those understandings:

Generalization 1 A lot spelling follows directly after a
long vowel sound. The words in column 1
illustrate this.

Generalisation 2 The :vs spelling follows the letter aand
the vowel maybe either short or long. The
words in columns 2 and 3 illustrate this.

Generalization 3 The d7g7e spelling follows directly after a
short vowel sound. The words in the last
two columns illustrate this.

Dictate words to be written on the chalkboard to further re-
inforce the above three generalisations. Send three children to
the chalkboard. Child number one listens for and writes words in
which a long vowel will be followed by a girl spelling; child number
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two will listen for and
short or long, followed

child number three will
vowel is short followed

write words in which the vowel is either
by the letter n and the g-1 spelling; and
listen for and write words in which the
by the ci-g-ft spelling.

End of Tape 20

Tape 21

The Consonant Sound wh and w

On your chart, wh and w are classified as glides. Glides, as
you know, are closely related to vowels. Wh is the voiceless cor-
relative of w. In articulating wh, first assume the position for
the consonant h since wh is sounded as hw. The consonant w ini-
tiates, joins, and terminates vowels as in the words gag, Dlads,
show. W is often substitute(' for its voiceless correlative wh. At
the present time it's an open question as to whether the substi-
tution may be regarded as an error.

To introduce the consonant sounds wh and gr, read the motiva-
tional story, A Worm Turns-- Gabby, into a Vegetarian.

Alexander's mother has a wisteria plant. It is in Alexander's
bedroom in a window flower box. In this flower box lived a wiggly
earthworm named Willy-Nilly. Alexander gave him that name because
he was always wiggling out of his flower box home.

Whenever Jabby watered the wisteria plant, Willy-N illy would
waste no time wiggling his way out of the flower box. You see,
Willy-Hilly didn't like to wallow in water. He didn't even like
to wade in it.

Alexander often found him wiggling on the floor. "Where in
the world are you going?" asked Alexander.

Willy-Ally didn't have any eyes so he didn't know where he
was going. And he didn't have a mouth like Alexander or Gabby so
he couldn't answer.

Gabby who, as always, was listening and watching said, "I
know why he wiggles out of that wisteria flower box."

"Why do you always have to whistle everytime you say a 'wh'
word," asked Alexander.

Gabby answered, "Well, my voice box makes a whistling sound
when I say words like whistler, whittle, wheeze, wheel, Ala."

"I'm waiting to hear why Willy -Hilly wiggles out of the wis-
teria flower box," said Alexander.

Gabby answered, "Willy-Hilly is a worry worm. He doesn't
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want to live here because I live here."

"I can see why Willy -Hilly worries," answered Alexander.
"After the time you wounded him chopping some of his ninety-two
rings from his tail. Lucky for Willy-Hilly, earthworms have the
wonderful ability to grow new heads and tills."

"Ninety-two rings! I only whittled away a few," said Gabby.
"After tasting Willy-Hilly, I've decided to be a vegetarian."
That means Gabby decided to eat nothing but plants and things that
grew on plants.

Do you think Gabby ever became a vegetarian? We're not sure
about this. Do you think Cabby ever stopped whistling when he
said words that began with a wh sound? No, never, never, never!

Gabby had no trouble making the sound w. What happened when
ho tried to say the sound wh? (Response: He whistled when he
said a wh sound.)

We are going to listen for words that begin with the w sound.
Close your eyes for this part of the game. I will say words that
begin with the w sound. When I say a word that does not begin
with the w sound, raise your hand. Ready? (CAMERA 10 CLASS)

First sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word UMW

wagon, wash, walk, wafer, want, wept, WHEEL, west, web

Zecond sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word WHALE)

wagon, water, waste, wife, wave, well, weave, WHALE, weigh,
wind

Third sequence of words (Children give band signal when they hear
foil word WHIM)

wagon, weep, wink, wire, window, WHIM, willow, went

Open your eyes for this part of the game. Watch )1y lips as I
say w,words and repeat every word I say that begins gith the w
sound. Ash I say a word that does not begin with the w sound, put
your finger over your lips and do not say it. (CAMERA TO CLASS)

First sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear foil
word WHISPER)

wagon, west, wide, wig, weather, WHISPER, wise, wish

Second sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word WHIMPER)
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wagon, wait, wing, wild, walnut, WHIMPFA, wear, woman

Third sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word WHIM()

wagon, wolf, word, wood, world, worry, WHISK, wobble, winner

Show the phonetic picture card for the w sound (CAMERA TO
CALtD) and say the following: Here is the picture of something
the name of which begins with the w sound. What is it? (Response:Wagon) The beginning sound of this picture name will help you re-
member that each of these letters (point to the upper and lower
case v letters)(CAMERA TO CHART) stands for the w sound.

This is how we write the letter w. (Demonstrate on the chalk-
board the correct movement to employ in writing this letter.)
(CAMTRA TO BOARD) Have the children trace the w letter in the airand then call upon the children, two or three at a timc. to write
the letter w on the chalkboard.

Ordinarily the next step in the development of this lessonshould be the Reinforcement and Maintenance Activities. However,these will follow immediately on this tape after the presentation
of the lesson for the letter wh sound.

We are now going to listen for words that begin with the whsound. Close your eyes for this part of the game. I will say
words that begin with the wh sound. When I say a word that does
not begin with the wh sound, raise your hand. Ready?

First sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word WEST) (CAMERA TO CLASS)

whip, whether, where, wheat, whittle, white, WEST, wheel, what

Second sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hearfoil word WALK)

whip. whisk, whiz, while, whale, whisper, WAIT, when, wheeze

Third sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hearfoil word WAIST)

whip, whistle, whim, whinny, whine, WAIST, which, whack

Open your eyes for this part of the listening game. Watch mylips as I say wh words and repeat every word I say that begins withthe wh sound. When I say a word that does not begin with the whsound, put your finger over your lips and do not say it.

First sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear foil
word WATCW(CAMERA TO CLASS)
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whip, whistle, which, where, whale, wheeze, WATCH, wheat,
wheel

Second sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word WALL)

whip, white, what, whim, whiz, WALL, when, while

Third sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word WINTER)

whip, whinny, what, whine, whisper, whisk, WINTER, whack,
wheedle

Show the phonetic picture card for the wh sound and say the
following: (CAMERA TO CLASS) Here is the picture of something
the name of which begins with the wh sound. What is it? (Re-
sponse: A whip) The beginning sound of this picture name will
help you remember that each of those teams of letters (point to
the upper and lower case *letters)(CAMIRA TO CHART) stands for
the wh sound.

This is how we write the *digraph. (Before writing this
team of letters, wh, point up the fact that they know how"to write
both of the letters, but when these two letters (write Kind h to-
gether) appear together, they, as a team make a sound which is
unlike that of either w or h.) Have the children trace a and an
h in the air and then call upon the children, two or three at a
time, to write the letters wh on the chalkboard.

Blending xand to'fore blonds ("helpers")

Step 1. Draw on the chalkboard two circles representing moons.
In one moon write a column ofthree g letters, and in the other
write three *digraphs. To the right of each moon write a col-
umn of three vowels. The arrangement on the chalkboard looks like
this:

a a

Draw a chalkline from each 1 letter to a vowel as the chil-
dren blend w with g, g, iv As each w module links up with a
command module, write the resultant blend to the right of the vow-
el. The blends, Hi, we, sk are referred to as the "helpers".

Draw a chalkline from each wh digraph to a vowel as the chil-
dren blend the sound *with a, As each * lunar module
links up with a command module (vowel), write the resultant blend
to the right of the vowel. The blends Wm., guar. referred
to as the di "helpers".

The arrangement on the Chalkboard at this point looks like
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this: .i wi
w
W -e we

a wa

i whi
wh
w), ..._ e whe

.

------ a wha

Step 2. Erase the moon with the w lunar module and the column of
vowels, leaving just the w "helpers" on the chalkboard. In this
step, the children will be asked to listen for the vowel as you
say a w "helper" in random order. The child called on is to iden-
tify the vowel saying: "I hear (a:i,I)." He then locates the
w "helper" on the chalkboard, slides his finger or a pointer under
it and says, "The 'helper' is (was we, )." Have every
child participate in this activity.

Erase the moon with the wh lunar modules and the vowels leav-
ing just the wh "helpers". Remind the children to listen for the
vowels as you say the wh "helpers" in random order. The child
called on identifies the vowel by saying, "I hear (i. e, 1)."
He then locates the blend on the chalkboard, slides his finger or
a pointer under it and says, "The 'helper' is (wha, whe, AA)."
Have each child participate in this activity.

Step 3. In this ate P. final consonants are added to the w and wh
"helpers" to form words.

Write the consonant letters which have been presented so far
on the chalkboard and tell the class that these letters will be
the splash down points for the w and wh "helpers".

From these consonant letters, select the ones that can be
added to form three- and four- letter words. For example, 11 may
be added to mgp., 11; g to mso 11; t to we,, Hk, etc. As you add the
final consonant letters to the w "helpers", have the children iden-
tify the space ships ("helpers") which are going to splash down,
and have them identify the splash down points. Then ask individual
children to bring down a w "helper". After "splashdown", the child
says, "My word is ." Have the child use the word in an oral
sentence.

Use the procedure just described to the wh "helpers" to bring
them down to splashdown points. Select from the consonant letters
presented thus far, appropriate consonant letters to form three-
and four-letter words. For example, Inky be added to mbl; gh, to
whi; n to whe; etc. Before asking individual children to bring
down a space ship, ask the children to identify each apace ship
and its iclashdown point. After splashdown, the child called on
says, "?r word is ." Have the child use the word in an oral
sentence. Eery child should participate in this activity.

Step 4. Write the vowels in a row on the cnalkboard separating
each with a bar, thusly: alelifolu

Tell the children you are going to say w "helpers". The
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child called on is to identify the vowel, repeat the "helper" and
write it under the appropriate vowel. Then have the child slide
his finger or a pointer under the blend and say, "The 'helper' is

4.. a. Ws"

The same procedure for dictating and writing the g "helpers*
will be used for dictiting and writing the wk "helpers".

Say a wh "helper", have a child called on identify the vowel,
repeat the "helper" and write it in the appropriate column. The
child then slides his finger or a pointer under the gh *helper"
and says, "My 'helper' is (wha, gip.) AA)." Have each child
participate in this activity.

Step 5. Write the vowels in a row on the chalkboard separating
each with a bar. Dictate a Lt "helper* and a word incorporating
that "helper ". For example, say n--sg. The child called on re-
peats wa--mg, and writes just the word under the appropriate
vowel. He then slides his finger or a pointer under the word and
says, "My word is ei," and uses it in an oral sentence. Mich
child should participate in this spelling activity.

The procedure for spelling words beginning with mileo Eta. gm
is the same as described for the w "helpers ".

Write the vowels in a row on the chalkboard separating each
with a bar. Dictate a wh "helper" and a word incorporating that
"helper". For example, say The child called on re-
peats whi--Ag41 and writes the word dig under the I; vowel. He
then slides his finger or a pointer under the word and says, *My
word is HUE," and uses it in an oral sentence. Have each child
participate in this spelling activity.

Related Activities

1. Writing the consonant letters xand Ia. Writing the
"helpers" and WI "helpers".

2. Building the g "helpers" and the Nk "helpers".
3. Writing and building words from the Dolch list, one or

two each day, which you anticipate will be useful in
writing sentences.

4. Chalkboard exercises dictating sentences using the g and
yk "helpers".

5. Writing poetry which provides a different contextual set-
ting for many of the Dolch basic sight words.

6. Workbook pages.

The Letter I.

In the English language, g (Note: This is the letter which
follows pin the alphabet.) followed by I has two sounds pre-
viously introduced, namely the sounds of K and N.

To introduce the gg spelling variant of the sounds WA
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conduct an auditory exercise such as this: Instruct the children
to close their eyes to listen for the beginning sounds in the
words you will say. (The expected response: kw) No foil word
need be included. Say the following sequence of words:

equence 1 queen, quack, quake, quarrel, quarry
Sequence 2 queen, quart, quarter, quarrel, quick
Sequence 3 queen, quilt, quill, quit, quiver
Sequence 4 queen, quiz, quote, quota, quotation

After the children have identified the sounds as being kw.
and only after they have successfully done this, have a child
write on the chalkboard the letters for the sounds he heard at the
beginning of the words you said. The child may write ow or kw.
Accept this and commend the child for his response.

Then show the picture card for gE7-a queen--and tell the
children that whenever words begin with a k sound immediately
followed by a w sound, we use the letters shown beside the picture
of the queen--g-u.

You may, if you think necessary, blend swith the vowels a,
e. Ito form the ga "helpers". Follow through the five steps
outlined for previous blending lessons.

End of Tape 21

Tape 22

The Consonant Sound Land Blends and the Consonant Sound mi

The subject of this tape will be the presentation of the con-
sonant sounds 1: and ng.

The voiced consonant sound y (point to chart)(CAMiRA TO
Midi) is classified as a glide. The production of this sound is
similar to that of long I The middle of the tongue is arched
toward the gum ridge of the upper front teeth and the lips are
retracted laterally.

The letter yftnctions both as a consonant or a vowel. When
the letter y begins a word, it stands for the consonant sound.
When the letter yoccurs in a final position, it stands for a vow-
el sound. As a vowel it has either the short or long sound of the
vowel 1. When y is the, only vowel in a word, as in the word gm, m
has the long sound of 1. When y occurs in the unaccented syllable
or is the unaccented sypable, as in the words funny and mialt, y
has the short sound of

So far we have had the two nasal sounds m and n. is the
third and last nasal sound to be presented. The ng sound is pro-
duced with the tip of the tongue placed against the lower teeth
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ridge with the back of the tongue touching the soft palate. This
tongue position is maintained and the sound is emitted nasally.

To introduce the consonant sound z, read the motivational
story, I's Words, (I's is pronounced as tag).

Gabby was always talkative, but on this particular day he
was especially so.

Alexander said, "Stop your ya-ta-ta, ya-ta-ta or I'll yank
your tail." Alexander just said he'd yank Gabby's tail, but he
never, never would do it.

Gabby said, "I don't remember saying lya-to -ta , Iya-to -taf."

"You know what I mean," said Alexander.

And he was right. Gabby did know what Alexander meant. So
he stopped talking, but he began to yodel. As he yodeled the
Yankee Doodle song he bounced up and down like a yo-yo. You see,
he was pretending he was Yankee Doodle.

Yankee Doodle went to town
Riding his favorite yak
With a yellow daisy in his cap
He said, "I'd rather rids Amtrackl

"A Yak! You know Yankee Doodle rode a pony," said Alexander.

Gabby answered, 'Well, I find that saying words like Yankee,
Yak, and yellow presses my tongue up against the roof of my mouth
and it helps to scrape off the peanut butter that's stuck there."

Alexander said, "So you've had a yen for peanut butter again.
Yesterday you got into the yogurt. I suppose you'll have night-
mares tonight and your yelling will wake up the whole neighborhood."

And sure enough that night Gabby did have a couple of night-
mares and he did disturb the neighbors.

Do you think that saying words that begin with a Y sound
helps to get peanut butter unstuck from the roof of your mouth?
Maybe. Do you think Gabby ever stopped eating peanut butter and
yogurt on the sly? No, never, never, never!

In the story I read today, Gabby said words such as kak,
Lek, and zgllm that begin with a sound that helped scrape the
peanut butter from the roof of his mouth. What sound was this?
(Responses The sound was 20 Yes, the words began with a z: sound.

For the first part of our game we will close our eyes and
listen for words that begin with the xsound. When I say a word
that does not begin with the xsound, raise your hand. Ready?
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First sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word FASTER)(CAMERA TO CLASS)

yarn, yoke, yank, yodel, yes, yard, 1..ASTER, young. year

jecond sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they
hear foil word EAGLE)

yarn, youth, yucca, yield, yam, EAGLE, yolk, you

Third sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word EQUAL)

yarn, yet, yeast, yak, your, yellow, yesterday, EQUAL, yen,
yell

Open your eyes for the next part of our listening game.
'latch my lips as I say words and repeat every zword I say. When
I say a word that-does not begin with the zsound, put your finger
over your lips and do not say it. (CAMERA TO CLASS)

First sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word ECLAIR)

yarn, yet, youth, yoke, yellow, yucca, ECLAIR. you, yak

Second sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word ECLIPSE)

yarn, your, yen, yield, year, yell, yeast, ECLIPSE, youth,
yam

Third sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word EAGER)

yarn, yolk, Yankee, yodel, yon, yogurt, EAGER, young, yucca

Show the phonetic picture card for they (CAMERA TO CARD)
and say the following: Here is a picture of something the name of
which begins with the zsound. What is it? (Responses A ball of
yarn) The beginning sound of this picture name will help you re-
member that each of these letters (point to the upper and lower
case zletters)(CAMERA TO BOARD) stands for the z sound.

Demonstrate on the chalkboard the correct movement to employ
in writing the letter z. Have the children practice writing the
z letter in the air and then have the children go to the chalk-
board, in groups of throe or four, to write the letter z.

Formation of z Blends ("helpers")

Step 1. Draw on the chalkboard one circle representing a moon.
In the moon write two 2:letters. To the right of the moon write
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the vowels a and 1. The arrangement on the chalkboard looks like
this:

a

Draw a chaikline from each z letter to a vowel as the chil-
dren blend z with I, C As each 1:lunar module links up with a
command module, write the resultant blend to the right of thevowel. The blends za, 11 are referred to as the z "helpers".

this:
The arrangement on the chalkboard at this point looks like

711

ya

Step 2. Brass the moon with the zlunar module and the column of
vowels, leaving just the z *helpers" on the chalkboard. In this
step, the children will be asked to listen for the vowel as you
say the 1. "helpers" in random order. The child called on is to
identify the vowel saying, "I hear (K, 11). He then locates
the blend on the chalkboard, elides his finger or a pointer under
it and says, "The 'helper' is (a. a)." Have each child
participate in this activity.

Step 3. In this step, final consonants are added to the z "help-
ers" to form words.

Write the consonant letters which have been presented so far
on the chalkboard and tell the class that these letters will be
the splash down points for the z "helpers".

From these consonant letters, select the ones that can be
added to form three- and four-letter word'. For example, IL and
12.may be added to ye; s and t to ye; tend ato 11, etc. As you
add the final consonant letters to the z "helpers", have the chil-
dren identify the space ships ("helpers") which are going to
splash down and have them identify the splash down points. Then
ask individual children to bring down a z "helper". After *splash-
down", the child says, "my word is .* Have the child use the
word in an oral sentence. Have every child participate in this
activity.

Step 4. Write the vowels in a row on the chalkboard separating
each withabar, thusly: alelilolu

Tell the children you are going to say z "helpers". The
child called on is to identify the vowel, repeat the "helper" and
write it under the appropriate vowel. Then have the child slide
his finger or a pointer under the blend and say, *The 'helper' is

(a, ye)." Have each child participate in this activity.

Step 5. Write the vowels in a row on the chalkboard separating
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,ich with a bar. Dictate a y "helper" and a word incorporating
that "helper". 1.or example, say Le- -yes. The child called on re-peAU le--yes, and writes just the word under the appropriatevowel. Ho then slide3 his finger or a pointer under the word and:mays, "My word is yes," and uses it in an oral sentence. Seelchild should participate in this spelling activity.

Related Activities

1. Writing the xblends.
2. Building the 1:blends.
3. Writing and building words from the Mulch basic sightvocabulary list.
4. Writing poems.
5. Dictation of sentences using words with known helpers andwords from the Dolch list.
6. Workbook pages.
7. The Wheel of Chance game.

To introduce the nasal sound pg, use the following approach:Write the letters m and n on the chalkboard and have the childrensay each sound. Have the children describe the positioning of thearticulators (lips closed for the sound m and tongue tip makes
contact with the gumline of the upper front teeth for the sound 11).Elicit from them the fact that these sounds are emitted throughthe nose.

Inform the children that they are to listen for a new soundwhich will be heard at the end of a word and that it will sound
very much like the m and n. (Because 214 g and the sound ag are soclose acoustically, conduct the auditory exercise asking the chil-dren to keep their eyes open.)

Say: Watch my lips as I say words that end with our newsound, og. Repeat each word that ends with the sound pg. When Isay a word that does not end with DK, put your finger over yourlips and do not say it. (CAMERA TO CLASS)

First sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear foilword WIN)

king, bring, sing, hang, wing, ring, sting, WIN, gang, rang

Second sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hearfoil word FAN)

king, long, tongue, prong, sling, stung, FAN, fang, among

Third sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear foilword FAN)

king, sling, cling, bang, rung, tang, fling, FAN, hung, gong

Show the phonetic picture card for the al sound and say the
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following: (CAMERA TO CARD) Here is a picture of something the
name of which ends with the DA sound. What is it? (Response: A
king) The last sound in the name of this picture will help you
remember that this team of letters which we call a consonant di-
1:raph (point to the pg,digraph)(CAMERA TO BOARD) stands for the
ng sound.

Since the children have had the experience writing the letters
n and go the writing of the consonant digraph nag is unnecessary.
Impress on the children the fact that a and Leach loses its sound
identity when they appear together. As a team, they form an en-
tirely new sound, nom.

Chalkboard Exercise 1. Place on the chalkboard these pairs of
words:

win rim hung fan sung Sam ham rang
wing ring hum fang sun sang hang ran

Call on individual children to underline a word that ends in the
tur. sound and then say the word. Have the other member of the pair
pronounced, also.

Chalkboard Exercise 2. Place on the chalkboard these pairs of
dhelperes

ra ha se fa ga si ki ri ea hu ru

Say one of the helpers--your selection should be a random one --and
have the children add the ng digraph to the helper you dictated
and pronounce the resultant word.

Chalkboard Exercise 3. In the last step in presentation of the ng
sound, the burden of spelling words ending in pg, rests with the
children.

Dictate the words ending with the u sound for individual
children to write on the chalkboard. A suggested list of words to
dictate follows:

ring hung fang sing
rang hang sang
rung sung

Presentation of

bang tang Ping Pong
wing sang ding-a-Ling
king pang gang

Place each of the following words on the chalkboard one pair
at a time. Below each word write the phonetic respelling. For
example, bank. Tell the children that the first word in the pair

beng(k)
is pronounced as the companion word below it, plus the sound of the
letter kc. The understanding to emerge is that hen avaedeEku
ak, AU pronounced el*. Erase Wg(k) and write an additional
pair of nk and companion DA words. Eaoh time you write a pair of
words, discuss the correctly spelled word and its respelling. Then
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erase the phonetically respelled word. A suggested list of paired
words follows: (Words in parentheses are to be erased.)

sank rank shank pink rink wink sink
(sangk) (rangk) (shangk) (pingk) (ringk) (wingk) (singk)

kink link bunk sunk hunk dunk chunk
(kingk) (lingk) (bungk) ( singk) (hungk) (dungk) (chungk)

Related Activities

1. Writing words ending in and nk.
2. Building words that end in ag and nk.
3. Writing sentences on the chalkboard incorporating words

that end in lag and nk.
4. Workbook pages.

End of Tape 22

MINININI/Pew

Tape 23

The Voiceless and Voiced Sounds of the Digraph th

The subject of this tape will be the presentation of the two
sounds of the digraph th. The spelling representation of the
voiceless and voiced sounds of th is the digraph t-h. The place-
ment of the articulators for the production of these two sounds is
as follows:

The sides of the tongue are pressed against the upper side teeth
as for s and sh.

The tongue tip is in light contact with the edge of the upper
front teeth.

The breath stream is gradually forced between the tongue tip and
teeth with a friction-like sound.
The vocal chords vibrate when articulating voiced th, as in
there. Voiceless this articulated with just the breath, as in
thine

To introduce the voiceless and voiced sounds of th, read the
motivational story Thanatoohobia--Everyone, Has It.

Thirteen days before Thanksgiving Day, Alexander's mother
bought a live turkey at a farm. This was quite early to buy a
turkey, but she wanted to be sure her family had turkey for
Thanksgiving.

Three days before Thanksgiving Day, Alexander and Gabby no-
ticed that the turkey, whom they had named Theoteld, was getting
very thin. He grew very thirsty and his head began to throb.

Gabby said, "Maybe Seobald has a fever. Get a sermometer,
Alexander."
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"A sermometer?" replied Alexander. "You mean 'thermometer'.
The word thermometer begins with the a sound. Nike your tongue
tip lightly touch the edge of your front teeth, then blow a breath
and you'll be able to say the thsound. Oh, I forgot. You have
no teeth. I think you're right though, Gabby. Theobald may have
a fever."

So Alexander got a thermometer. While Alexander held Theo-
bald's beak open, Gabby thrust the thermometer into Theobald's
mouth. Then Gabby pulled out the thermometer and read the temp-
erature. One hundred and five degrees!

"Oh my!" said Gabby. "I sink he'll blow his top!"

Alexander answered, "Perish that thought. I think he's eaten
some thorn apples and that's given him indigestion and that is
causing his fever."

Gabby said, "I sought of something else sat could be bother-
ing Seobald. He's worried. Sursday is Sanksgiving Day and he's
not srilled about being our Sanksgiving dinner."

"He's suffering from an attack of Thanatophobia," replied
Alexander.

"Sanatophobia?" said Gabby. "Is that a sickness?"

"It sure is," said Alexander. *He's afraid of becoming our
Thanksgiving dinner."

So what do you think Alexander and Gabby did? They both
talked to Mother about Theobald's sickness--Thanatophobia. She
agreed that no one should eat a turkey suffering from Thanatophobia.
She decided that Theobald could be saved for a Christmas dinner.
He surely would be well by then.

What do you think happened at Christmas time? Theobald had
another attack of Thanatophobial Do you think Gabby was ever able
to pronounce words such as think, thermometer, and Thanatonhobiat
No, never, never, never!

We all know that Gabby has no teeth and this was why he could
not make certain sounds. What sound was Gabber unable to make in
today's story? (Responses The sound Ih) Yes, the sound was a
(voiceless) and sometimes the sound he couldn't make had a buss and
sounded like a (voiced).

Today, we are going to listen for words beginning with the th
sound without a buss. Close your eyes and listen for words begin-
ning with the sound tk (voiceless) as in . When I say a
word that does not begin with the a sounrealess), raise your
hand. Ready? (CAMERA TO CLASS)
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'.first sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hearfoil word THE)

thimble, thank, thief, thirsty, thread, THE, thigh, thorn

!Jecond sequence of words (Children give the hand signal when they
Bear foil word THEY)

thimble, thick, thought, thrash, theater, through, THEY,
thermos

Third sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word THAT)

thimble, thaw, thatch, think, thunder, throb, ThAT, thump

The next part of our listening game is played with our eyes
open. Watch my lips as I say words that begin with the th (voice-
less) sound. Repeat after me just the words that begin with the
th (voiceless). When I say a word that does not begin with th
(voiceless) put your finger over your lips and do not say it.

First sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word THUS)(CAMERA TO CLASS)

thimble, thing, thud, throne, thrill, THUS, throw, thrush

Second sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word THERE)

thimble, thirty, thermometer, thread, throng, thrash, THERE,
throat

Third sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word THEN)

thimble, thought, thermos, thunder, thumb, THEN, thick, threat

We are going to play the listening game again, but this time
we will say the th (voiceless with a buziung sound). The new sound
with a buzz will be th (voiced).

Close your eyes and listen for words beginning with the sound
th (voiced) as in the middle of the word feather. When I say a
word that does not begin with the th (voiced) sound, raise your
hand.. Ready? (CAMERA TO CLASS)

First sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word THANK)

than, their, them, that, this, THANK, they, the

Second sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
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foil word THUMB)

thus, them, this, there, thence, thee, THUMB, that

Third sequence of words (Children give hand signal when they hear
foil word THISTLE)

this, there, the, they, thus, THISTLE, than, them

The next part of our listening game is played with our eyes
open. Watch my lips as I say words that begin with the th (voiced)
sound. Repeat after me just the words that begin with the th
(voiced) sound. When I say a word that does not begin with the
sound th (voiced), put your finger over your lips and do not say
it. (GAMMA TO CLASS)

First sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word THING)

them, their, the, they, thence, THING, than, this

Second sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word THIRD)

there, they, this, then, thence, the, THIRD, that

'Third sequence of words (Children remain silent when they hear
foil word THAW)

thus, that, the, this, than, them, THAW, there

Show the phonetic picture card (CAMERA TO CARD) for the th (voice-
less) and th (voiced) sounds and say the following: Here are
pictures of things the names of which have the sounds th (voice-
less) and a (voiced). What picture do you see, the name of which
begins with the a (voiceless) sound? (Response: A thimble) What
picture do you see that has the sound a (voiced) in the middle of
its name? (Response: A feather) The beginning sound of the pic-
ture name for this picture, a thimble, will help you remember that
this consonant digraph (point to the a to the right of the thim-
ble)(CAMERA TO CARD) stands for the (voiceless) sound. The
sound in the middle of the name for this picture, a feather, will
help you remember that this consonant digraph (point to the a
alongside the picture of the pother)(CAMERA TO CARD) stands for
the a (voiced) sound.

Since the children have had the experience of writing the
letters t and h, the writing of this consonant speech sound (con-
sonant digraphris unnecessary. Impress on the children Land h
each loses its sound identity when they appear together. As a
team, they form two entirely new speech sounds, &b, (voiceless) and
Ink(voiced).

Step 1. Draw on the chalkboard two circles representing moons.
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:In one moon write a
moon write a column
noon write :1 column

looks like this:

column of three th digraphs; in the other
of four th digraphs. To the right of each
of vowels. The arrangement on the chalkboard

a
e

a

Draw a chalkline from each th digraph (voiceless) to a vowel
as the children blend th with 1,7, li. As each th module links upwith a command module, write the resultant blend tc the right ofthe vowel. The blends tha, thi, thu are referred to as the th
"helpers" (voiceless).

In the interest of saving time, and before proceeding to Step
2, the voiced consonant digraph .sound th will be blended with each
vowel to form th "helpers".

Draw a chalkline from each th digraph (voiced) to a vowel as
the children blend the sound th with Vii, g, 1. u. As each th mod-
ule is linked up with a command module, write the resultant blend
to the right of the vowel. The blends tha, the, thi, thu are re-
ferred to as the th "helpers" (voiced).

The arrangement on the chalkboard at this point looks like
this:

u thu u thu

i thi

e the
tha tha

Step 2. Erase the noon with the lunar module th and the column of
vowels leaving just the th (voiceless) "helpers" on the chalkboard.
In this step, the children will be asked to listen for the vowel
as you say the th "helpere in random order. The child called on
is to identify the vowel saying, "I hear (i, 1, W)." He then
locates the blend on the chalkboard, slides his finger or a point-
er under it and says, "The 'helper' is (tha, Ihk, thu)." Have
each child participate in this activity.

Erase the moon with the voiced th lunar modules and the vow-
els leaving just the th "helpers". Remind the children to listen
for the vowels as you say the th "helpers" in random order. The
child called on identifies the vowel by saying, "I hear (g, g.

W)." He then locates the blend on the chalkboard, slides his
finger or a pointer under it and says, "The 'helper' is (tha,
the, thi, thu). Have each child participate in this activity.

Step 3. In this step, final consonants are added to the th (voice-
less) and th (voiced) "helpers" to form words.
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Write the consonant letters which have been presented so far
on the chalkboard and tell the class that those letters will be
the splash down points for the a (voiceless) and a (voiced)
"helpers".

From these consonant letters, select the ones that can be
added to form three- and four-letter words. For example, n, gt,
nk may be added to al (voiceless): go I, ER to IbR (voiceless):
ft to the (voiceless): etc. As you add the final consonant let-
ters to the th "helpers*, have the children identify the space
ships ("helpers") which are going to splash down and have then
identify the splash down points. Then ask individual children to
bring down a th "helper ". After "splashdown", the child says,
"My word is ." Have the child use the word in an oral sen-
tence.

Use the procedure just described for the thi (voiceless)
"helpers" to bring down the a (voiced) "helpers" to splash down
points. Select from the consonant letters presented thus far,
appropriate consonant letters to fore throe- and four-letter words.
For example, n may be added to ag, and t to h; a to a&
and &a: etc. Before asking individual children to bring down a
space ship, ask the children to identify each space ship and its
splash down point. After splash down, the child called on says,
"My word is ." nave the child use the word in an oral sen-
tence. Every child should participate in this activity.

Step 4. Write the vowels in a row on the chalkboard separating
each with a ter, thusly: a

I 1 1

Tell the children you are going to say a "helpers" (voice-
less). The child called on is to identify the vowel, repeat the
"helper" and write it under the appropriate vowel. Then have the
child slide his finger or a pointer under the blend and say, "The
'helper' is (tha, Ihg).* Have each child participate in
this activity.

The same procedure for dictating and writing the th (voice-
less) "helpers" will bo used for dictating and writing the a
voiced) "helpers".

Say a voiced th "helper", have the child called on identify
the vowel, repeat the "helper" and write it in the appropriate
vowel column. The child slides his finger or a pointer under the
th "helper" and says, "The 'helper' is (as, tom, Ihm)."
Have each child participate in this activity.

Step 3. Wits the vowels in a row on the chalkboard separating
each with a bar. Dictate a th (voiceless) "helper" and a word in-
corporating that "helper". For example, say Ilir-an. The child
called on responds lu--ma, and writes just the word under the
appropriate vowel. He then slides his finger or a pointer under
the word and says, "My word is tom," and uses it in an oral
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sentence. Each child should participate in this spelling activity.

The procedure for spellin words beginning with the voiced
" helpers" tha, the, thi, thu is the same as described for the th
(voiceless) "helpers".

4rite the vowels in a row on the chalkboard separating each
with a bar. Dictate a th (voiced) "helper" and a word incorpora-
ting that "helper". For example, say tha--that. The child called
on repeats tha--that and writes the word that under the a vowel.
lie then slides his finger or a pointer under the word and says,
"My word is that," and uses it in an oral sentence. Have each
child participate in this spelling activity.

Related Activities

1. Writing the voiced and voiceless th digraph "helpers".
2. Building the voiced and voiceless th digraph "helpers".
3. Writing and building words from the Dolch word list, one

or two each day, which you anticipate will be useful in
sentence writing.

4. Chalkboard exercise in which you dictate sentences using
words beginning with voiceless and voiced th.

5. 'Writing "poems.
6. The Wheel et Chance game.
7. Workbook pages.

)d of Tape 23

Tape 24

Structuring Double Consonant and Triple Consonant Blends

At this point in the development of the CAME approach, all
possible consonant-vowel blends ("helpers") have been developed.
Also, at this point in time, three- and four-letter words have
been formed. In short, the word patterns children can now decode
and encode are these: c v c or c v c c (c stands for consonant,

w i it Iwind v stands for vowel)

A brief explanation is in order regarding certain words hav-
ing a cvcc pattern--those having two like consonants following the
vowel. The last of the two like consonants is silent. Children
develop the understanding that it is possible for consonants to be
non-fUnctional or stated simply, to be silent.

For example, the words 14111, sell and chess, may be altered to
form a new word by substituting

a different consonant for the last
of the doubled letters in each of these and other one-syllable
words. Place the following pairs on the chalkboard:

mill sell chess
milk self chest
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Rationalize the k spelling in the word auk by recalling or
asking the children to recall that when a k sound is heard immed-
iately after a short vowel in a one-part word (syllable), we
generally use a k-three (a) spelling. However, when another con-
sonant sound (letter) comes between the short vowel and the k
sound at the end, the k-two (lc) is used.

To summarize, we have progressed from a single letter and
sound to a two-letter blend, to a three and four letter one-syl-
lable word. The accretion of sounds (letters) was to the right.
To illustrate the foregoing statement place the following on the
chalkboard: s se --- sat

f - -- fa fast

The subject of this tape will be to form longer words of one
syllable by adding consonant letters (sounds) to the left of a
blend. The progression is from a gm or Impattern to the fol-
lowing two new patterns: (Place these on the chaikboard.)(CAMERA
TO WARD) Pattern 1 cove cocc

a 1 d grand
Pattern2 c cove* c c c v vsplint stream

Pattern 1. Giant Blends - Set 1

Place on the chalkboard the following known set of 21 blends
in column form: 1a, le, 11, 12., In and have the children pro-
nounce these. Then place the letter kto the left of the blend,
li. The arrangement after blending looks like this:

lu lu blu
lo to blo

blib li b li
le le ble
la la bla

If you wish, you may have the children assume the role of
astronauts, think of b as a lunar module, and the 1. blends as
command modules. Or, you may elect to drop the role-playing and
simply say that you are going to show them how the 1 set of "help-
ers" (blends) are changed into giant *helpers*.

The blending of the sound kwith each of the 1; blends is ac-
complished in the same manner that was described when ore conson-
ant sound was united with each of the vowels. The five steps to
follow in blending were described in detail on previous tapes and
the writers of this script feel that it Is not necessary to repeat
the details. However, the five steps wid be listed sans details.

Step 1. Unite the consonant kuith the known blends. Demonstrate
how this is accomplished and then have the children do the blend-
ing. Write the resultant giant blend to the right of each I blend.
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step 2. Have the children discriminate, auditorially and visu-
ally, the resultant blends as you say them.

Step 3. You, teacher, add final consonants to the newly formed
blends to form words and children pronounce the resultant words.

itep 'I. Dictation by you, teacher, of the newly formed blends
for the children to write on the chalkboard under the appropriate
vowel.

Step 5. Dictation by you, teacher, of the newly formed blends
and words incorporating these blends for children to write on the
chalkboard under the appropriate vowel.

The formation of the foregoing giant blends constitutes one
lesson. Five additional sets of giant blends, blending each of
these consonants, c, f. g, 2, s, with la, le, 110 lo, lu consti-
tute five lessons. These are to be developed in the same manner
as described for forming the giant blends bla, )2240 blo, blu.

lu lu lu lu lu
lo lo lo lo lo

c li f li g li p li s li
le le le le le
la la la la la

Pattern 1. Giant Blends - Set 2

Place on the chalkboard the following known set of cv blends
in column form: ra, re, ri, coo ru and have the children pro-
nounce these. Then place the letter b to the left of the bland
ri. The arrangement after blending looks like this:

ru ru bru
ro ro bro

b ri b ri bri
re re bre
ra ra bra

The blending procedure to use in 'uniting the sound b with the
r set of "helpers" is identical to that described for the giant
blends formed in Set 1 in which the consonant sounds of the letters
b, c, f, g, p, s were blended with the 1 blends.

The formation of the foregoing giant blends constitute one
lesson. Six additional sets of giant blends, to be formed, con-
stitute six lessons and these are to be developed in the same
manner as described for forming the giant blends bEa, bre,
bro, bru.

ru ru ru ru ru ru
ro ro ro ro ro ro
ri d ri f ri g ri p ri t ri
re re re re re re
ra ra ra ra ra ra
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(Note: As children blend with their voices the consonant sounds
with each set of cv blends, write the resultant blend to the right
of each cv blend. Also, trace with a ohalkline the union of the
consonants with each cv blend.)

Pattern 1. Giant Blends - Set 3

Place on the chalkboard the following six sets of gy_ known
blends. Each set constitutes a lesson. Write a A consonant to
the left of each cv blend having an lvowel.

cu mu nu pu to
co mo no po to --

s ki s mi s ni a pi a ti s wi
ke me no PID t we
ca ma na pa to wa

Since the children have had experiences forming giant blends,
blending the s sound with the c-k, at, R. t. Rtaends poses no
problems. The blending procedure is identical to that used to
form the giant blends in Sets 1 and 2.

(Notes As children blend with their voices the sound s with each
set of cv blends, write the resultant blend to the right.of each
cv blend. Also, trace with a chalklin the union of s with each
cv blend.)

Pattern 2. Triple Consonant Blends (CCCV) Set 4

All triple blends, CCV, consist of three consonants before
the vowel. The first consonant is u the second consonant may be
c, as in *ream, gas in impish. or 1, as in West. The third
consonant may be ro as in sctatcb, or as in splash.

Since children have learned to recognise giant blends (CCV),
blending s to these poses no special problem. The giant blend,
CCV, within a triple blend is the critical part to decode. When
the CCV blend is decoded, OCV blends are easily sounded.

Place the following words on the chalkboard and underline the
CCV blend. Now that the CCV blend has been highlighted, children
can successfully unlock these words;

street scratch spring splash
stretch scream spread split
straw scree, b

screw
spray,
sprogt

s alAndid
struck
strand
streak

Words beginning with triple consonant blends are few in num-
ber so that skill in unlocking the ones you have placed on the
chalkboard will undoubtedly be the ones the children will encoun-
ter in the reading material at their particular grade level.
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-o4lated Activities

1. Language Activities.

'Ailleographed activity sheets with sentences having

blanks which require a CCV or CCCV blend word.

Chalkboard or paper-and-pencil writing of words and sen-

tences utilizing words having a CCV or a CCCV blend.

2. Word Building.

Compounds (ex. strawberry)

Adding inflectional endings (ex. splitting)

Adding suffix endings (ex. splashy)

3. Syllabication.

Finding root words.
Dividing compounds and two-syllable root words.

4. Workbook pages.

End of Tape 24

Tape 25

The Long Vowel Sounds I, I% 1,

The need for distinguishing the vowels V, e, I, o, ri from

those to be presented on this tape, the long vowel sounds, 11, 5,

1, '5, 1, is now in order.

Write the vowels in a row on the chalkboard and have the

children articulate these. Tell the children that the sounds, 1,

e, 1, S, S, are the short vowel sounds and that from now on these

will be referred to as "short vowel sounds".

Continue with this presentation in the following manner: To-

day we will learn that each of these abort vowel sounds (point to

each as you, teacher, articulate these)(CA)2RA TO CHART) 1, 11, A,

each can have another sound which will be known as a "long

sound".

Relate the short and long vowel sounds to the short and long

names people often have. Ask the children if any of them has a

nickname which is a short name for the full given name. Without a

doubt there will be a number of children who will respond with

short and long names such as Betty-Uizabeth, Joe-Joseph, Andy-

Andrew, Will-William, Dot-Dorothy, etc.

The Long Vowel Sound a.
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Now that you have established the idea that people can have
short and long names, tell the children that the short vowel
sounds I, i, Y. b, have long sounds and names, also. Instruct
them to listen for the beginning sounds in words you will say and
to repeat them after you. Say this group of words: lintel, gm
alai acre, AMOb "Ds, AASA Alm, amiable, aviation. Ask what
vowel sound began the words. (Response from children: 1). Point
to the a letter on the chalkboard (CAMERA TO BOARD) and say that
this letter (a) stands for the I sound as well as the I sound, and
it can be heard in the middle and at the end of a word as well.
Give word examples, such as 2_4y, la, ggiy, bez stt and have the
children tell where they hear the I sound (Response: At the end);
give the word examples Ighl, gam, train, ma, eau and ask where
they hear the a sound (Response: In the middle).

To account for the change in sound from I to j. relate this
change to games that are played, such as football or baseball in
which signals are exchanged between players. This signalling can
be done in words by one vowel letter to let the reader know that
the "lead" vowel (first vowel in a one-syllable word) has a long
sound. Point out that sometimes the signal letter need not be
heeded and in that instance the vowel remains short (as in the
word, have).

At this time write the word mkt on the chalkboard and under-
line or circle the final e and say to the children that this let-
ter (point to final 2)(CAMERA TO BOARD) signals you, without
making a sound (remains silent) that the vowel preceding it is to
have the l sound. Now have the children pronounce the word Eke.

Write additional words on the chalkboard and discuss these
in the manner described for the word gag. (Suggested word list
to write: came, ate, tame, gate, vase, whale, bake, plane, game,
quake, etc.) Write pairs of words on the chalkboard, such as pan-
pane, hat-hate, cap-cape, mat-mate, to further reinforce the ef-
feet of final Ion the "lead" vowel. Discuss each pair bringing
out the fact that the first word without the signal letter has a
short vowel sound land the second word of the pair, has a signal
letter which informs the reader that the vowel is long.

understanding. previously Want
spell::

is present, as in bake and RAW.

Lai II tataltega
heard ord followed klks
letter nameate.

of

DAENZ Mal a k-lbrsirsie
:eusoudh::

when a signal letter
Elicit from the children the

IhdlibUIILLVA, Mel sound
-SSA. WA, emit Ma a k (say the

The Long Vowel Soundli.

The presentation of each long vowel sound constitutes a sep-
arate lesson. The next long vowel sound to consider is the long
vowel sound of the letter g,
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drite the vowels on the chalkboard and ask the children to

say the short vowel sound for each letter as you point to each.

Also have the children say the long vowel sound of the letter a.

inform the children to listen for the long vowel sound of this

letter (point to the letter 2) which they will hear at the begin-

ning of the words you will say and to repeat them after you. Say

the following long 5 words: eagle, Edith, Easter, eel, easy, eke,

eve, even, evening, evil. Ask what vowel sound began the words.

!Response:

Point out that an i sound may occur at the end of a word, as

in me and in the middle of a word, as in seat.

kractically all words in the English language having a long

4 round irrespective of the position it occupies in a word, with

a few exceptions, have a digraph spelling, namely, (say the letter

names) 4 5 or 4 4. These digraph words and others, will receive

consideration on the next video tape, Tape 26. In view of what

has just been said, you will have only two word examples to write

on the chalkboard to illustrate the effect final e has on the

"lead" vowel which precedes it in a word. Here are the pairs of

words to write on the chalkboard: pet met
Pete mete

Discuss each pair of words bringing out the fact that the

first word without the signal letter has the short vowel sound 5

and the second word of the pair has a signal letter which informs

the reader that the "lead" vowel has a long vowel sound, i4

The Low Vowel Sound

:Trite the vowels in a row on the chalkboard and have the

children articulate the short vowel sounds as you point to each

one. Also, have the children say the long sound of the letters a

and e. Inform the children to listen for the long vowel sound of

this letter (point to the letter 1)(CAMERA TO BOARD) which they

will hear at the beginning of words you will say and to repeat

them after you. Say the following long k words: isle, gry, idle,

Iowa, Irene, iodine, Mak, iron, item, kaa. Ask what vowel sound

began the words. (Response: 1)

Point out that the i sound may occur at the end of a word, as

in mx, and in the middle of a word, as in ride.

Atite the word hide on the chalkboard and underline or circle

the final letter e and say to the children that this letter (point

to final 2) signals you, without making a sound (remains silent)

that the vowel preceding it is to have the I sound. Have the

children pronounce the word hide.

Write additional words on the chalkboard and discuss these in

the manner described for the word Was. Suggested word list (pairs

of words):
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hid rid dim quit fin Tim mill bit kit lick
hide ride dims quite fine time mile bite kite like

Discuss each pair of words bringing out the fact that the
first word in each pair has no signal letter; therefore, the
"lead" vowel has a short vowel sound, The second word of each
pair has a signal letter and informs the reader that the vowel
preceding it has a long vowel sound,

Point up the spelling change of k sound when a signal letter
Is present, as in lkji and llkg. Elicit from the children the un-
sieutiDdint, previously BrIXECI gt,, namely, that 4. kihrtt Us)walla usually follows Rawl vowel iseasib na mildrotand-lag lQ 2mpro rim Aix loam La &lei thtn. a Ina vowel mpg kMug in fi sand. Zit mg him k (say let-ter name) goggiga.

The Long Vowel Sound 8.

Write the vowels in a row on the chalkboard and have the
children articulate the short vowel sounds as you point to each
one. Have the children articulate the long vowel sounds for the
vowel letters, a, e, i. Inform the children to listen for the
long vowel sound of this letter (point to the letter o) which they
will hear at the beginning of words you will say and to repeat
them after you. Say the following long g, words: stgz ogre,
over, ozone, oleo, old, oat, oasis, ocean. Ask what vowel sound
they heard at the beginning of these words. (Response: 1)

Point out that the Q sound may occur at the end of a word, as
in est, and in the middle of a word, as in gaol.

Write the word hone, on the chalkboard and underline or circle
the final letter and say to the children that this letter (point
to final g) signals you, without making a sound (remains silent)
that the vowel preceding it is to have the '8 sound. Have the
children pronounce the word hag.

Write additional words on the chalkboard and discuss these in
the manner described for the word but. Suggested word list (pairs
of words): not hop rod rob pock mop cod dot doll

tot note hope rods robe poke mope code dote dole
tote

Discuss each pair of words bringing out the fact that the
first word in each pair has no signal letter; therefore, the "lead"
vowel has a short vowel sound, O. The second word of each pair has
a signal letter and informs the reader that the vowel preceding it
has a long vowel sound, Q.

Point up the spelling change of the k sound when a signal let-
ter is present, as in the words pock-poke. Elicit from the chil-
dren the pnderstanding pr1,22gLi arrived a namely. at I
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k-three (ck) spelling usually follows short vowel sounds. The
new understanding to emerve, from this lesson is that when a long
vowel sounds, heard in a word followed bx a k sound, this sound
has a k (say letter name) spelling!.

The Long Vowel Sound U.

Write the vowels on the chalkboard and have the children ar-
ticulate the short vowel sounds as you point to each one. Also,
have the children say the long vowel sounds of the letters a, e,
i. o. Inform the children to listen for the long vowel sound of
this letter (point to the letter m)(OAKERA TO BOARD) which they
will hear at the beginning of words you will say and to repeat
them after you. Bay the following long a words: unit, mica,
united, universe, Ulysses, utility, unison, unicorn, unify, usual.
Ask what vowel sound they heard at the beginning of these words.
(Response: TO

Foint out that then sound may occur in the middle of a word,
as in mule. (The II sound is heard in such words as mew and few,
hut because of the e w spelling, no mention of these words ending
in the U sound is in order at this point.)

Write the word cube on the chalkboard and underline or circle
the final e letter and say to the children that this letter (point
to the final e) signals you, without making a sound (remains si-
lent), that the vowel preceding it is to have the u sound. Have
the children pronounce the word cube.

Write additional words on the chalkboard and discuss these in
the manner described for the word 201. Suggested list of words
to write (word pairs): cut tub duck cub dun null

cute tube duke cube dune mule

Discuss each pair of these words bringing out the fact that
the first word in each pair has no signal letter; therefore, the
"lead'' vowel has a short vowel sound, IL The second word of each
pair has a signal letter and informs the reader that the vowel
preceding it has a long vowel sound, ii.

Foint up the spelling change of the k sound when a signal
letter is present, as in Lau and WI. Elicit from the children
112 understanding previously snivel at, namely, at a k-three
(2h) spelling usually follows short vowel sounds. The net under-
stand Ulg to emerge from this Lesson ki that Ala a km vowel
sound 11 heard u a word followed ky a is ound, tics sound has A
k (say letter name spelling.

final outcome gf 141g lesson is Ati formulation, Atal
teacher guidance,, of ralazdne vowel pripcivle: h A word
his tio., vowels, I* a xhigh 0, first vowel it
usually I= NA Mal 2 la Aka.
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Review of Short and Long Vowel Sounds

1. Write the vowels on the chalkboard and have the children
articulate both the short and loner, sounds for each vowel.
Then have them give the lmand ;short sounds for each
vowel.

2. You, teacher, say either a 1m or abort vowel sound and
children respond with the other vowel sound, glazier1m. For example, say Y. Children respond with

3. Say short and lam vowel words and have children tell if
the vowel is short, or low. For example, say 1111.
Children respond with the word lm. Or say Wk. Chil-
dren respond with the word short.

4. Say short or mil vowel words. Children supply the com-
panion word with short or long vowel. For example, sayeft. Children respond with ml. Say rove. Children
respond with the word bp.

5. Dictate words to be placed in one of two columns headedwith the words Short !gal Words, and Imbagaftig.
Related Activities

1. Writing and building short and long vowel w
2. Dictation of sentences which incorporate long and short

vowel words to be written
on the chalkboard or to bewritten as a paper-and-pencil activity.

3. Rhyming game in which a child is required to supply a
rhyming word for the word given tier you, teacher. A hu-
morous penalty may be imposed if the child fails to
supply a rhyming word. Mamie: like- (hike, dike,Mike, pike, spike).

4. Workbook pages.

End of Taps 25

Tape 26

Long Vowel Equivalents

On Tape 25, a long vowel principle was formulated, namely,Vowel Principle 1. When a word M vowels, m 21: which itfinal e, thi first __Lel-ros ja usually leig and =Attu dart.
On this tape, two more vowel principles will emerge. Thefirst of these to be developed is as follows; Vowel Principle 2.Flon the lazy...m11a img, gg accented syl101e occurs tail:Jul WAWA, the EtWELUMENUEARDE
Write the vowels and the following words, in column arrange-ment, on the chalkboard:
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a e i o u

be by go
he my no
me why so

she
we

Tell the children that you want to conduct an "experiment ".
It's entirely possible that the words on the chalkboard are known
sight words. However, this should not deter you from asking the
children to pronounce these words trying first the short vowel
sound, then the long vowel sound to discover which vowel sound
helps to make a word they know.

Begin the "experiment" by saying the first word as bi, then
as be. It will be evident that the long sound of the vowel To
makes a word. Now call on individual children to say the next
word trying first a short and then a long vowel sound until all
the entries on the chalkboard have been utilized in the "experi-
ment".

Elicit from the children that (1) there is only one vowel in
these words; (2) the vowel is in a final position; and (3) the
vowel sound is long. (The exceptions to the last fact are to and
do and can be dismissed for what they are--exceptions.)

It was pointed up on Tape 2? that the letter y functions both
as a consonant and a vowel. At the beginning of a word, y is a
consonant sounded as y (use sound). Y in a final position, if it
is the only vowel in the word, is sounded as a long vowel 1 (my).
If y. occurs in an unaccented syllable (funny) or is the unaccented
syllable (windy), y is sounded as a short vowel sound, I.

Help the children formulate the vowel principle which is a
capsulized statement embodying the three facts they have discov-
ered regarding the words under study. Because the vowel principle
involved in this word study has wider application when words of
more than one syllable are decoded, such as Wm., where the vow-
el in the accented syllable occurs in a final position, the prin-
ciple bears repeating. When the only vowel in a word or accented
syllable occurs in a final, position, the vowel sound is usually,
longo

Passing mention will be made of words in which the vowel is
long without the signal letter final e. We know that a number of
these words at some time back in history had a final e spelling
and this letter may have been sounded, but it was dropped and the
vowel pronunciation was retained. These words are to be taught by
analogy. For example, when the word old is known, it is useful
for decoding and encoding seven other words, namely, cold, fold,
gold, hold, sold, scold, and told. Context is another aid to
decoding these words.
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Vowel Principle 3. The second vowel principle to be devel-
oped on this tape at this point is as follows: When lestvowele
occur as a vowel team in the same syllable (accented) or word, the
first Irma). sound it liktkit 1,2.1A long asd t s s o !MIlikely to be silent,.

Write on the chalkboard the vowels and these words:

a

game me kite note cute

Ask the children to pronounce the long vowel words. Also,
ask how they can tell that the vowel sound is long. (Response:
The signal letter, el, indicates the vowel is long.)

Inform the children that words may have long vowel sounds
without a signal letter. Proceed to write the words ran -play
under game; feet-read under me; llemz under kill: and coat-hoe-
snow under note. Assume that the words you have written are known
Tif the words are unknown, pronounce these for the children) and
ask the children to pronounce the words under the words ags, me,
kite, note.

Y as a vowel is included with the vowel digraph lei. However,
it is not a vowel digraph.

The w in 523 is a vowel in this vowel team. W in an initial
position is a consonant, but is considered a vowel 11 follows,a vowel.

As each group of words listed under the finale words is pro-
nounced, pause to ask what vowel sound was heard in each. Also,
ask what letters made no sound and strike out that letter with a
slash mark (/). Elicit from the children the vowel principle they
have developed which is as follows: litelljatevowelm pccur as a
vowel team ki the accented syllable szlemoi. Ihe first vowel
like k Is le lsala, a gm mast Yo s1 ig 1

Elicit the understanding that ee-gt, 101,
vowel digraphs using the following approach:

Write on the chalkboard known consonant digraphs--ck, eh, chand ask the children to recall the name used when referring to
these two-letter speech sounds. (Response: Consonant digraphs)
Ask why they are named consonant digraphs. (Response: When two
consonants occur together and make one sound, they are known as
consonant digraphs.)

Refer to the words on the chalkboard that have vowel teams
and ask how many vowels they see and bow many vowels they hear.
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The conclusion to be arrived at is that when two vowels occur to-
reter and have one vowel sound, they are known as vowel digraphs.

Write the vowel digraphs on the chalkboard and number each
dirraph. Numbering the digraphs and x. provides an easy way to
refer to each. The chalkboard arrangement looks like this:
ail -- ay2 eal ee2 iel -- y2 oal oe2 ow3

Under each digraph heading write, in a column, words having the
digraph which heads the column. Have the words under each digraph
heading pronounced and ask that the silent vowel be marked with a
slash mark. After each word is pronounced, have it used in an
oral sentence, which may at your discretion, be written on the
chalkboard as well.

The following are words to be written under the appropriate
vowel digraph:

ai Ix ea ee ie y oa oe ow

sail lay eat see lie my load Joe low
tail play read feet lies by road foe slow
wait may leak sleep tie fly toad hoe blow
paint day each green tied sly soap hoed row

train say meat bee cries sky coat goes grow
rain way beat tree pie try coach toes throw
mail hay bean deep spied cry float woe crow

chain clay beak sheep tried why boat doe show
nail gay real feel cried shy goat toe snow
aim gray east peel dries dry toast yellow

etc. etc. etc. etc. etc. etc. etc. etc. etc.

Have individual children strike out the silent vowel with a
slash mark (/), pronounce the digraph word, and usa it in a sen-
tence (oral or written on the chalkboard).

Help the children recall the correct k spelling to use when
the k sound follows a long vowel. Ck is used after short vowels
and the letter k is used after long vowel sounds. Also, a ch
spelling follows long vowel sounds when the word ends in a ch
sound.

In a small number of words the digraph as is sounded as e and
the digraph ie is sounded as i. These are exceptions and should
be handled as such. When they occur in reading material, you
should encourage the children to apply the vowel principle that
applies. When the principle does not apply, as it does not to
words having irregular digraphs, instruct the children to try the
short and long sound for the first vowel .setter in the digraph.
That failing, instruct them to use the short and lux sound for
the second vowel letter in the digraph.

Some words, such as neighbor, should be taught as sight
words.
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Related Activities

1. Writing and building vowel digraph and irregular vowel
digraph words.

2. Forming compounds such as row + + self, etc.
3. Homonyms in sentences to show differences in meaning.

Examples, rods-road, thrown-throne, etc.
4. ord "evolution"--Changing short vowel words to vowel

digraph words by adding another vowel. Example, set-
seat.

5. Changing vowel digraph words by removing a vowel letter.
Example, paint pant.

6. Dictation of vowel digraph words to be written in the
appropriate vowel digraph column.

7. Meaning discrimination of words having more than one
meaning using sentences to accomplish this.

The Silent Letters 'al, k, w, t,

The silent letters gh, k, g, t, b may have been, their very
presence in a word suggests that they could have been, sounded
hundreds of years ago; but with the passage of time, we have tend-
ed to drop or ignore sounding letters which were difficult to
articulate in certain letter combinations.

Each of the following silent letters to be presented consti-
tutes a single lesson. However, these will be grouped together
in a single presentation.

Place on the chalkboard words ending in two lik, consonants:
puff pass fist well mitt

Have these words pronounoed and ask if all letters were sounded.
Having determined that one of the doubled letters is silent, the
second one, have individual children strike it out in each word
with a slash mark (1). Write the words night, km, listen,
often, ;limb, and strike out the silent letters with a slash mark.

Explain that at one time these silent letters (the ones with
a slash mark) may have been sounded a long time ago, but because
thay form letter combinations difficult to articulate, we do not
attempt to sound them.

Add additional words under the words nij$t, trite, *now,
lisfen, often, old*

A suxicested lilt distal:

right, fight, light, night, sight, bright, flight, sigh, etc.
kneel, knell, knot, knight, knit, knock, knob, knead
wrote, wrist, wrench, wrap, wring, wreck, wren, wreath
castle, nestle, whistle, fasten
comb, thumb, crumb, dumb
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Call on individual children to make a slash mark through the si-
lent letter and then pronounce the word. When homonyms are en-
countered, pause to clear up the meaning of these by using them
in sentences--oral or written.

aicit from the children the following understandings as
each group of words has been pronounced and all meanings explained:

The letters gh, when they follow the letter i, serve as a
vowel clue indicating that the vowel is a longi. The letters fol
are silent following au as in caught and ou as in bought. When
words occur in reading material in which a has an f sound, teach
these as sight words. A very few words have the hard sound of
as in ghost. Words such as these should be taught as sight words.

The letter w before the letter r is not sounded.

When the first syllable in a word ends in s or f and the
second syllable begins with t, t is silent.

When the letter b follows the letter m and ends a word or
syllable, it is not to be sounded.

Related Activities

1. Writing and building words having silent letters.
2. Word building--adding s, log, ed, sr, est to appropriate

words.

3. Exercises in which antonyms are matched. &ample, high-
low.

4. EXercise involving homonyms. Example, night-knight.
5. Word association. Ekample, watch is matched with wrist.
6. Forming compounds. EXample, thumb + nail.
7. Finding base or root words. &ample, kneeling.
8. Dictation of sentences incorporating the words having

silent letters.

9. Workbook pages.

End of Tape 26

Tape 27

The Modified Vowels ar, er, ir, or, ur

The fourth vowel principle will be evolved when the lesson on
this tape--modified vowels--is presented. It is as follows: When
the Raz vowel letter (the "lead vowel") in a word or a syllable
is followed br the letter r, the vowel sound Ilusually modified
or affected.

Introduce the modified vowels ar, er, ir, or, ur in the
following manner:
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Step Write the vowels in a row en the chalkboard and have the
children articulate these giving both short and long sounds. Then
inform the children that these vowel letters each can have a third
sound. Say no more until you have written a Isamu sight word (if
you write an unknown word, pronounce it for the children) under
each vowel thusly: a

car her girl for burn

Ask the children to pronounce each word as you slowly slide your
finger or pointer under each word. In this may children discover
for themselves the vowel sound in each word. If necessary, have
them repeat the words until they do monitor or hear the vowel
sound. As each new vowel sound is detected, underline each.
Elicit from the children the fact that the letter r which follows
each vowel accounts for the new vowel sound.

Step 2. At this point inform the children that the new vowel
sounds are to be known as the modified vowels. Place the modified
vowels under each vowel just above each word example. The chalk-
board arrangement will be like this:

a

ar er ir or ur
car her girl for burn

Have the children articulate the sound value for each vowel
thusly: - - ar e - - er 1 --1 - - 2E

- gr.. Erase from the chalkboard the vowel letters a, e,
o, g leaving just the modified vowels and word examples beneath
each. Ask the children to articulate the modified vowel sounds.
Guide them in discovering that three of the modified vowels sound
the same. You teacher, articulate the modified vowels and have
the children listen carefully so that they may discover for them-
selves that er, ir, and 2E have the same sound value.

Step 3. Now rearrange the modified vowels and their word examples
to this new arrangement numbering er, LE, ur with numbers 1, 2, 3
for identification purposes.

ar or er ir
2

ur3

car for her girl burn

Tell the children that the three modified vowels that have the
same sound (point to er, me are numbered to distinguish the
three different spelling representations.

The modified vowels ar, of and all the instructional activ-
ities associated with each, constitute a lesson. The modified
vowels er- ur, as a group, constitute a lesson.

.1te additional words under the words car, for, her, girl,
burn. The following is a suggested list of words to write:

farm, star, far, barn, start, dark, lark, mark. park, starch, etc.
corn, horn, storm, fork, sport, torn, born, porch, sort, etc.
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jerk, clerk, fern, term, tern, pert, berth, herd, etc.
bird, birth, birthday, stir, quirk, dirt, fir, mirth, sir, etc.
turn, church, fur, curl, murmur, nurse, purse, surprise, etc.

Words in which w precedes the ar modified vowel as in warm,
ar sounded as or. The words ware and Am are exceptions. The
vowel sound in these words is that of circumflex a cal.

Call on individual children to underline the modified vowel
in a word and then pronounce it. After all words have been stud-
ied and pronounced, point up for special study words that have a
k and oh spelling. For spelling purposes it is helpful to know
which spelling of the k and ch sound to use after a modified vowel
sound.

fvint to the words on the chalkboard that end with the let-
tars k and ch and ask the children why these spellings were used.
Assist the children in recalling a previous understanding, namely,
that (1) words having short vowel sounds followed by a k sound or
a ch sound, as in sack and catch, require a ck and teh spelling
(There are a small number of exceptions to this understanding such
as, much, Elsib such, touch, electric, picnic. These pose no
problem in reading, but could be considered a spelling problem.);
(?) words whose vowel is short followed by the letter n as in
ranch, require a k or oh spelling; (3) words having long vowel
sounds or sax other vowel sound, require a k or ch spelling when
the words end with a k or It sound. Deceptions to this under-
standing are very few in number mach as arc which is a spelling
problem rather than a reading problem.

!itep 4. Encoding (spelling). Write the vowels on the chalkboard
separating ar, or and er-lr-ur with a vertical bar thusly:

ar I or I era, ir
2 ur3

Dictate modified vowel words, have each word repeated, have the
vowel in each identified, and have the word written in the ap-
propriate column. At your discretion you may ask that the word
be used in a sentence.

dhen a child is unable to determine whether to use a er, ir,
or ur spelling, identify it for the child by number (1, 2, 3). In
time a child will remember the correct vowel spelling to use.

As often as is practicable and necessary, guide the children
in recalling the vowel principle developed in this lesson, namely,
when the g6LE,Ezta inn a word or a syllable is followed la the
letter E., the vowel sound is affected or modified.

Related Activities

1. Writing and building the modified vowel words (those
used most frequently in writing or those encountered in
reading).
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2. Forming compounds -- example - Nana.
3. Word building -- adding er to base words. &maples -

help farm dark
helper farmer darker.

4. Pencil-and-paper activity. Sentence fragments to be
completed with an appropriate phrase.

5. Developing multiple meanings for words such as bark,
perch, nurse.

6. Homonyms. fir-DIE turn -tern herd-heard birth-berth
for-four.

7. Sentence dictation using modified vowel words.
8. Workbook pages.

End of Tape 27

Tape 28

Two-Syllable Words

The Inflectional aiding ix and a and Suffix Ending ar.

Words in the English language are structured in definite
patterns. They are:

wtordis having AmilaMK unn

1. Root words plus inflectional endings s, os, so, es, ed,
log, en, and er - !at (of comparison).

2. Compound words composed of two root words.
3. Derived words--root words plus prefix and/or suffix.
4. Root words of two or more syllables.

In teaching children to analyze the structure of words, start
with words having inflectional endings. The simplest structure to
analyse is a one-syllable root word plus s or I; next, analyze
compound words in which at least one word is a known word; the
third typo of word structure to analyze is a root word of more
than one syllable; lastly, analyze derived forms, that is, root
words plus prefix and/or suffix.

Note: The letter team er can be either a suffix or an inflection-
al ending. Or, it may be neither as in the word winter in which
er is part of the last syllable of a two-syllable root word. The
ending IL in farmer, is a suffix; in the word darker, a is an in-
flectional ending (indicates comparison).

Two lessons will be developed on this tape. To one-syllable
root words will be added the inflectional endings and er and
the suffix ern

Words endinc La ImiL

Step 1. Conduct an auditory discrimination exercise. Say the
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following: 1 am going to say words and you are to tell me how
many vowel sounds you hear. (As the children respond with the
word ONE, write each word. Then have a child underline and num-
ber the vowel with a 1.)

.equonces of words to say (and write on the chalkboard):
tap jump fish catch
bake hide poke smile
rain play read snow
bark storm burn

Tne arrangement on the chalkboard looks like this:

Row 1 tap
/

jump
/

fish
/

catch

Row 2 bake hide poke smile
I

Row 3 rain p1 read snow
/ / / /

Row 4 bark storm burn
I / /

Tell the children that when we hear or say a word with one vowel
sound, it is a one-syllable word.

'jtep 2. Resume the auditory discrimination and say the following:
I am going to say each of these words (point to the words)(CAMTRA
TO RuARD) again, but this time I'm going to add another part or
syllable to each. Listen and tell me how many vowels you hear.
(As the children respond with the word TWO, write each word under
the base word. Point out that in the word, tapping, E was doubled
to keep the first vowel short. Then have a child underline and
number the first and second vowels with the numbers 1 and 2.)

,Aluences of words to say (and write under the appropriate base
word): tapping jumping fishing catching

baking hiding poking smiling
raining playing reading snowing
barking storming burning

The arrangement on the chalkboard now is this:

Row 1 tap jump fish catch
7 7taping jumping
fshing

catching
2 I 2

Row 2 bake hide poke 131111P,

bilking hiding pOking s4ling12 / A / A I

Row 3

Row 4

rain
ir

raining

bark

barking

PICE
/

playing

storm

storming

read

reading

burn

bligning

snow

snowing
77

I 2 # A / 2
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Step 3. Structural and Phonetic Analysis.

Ask the children to pronounce the pair of words in the first
row and state what kind of vowel sound is in syllable number 1.
(Response: Short)

Have individual children draw a box to include the base word
in the one- and two-syllable words in this manner:

Row 1 tap fish* [catch
tap ping jump ing fish ing catch ing

Say to the children that when they see a word ending in lag,
they are mentally to "take off" the ligg and then sound (use pho-
netic analysis) the base word.

In the foregoing lag words, we see two (or three) consonants
between the two vowels. This la a clue that Umpire., vowel itshort.

Ask the children to pronounce the pairs of words in the sec-
ond row and state what kind of vowel sound is in syllable number1. (Response: Long)

Have individual children draw a box to include the base word
in the one- and two-syllable words in this manner:

Row 2 r;ie!

bak ing

hide

hid
'poke'

ing pok ing
smile

ing

Have the children observe that final e was dropped before
adding tag,. The best clue to the sound of the first vowel in the
two - syllable words is as follows: when we see one consonant be-tween w vowels, that is a clue that the first vowel is likely
to be long. In the words Akingb and EWA& the letter k is also
a helpful vowel sound clue inasmuch as a k spelling follows long
vowel sounds. When final, e is dropped in=mond maim the
vowel in one-syllable base word may,erroneously be given a short
sound, but this mistake will not occur if the children will note
that there is one consonant between two vowels.

Ask the children to pronounce the pairs of words in the third
row and state what kind of vowel is in syllable number 1. (Re-
sponse: Long) (Elicit from the children that these words have
vowel digraphs and that the first vowel sound is long and the
second vowel is silent.)

Have individual children draw a box to include the base word
in the one- and 1-syllable words in this manner:

Row 3

rain ing play ing

play

ing ing
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:ay to the children that when they see a word ending in ing
ti'y are mentally to "take off" the Ing and then sound (use pho-
netic analysis) the base word.

Ask the children to pronounce the pairs of words in the
fourth row and state what kind of vowel sound is in syllable num-
ber 1 (:response: Modified)(Ask why the vowel is modified.)

Have individual children draw a box to include the base word
in the one- and two-syllable words in this manner:

Row 4 bark storm

bark ing storm ing

burn

burn ing

Jay to the children that when they see a word ending in log
they are mentally to "take off" the ing and then sound (use pho-
netic analysis) the base word.

Words ending in er

Step 1. Conduct an auditory discrimination exercise. Say the
following: I am going to say words and you are to tell me how
many vowel sounds you hear. (As the children respond with the
word ONE, write each word. Then have a child underline and number
the vowel with a 1.)

sequences of words to say (and write on the chalkboard):

fat jump fish catch
bake ride trade
teach play toast
farm burn sharp

The arrangement on the chalkboard looks like this:

Row ] fat Jr fish catch
/ / /

bake ride trade
/ /

teach play tort
7-

burn sharp
/

Tell the children that when we hear or say a word with ma vowel
sound it is a one-syllable word.

Step 2. Resume the auditory discrimination and say the following:
I am going to say each of these words (point to the words)(CAMEHA
TO BOARD) again, but this time I'm going to add another part or
syllable to each. Listen and tell me how many vowels you hear.
(As the children respond with the word 1dg, write each word under
the base word. Then have a child underline and number the first
and second vowels with the numbers land a.)
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Elicit from the children the understanding that if a word in
which we hear one vowel sound is a one-syllable word, then a word
in which we hear two vowel sounds is a two-syllable word.

Sequences of words to say (and
word): fatter jumper

baker rider
teacher player
farmer burner

The arrangement

Row 1

Row 2

Row 3

Row 4

write under the appropriate base
fisher catcher
trader
toaster
sharper

on the chalkboard now is this:

fat

fat ter jump !

bake

bak sr
7 "1"

teach

teachtea
7"

fish
7

lish sof

rid

r4de

£
I A

platy

PI* £

Step 3. Structural and Phonetic Analysis

catch

catch er

trade

trod7

tWit
test er

/ a
sha

rahabye
/

Ask the children to pronounce the pairs of words in the first
row and state what kind of vowel sound is in syllable number 1.
(Response: Short)

Have individual children draw a box to include the base word
in the one- and two-syllable wards in this manner:

[---1

Row 1 fat

fat ter
fish

fish er

catch

catch er
jump

jump er

Say to the children that when they see a word ending in er,
they are mentally to "take off" the er and then sound (use pho-
netic analysis) the base word.

In the foregoing words, er words, we see two (or three) con-
sonants between two vowels. This is a glmAkt the first vowel
is short.

Ask the children to pronounce the pairs of words in the
second row and state what kind of vowel is in syllable number 1.
(Response: hgoi)

Have the individual children draw a box to include thelase
word in the one- and 1E-Ryllahle words in this manner:
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toast

toast

Row 2 bake

bak er

ride

rid

trad

er trad er

Have the children observe that a final e was dropped before
adding er. The best clue to the sound of the first vowel in the
two-syllable word is as follows: when we see one consonant be-
tween two vowels, that is a clue that the first vowel is likely to
be long. In the words rider and trader, the vowel in the one-
syllable base word may erroneously be given a short sound. In the
word baker the letter k is a helpful clue to the vowel sound inas-
much as the k spelling follows long vowel sounds.

Ask the children to pronounce the pairs of words in the third
row and state what kind of vowel sound is in syllable number 1.
(Elicit from the children that these words have vowel digraphs and
that the first vowel sound is long and the second vowel sound is
silent.)

Have individual children draw a box to include the base word
in the one- and two-syllable words in this manner:

.iow 3 teach

teach

play
er play er or

Say to the children that when they see a word ending in er
they are mentally to "take off" the er and then sound (use pho-
netic analysis) the base word.

Ask the children to pronounce the pairs of words in the
fourth row and state what kind of vowel sound is in syllable
number 1. (Response: Modified)(Ask why the vowel is modified.)

Have the individual children draw a box to include the base
word in the one- and two-syllable words in this manner:

Row 4

[71
burn

farm er burn er

sharp

sharp er

Say to the children that when they see a word ending in er
they are mentally to "take off" the er and then sound (use pho-
netic analysis) the base word.

Related Activities

1. Writing and building one- and two-syllable words ending
in Ins and gr..

2. Dictating one- and two-syllable words ending in ing and
er. EXamples--run, running, runner.

3. Writing and building Dolch words.
4. Writing sentences incorporating words ending in =and

er.

5. Finding base words in words ending in Mg and er,.
6. Workbook pages
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Auditory Discrimination of Accent
Write two-syllable words on the chalkboard. List of words:

butter, fellow, funny. MU, window, ildmkz. You may include
words in which the second syllable is accented such as surprise,
mistake, tgpense, begin? Have them listen as you say
these words to determine which syllable in the words (point to
the words on the chalkboard)(CAMERA TO BOARD) is articulated
loudly or with stress. After this has been done, have the chil-
dren say the words in the same manner you used.

Help the children conclude that when we say words of more
than one syllable, one syllable is emphasised or stressed and we
call this stressing, accent. Also, help the children verbalise
the understanding that when a word ends in 3,DL (or gr), the base
word or a syllable within the base word receives the accent and a
special mark is used to indicate this--the accent mark which looks
like this (enter an accent mark after the accented syllable in one
of the two syllable words on the chalkboard). Have the children
place the accent mark after the accented syllable in the remaining
two-syllable words.

Write additional words on the chalkboard. Have the base word
or syllable underlined and pronounced to hear where the stress
falls. Then have the accent mark placed after the stressed
syllable.

End of Tape 28

Tape 29

The Schwa Vowel Sound and Circumflex Sound of the Letter a

Write these vowels on the chalkboard using this arrangement:

a e i o u
ar er it or ur

have the children articulate these sounds using this sequence:

- i ar - er -if, - - ur

Inform the children that they are going to learn that each of
the vowel letters (point to a, e, 10 Q, ) can stand for another
sound and that the sound is the same for all the vowel letters, a,
eg ip eg m.

Write a pair of known words such as ag= on the chalkboard.

Have a child underline and number the vowels. Then ask the chil-
dren to pronounce the words. Next, instruct them to listen as you
say the two-syllable word, asleep, to find out which syllable is
not accented. (Response: The first syllable) Ask what sound the
vowel has in this first syllable. (Response: a)
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Tell the children that this sound, a very short it sound, is
the schwa sound for which we use a special letter. This is what
the special letter looks like: e. Write this schwa letter be-
neath the a vowel in the word, a sleep.

AF

Write additional words on the chalkboard and discuss each
word beginning with a schwa vowel sound in the same manner de-
scribed for the word, asleep. A suggested list to write on the
chalkboard follows:

top like side while woke rose way long cross
atop alike aside qwhile awoke arose away along across

muse
amuse

Following this initiation to the schwa vowel sound and the
schwa symbol, the next instructional step is to demonstrate that
any vowel may have the schwa sound value.

Write the following words on the chalkboard:

camel muffin lemon rumpus
nickel raisin button focus

In the words nickel, button, muffin, rumpus the first vowel
sound can be determined if children recall the vowel principle
that when two consonants occur between two vowels, the first vowel
is usually short. Have these words pronounced to determine which
syllable is not accented.

In the word focus the first vowel sound can be determined if
children recall the vowel principle that when one consonant occurs
between two vowels, the first vowel is likely to be long. Have
these words pronounced to determine which syllable is not accented.

As each of the two-syllable root words is pronounced, ask
what sound the second vowel stands for. (Response: The schwa
sound) Have the schwa symbol written beneath the second vowel in
each word.

Elicit the summary statement that vowels may have a schwa
sound when they occur in the unaccented syllable in a base word,
and that we use a schwa letter under the unaccented vowel to help
pronounce a word.

rtelated Activities

1. Write and build schwa vowel words.
2. Dictation of schwa vowel words.
3. Mimeograph words which are divided into syllable;. Chil-

dren write the syllable in which the schwa vowel sound
occurs.
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4. Mimeograph sentences incorporating schwa vowel words.
Children find the word which has a schwa vowel and write
the schwa symbol beneath the schwa vova1.

5. Write and build the Dolt% words.
6. Do puzzles in the Dole] Puzzle Books.
7. '4Orkbook pages.

Circumflex a ( s )

The circumflex a vowel sound is commonly spelled with the
letters a-r-e, as in care, or as a-i-r, as in chair. For your ed-
ification the sound of circumflex a has two sound components, a
sound closely approximating a short 4 sound and the sound mE. This
sound occurs in accented syllables and its sound value is attrib-
utable to the presence of the letter r and a silent vowel in the
same syllable.

To introduce this vowel sound, write words each of which has
one of the four sounds of the letter a presented on previous tapes:

man cake start asleep
tail

may

Have the children pronounce these words and identify the vow-
el sounds in each. (Response: amt (in the word m); long (in
the words cake, tail, ay): satined (in the word start); EWE
sound (in 1,1000--

Tell the children that they are going to learn another sound,
the fifth one, for the vowel letter 1. Proceed to write two Jcnown
words on the chalkboard, such as chair, and gem Instruct the
children to listen carefully as you pronounce each of these words.
Ask them to tell what vowel sound they heard. (Response: e-ur)

Write additional words below chair and gem. Suggested list
follows: chair dairy care spare

air fairy bare snare
fair dare square
hair fare scare
pair hare
lair Mare

stair rare
flair stare

Have the children pronounce these words carefully and note
the letters or spelling this new sound has. Elicit from the chil-
dren the generalization that the presence of the letter r and a
silent vowel letter is a signal to sound a-r-e and a-i-r as e-ur,
(

Supply the meaning of words, with which the children are not
familiar, using them in sentences.
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::elated 4ctivities

1. Write and build circumflex a words.

Homonyms--fare-fair, hare-hair. stare-stair, pare-pair.
Use these in sentences to develop the meanings of each
pair of words.

3. Word buildinglag and ed to appropriate circumflex a
words.

4. 1rite and build Dolch words.
5. Do puzzles in the Dolch Puzzle Book.
6. Workbook pages.

End of Tape 29

Tape 30

Diphthongs ou-ow, of -s and the Two Sounds of oo

Diphthongs are vowel sounds which result when two vowels are
blended together. The common spellings for the blended vowel
sound is-3o is 2.-u and o-w. The vowel sound for the spelling o-w
sometimes has the long vowel sound, -6.

The Diphthong ou (ow)

Step 1. To introduce the o-u and o-w diphthong sound, write two
known words out and hc17 cn the chalkboard and underline the ou and
ow. Help the children recall that they have had vowel digraphs in
which two vowels mrde a single sound. Ask the children to listen
carefully as yo,. pronounce out and how and to determine whether
the vowel team in these words has one or two sounds. (Response:
Two sounds)

Say to the children that when a vowel team has two sounds, it
13 known as a diphthong. /Aso explain that since there are two
ways tr. spell the diphthong sound, each will be numbered. The
spelling o-u will be numbered 1 (oul) and the spelling o-w will be
numbered 2 (owl). For reference ana spelling purposes, numbering
these two dipt.L,:ong spellings is helpful. Also, help the children
recall that the o-w spelling was first introduced as a vowel di-
graph having the long sound '6 and that sentence context in which
an o-w word occurs helps the reader to determine whether to sound
it as a digraph -6 or as a diphthong 75-676.

Write additional 2R-21 words on the chalkboard below the
words out and how.

A suggested list of words to write follows:
oul
out around
our found
south sound
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shout about cow
house mouth down
MOWS town
loud brown

cloud flower
round clown
etc. etc.

Have the children pronounce these words and use them in oral
sentences.

Step 2. Write the diphthong spellings ou and our on the chalkboard
separating each with a vertical bar thusly: out ow2

Send two children to the chalkboard. Number 1 child is to listen
for words spelled with an o-u, and child number 2 listens for
words spelled with o-w If a child does not remember which spel-
ling to use in the word you have dictated, cue him by giving him
the number which waa assigned to the diphthong spelling. After
several experiences writing these diphthong words, children invar-
iably remember which spelling to use.

Related Activities

1. Write and build words having the diphthongs ou and 2m.
2. Word 'volution EXerciseChanging word; such as mial to

ond.
3. Meaning Discrimination &erase to develop multiple mean-

ings of these words: pub,, Aga, mud; The words
flour-flower may be considered to be homonyms and the
difference in the meaning of each should be established.

4. Word Building: adding lm and a to appropriate words.
5. Compile a list of words in which 2p has the long 5 sound

and the diphthong sound. Arrange these in random order
and have the children categorise them according tc vowel
sound.

6. Dictation of sentences incorporating the diphthong words.
7. Write and build Dolch words.
8. Workbook pages.

The Diphthong ni (oy)

Step 1. To introduce the o-, and gy diphthong spellings, write
two known we ds ky and falle (If the word al is not known,- pro-
nounce it I'ur the children.)

Underline 2x and a in I= and 211. Ask the children to lis-
ten carefully as you pronounce WE and dal to determine whether
the vowel team in these words has one or two sounds. (Response:
Two sounds)

For your edification the two sound components for the diph-
thong spellings o-1 and oy are' as in a. and the short vowel
sound,
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Say to the children that when a vowel team has two sounds, it
Is known as a diphthong. Also, explain that since there are two
ways to spell the diphthong sound, each will be numbered. The
spelling o-i will be numbered 1 (oil). and the spelling o-y will
he numbered 2 (oy2). For reference and spelling purposes, number-
ing these two diphthong spellings is helpfUl.

Step 2. .trite additional oi.sy words on the chalkboard below the
words oil and 122Z-

k suggested list of words to write follows:
oil oy2

oil voice boy
boil choice joy
toil ointment toy
soil foil enjoy
point broil annoy

spoil destroy
coin loyal
join royal
joint Joyce
noise Roy

have the children pronounce and use these words in oral sentences.

Write the diphthong spellings of and off[ on the chalkboard
seiarating each with a vertical bar thusly: oil I oy2

send two children to the chalkboard. Number 1 child is to listen
for words spelled with o-i, child number 2 is to listen for words
spelled with o-y. If a child does not remember which spelling to
use in the word you have dictated, cue him by giving hint the num-
ber which was assigned to the diphthong spelling. After several
experiences writing these diphthong words, children invariably re-
member which spelling to use.

Related Activities

1. Write and build words having the diphthongs of and gy.
2. Children write sentences incorporating oi-or words.
3. Forming CompoundsExamples, tomboy, soybean, noisemaker.
4. Word Association--1112.120, poison-1u, bsy- scout.
5. 4Ord Building--adding lag, and er to appropriate oi-1

words.
6. Write and build Dolch words.
7. Workbook pages.

The TWo Sounds of the Vowel Digraph oo

Step 1. The digraph oo has two basic speech sounds, namely 3O, as
in ma, and BO, as in look. To introduce these two sounds of the
spelling oo, write two known words, soon and look, on the chalk-
board.
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Ask the children to listen carefully as you pronounce the
word soon and to identify the sound by articulating the vowel
sound, 35. Then pronounce the word Ink and again ask them to
identify the vowel sound by articulating the vowel sound, 1,15.

You can help children to make the distinction between these
two sounds by pointing out the sound in the word soon is longer
in duration (takes longer to say) than does oo in the word look.
At this time you can use the long macron mark over the oo in on
and the long breve mark over the oo in look. Tell the children
that these marks signal to US which sound 0.2 should have.

Elicit from the children the understanding that Zi6 and a
each is a digraph.

Step 2. Write additional Of) and awards on the chalkboard below
the words ama and issi. A suggested list of words to write fol-
lows: (Use the long macron and long breve to further reinforce
the long and short sounds of o-o.) 6 00

food cook
tooth book
boot took
moon hook
room foot
too good
zoo stood

shoot shook
goose wood

spoon brook
etc. etc.

Have the children pronounce these words and Use them in oral
sentences.

step 3. Wite the digraph spelling oo with the diacritical long
macron (---)mark and the digraph os with a long breve mark (k-0)
and separate these two digraphs with a vertical bar thusly:

ZB I V+

To develop auditory discrimination of these two sounds, dic-
tate words and have each child called on identify the sound (ao or
OS) and determine the appropriate column in which the word should
be written. Words to be dictated can be those used to introduce
the Rand V6 sounds.

Related Activities

1. Write and build the SO and OS words.
2. Dictation of sentences incorporating the a and OS words.
3. Word Evolution -- Changing short vowel W words to Nor

words. EXamples: shot look drop stop cock
shoot look droop stoop cook

4. Compiling a list of both 15_ and ''v words for children to
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categorize as to sound.
5. Forming Compounds--EXamples, toothpaate, footprint, bed-

room, roommate, teaspoon.
6. Word Euilding--Adding tra and er to appropriate 5o and BO

words.
7. ilte and build Dolch words.
8. 'Iorkbook pages.

"3pelling Variants ew-ue having the sound value 35 or T:

t:tep 1. To introduce the digraphs e-w and u-e spellings, write
the two known words chew and blue on the chalkboard. Ask the
children to listen carefully as you pronounce each word to iden-
tify the vowel sound in each. (Response: 36) Have a child under-
line the letters which have this sound.

'.itep 2. `trite the 56 digraph above the letters ew and ue with the
word chew below ew and the word 121111 below ue. Number the spel-
lings e-w, as ewl and u-e as 02. ',kite words below each spelling
variant that have vowel spellings ew and ue.

moo_"
ewi ue2

chew blue
blew glue
flew flue
drew true
grew
brew
jewel

Eave the words pronounced and call the children's attention to the
letter preceding the ew and ue spellings and have these letters
underlined. (The letters are ch, 1, r, and j.) Help the children
verbalize the understanding that when ew and ue are preceded by
ch, 1, r, or al, these letters signal the reader that these di-
graphs have the sound value 56.

step 3. Write the ew and ue spellings numbered 1 and 2 respec-
tively, on the chalkboard placing the long vowel :7 above it.
Write words below the mi and vs2 spellings.

ewi --Ue
2

few due
new hue
mew cue
dew sue
pew

stew
anew

Ask the children if the signal letters ch, 1, r, j precede the ew
and ue digraphs. (Response: No) Tell the children that when the
signal lettere are not present, these two digraphs have the sound
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value, Z. Now have the children pronounce the words.

step 4. Continue the development of the ew and ue spelling var-
iants by dictating words to be written on the chalkboard. Place
the following arrangement on the chalkboard:

ew1 ew1 112 1 492

Dictate words with the spellings ew and ue having the sound val-
ues of both 53 and Ti. As you dictate a word, have a child identify
the vowel sound and indicate which spelling is correct, ew or me..
Then have the child write the word in the appropriate column. If
a child does not remember which spelling to use, cue him by giving
him the number assigned to the spelling for the or 11 sound.

Related Activities

1. Writing and building egue words.
2. Write sentences from dictation incorporating the ew-ue

words.
3. Homonyms--Writing these in sentence blanks to establish

the meaning of each. Examples, tlet-kla, new-knew, flew-
flue.

4. Forming Compounds--Kcamples, newsboy, newsrener, aggg7
stand.

5. Word Building - Adding s, a, est, lug to appropriate words.
6. Write and build Dolch words.
7. Do puzzles in R210 Puzzle mt.
8. Workbook pages.

Rod of Tape 30

Tape 31

The Sound of a Controlled by w, R, 1, 11

To introduce the controlled sound of a, begin by placing the
words take, train, ikel on the chalkboard. Have the children find
the signal letters in each of these words and have the letters
underlined. bake train ftlEm

Proceed to write these kogma words on the chalkboard:
saw because always all

Have the children pronounce each one and have them monitor their
pronunciation to detmmaine what vowel sound is the same in each
one. (Response: 1 Inform the children that this is a sound
that can be heard in the modified vowel m. You, teacher, pro-
nounce or carefully so that both sound components can be detected
(a-r). Write on the chalkboard and underline the o in mend
relate this to the sound they heard in saw, beam, always, all
in the following way: 2r Ir or pr

sa boohoo always ill
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Now place this arrangement on the chalkboard numbering the
different :wahines of S. Number these for reference and spelling
puri.oaes and write additional words below each spelling variant.

or or

awl

saw
paw
fawn
dawn
claw
thaw
shawl
crawl
lawn

Maud
Paul
gauze
pause
haunt
fault
haul

all

always
alright
almost
also

halt
salt
malt
bald

all
2

all
small
tall
hall
wall
fall

stall

Save the vowel spelling for the 3 sound underlined and then have
etch word pronounced and used in an oral sentence.

Following this presentation, dictate words which have the
spellings aw, au, al, all. have these written in a column headed
by amp am2, all. ear

Elicit from the children the understanding that when the only
vowel in a cord or accented syllable is a followed by the signal
letters w, u, 1, 120 the sound of the letter a is 8, the same as
the first sound we say when we pronounce the word or.

stelated Activities

1. Writing and building aw, au, al, all words.
2. HomonymsDevelop the meanings through sentence context.

Ikamples, hall-haul, pause-mg.
3. Word Building--Adding s, jag, er, ed to appropriate words.
4. Forming CompoundsExamples, wallpaper, sawdust, baseball,

baldhead.
5. Word AssociationExamples, lawn-mower, malted-milk,

chicken-hawk.
6. Word evolution-- Changing hat to halt, an to fawn, sat to

salt.
7. Dictate sentences incorporating the aw, au, al, all words.
8. Write and build Dolch words.
9. Do puzzles in ;bleb Puzala §2214.
10. Workbook pages.

411abic 1

To introduce syllabic 1, write the known word apple, on the
chalkboard. Have the children say and tap out the number of syl-
lables as they pronounce the word apolg. Ask how many syllables
they have tapped out. (Response: Two) Then ask how many vowel
sounds a two-syllable word has. (Response: 1%.o)
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You, teacher, make the syllabic division (ap-ple). Have the
children repeat the word aoule as you slide your finger under each
syllable, to note that final is silent. Have a child make a
slash mark through e to indicate that it is silent (ap-pli).

Help the children recall that a syllable may be a letter (as
in away), a syllable (as in bas kW, or a word, such as rsa, in
which we hear one vowel sound. Having recalled what a syllable
is, ask a child to underline the vowels in the word, spas. The
child will underline in the first syllable, but will be unable
to follow your directive when he scrutinizes the second syllable
Eli (e has a slash mark through it and is silent).

At this point in time, remind the children that we have had
consonants, such as y. as in Imand w, as in (w following a
vowel is a vowel) that become vowels when they occur in a position
in a word other than an initial one. Point to the letter 1 in the
second syllable (in apple) and say that I followed by the silent
letter e is a vowel, also, when it occurs in the final, syllable of
a word having more than one syllable. It is called syllabic 1.

Write the following words on the chalkboard:

saddle thistle crackle tangle cable

Have a child underline syllabic 1, make a slash mark through
and underline the vowel letter in each word. In the

'worda'saddle and whistle have them note the two consonant letters
between the first vowel and syllabic 1. Help them recall that
when two consonants occur between two vowels, it is a signal that
the first vowel is likely to be short and the first syllable ends
with one of the two consonants. Then have a child make the syl-
lable division between the consonants in the words saddle (sad-dle)
and thistle (this-tle). Have the words pronounced. Have the chil-
dren note that the first syllable in each word is closed.

In the word smut, have a child underline cc and remind the
children that ck cannot be divided because the two letters are a
team working together. Then say that whenever a wk-three" (ck)
precedes le it remains with the first syllable and the last syl-
lable is le. Also, help them recall that "k-threem (ck) signals
that the vowel is short. Have a child make the syllable division
(crack-le) and then have the word, crackle, pronounced. Have the
children note that the first syllable is posed, by one consonant
sound.

Before considering the word tangle, help the children recall
that they have studied words in which the letter n could be sound-
ed as pi as in the word . Now point out that in this word
(point to the word CAMERA TO BOARD) the n letter has an m
sound and we are permitted to divide between the two consonants.
(The ng spelling in pine', has the phonetic spelling Da.) Have a
child make the syllable division (tan-gle) and then have the word
pronounced. Have the children note that the first syllable is
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closed hi one consonant.

have the child underline the first vowel in the word cable.
help the children recall that when one consonant occurs between
two vowels, it is a signal that the first vowel is usually long
and the consonant preceding le begins the last syllable. Have a
child make the syllable division and then have the word pronounced.
Have the children note that the first syllable is an omil one.
There is no consonant following the vowel.

Place additional words below the ones used in the foregoing
presentation.

saddle thistle crackle tangle cable
middle whistle tickle tingle table
battle listen pickle ankle cradle
settle castle trickle angle circle
wiggle nestle buckle dangle turtle
puzzle trestle sickle single marble
etc. etc. etc. etc. etc.

Have the children underline syllabic 1, mark a slash mark
through silent e, determine the first vowel sound, make the syl-
labic division, and then pronounce the words. Have the children
use these words in oral sentences.

Following this presentation, dictate words in which the vowel
i3 short, long, and modified; words in which the vowel is followed
by ck; and words in which the first vowel is followed by Ego

Aelated Activities

1. ',kiting and buildinekerds of more than one syllable
ending in le.

2. fiord Association -- samples, buckle-belt, yiggle-worm,
dill- pickle, etc.

3. Syllabication - Mimeograph a list of le words for children
to syllabicate.

4. Dictate sentences incorporating le words.
5. Jord BuildingAdd Log and er to appropriate le words.
6. Write and build Dolch words.
7. Do puzzles in asIghblaxe
8. Write poems.
9. Workbook pages.

Pnderstandings to emerge from the lesson on syllabic 1:

1. The consonaa I can be a vowel.
2. Syllabication understandings.

a. When a spelling precedes 11, a remains with the
first syllable.

b. When Di precedes 11, divide between n and g.
c. When one consonant precedes 11, this consonant begins

the last syllable.
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d. When two consonants precede le, divide between the
two consonants.

End of Tape 31

Tape 32

Structural and Phonetic Analysis of Words

It is well for you to know that words fall into the following
categories according to their structure, that is. whether they are
meaning units or pronouncing units.

Meaning Units

1. One-syllable root words. These words have one vowel sound
and are meaning units. Phonetic analysis decodes these words. Ex-
amples of these are as follows: am, gal, train, barn, chair.

2. Inflected words. These are words of one or more syllables
to which s, Is, SI, es, ed, iso 2a, ed, and the comparative end-
ings er and est have beer added. Examples of these are as follows:
boys, swims, BobesogArll'. fishes, cooked, booted, painted, seeded,
washing, golden, ).011$011. Imumtk. Use structural analysis "taking
off" the inflectional ending and then use phonetic analysis if the
base word is not recognized. The inflectional ending ed, when
added to a word ending in a voiceless sound, has the sound of t.
When ed is added to a word ending in a voiced sound, it has the
sound of d. When ed is added to a word ending in t or d, new syl-
lables are formed, ted and ded.

3. Compound words consist of two words in which the meaning
of each is modified, but each retains much of its original meaning.
Examples of these are as follows: dollhouse, motorboat. Use
structural analysis first and then phonetic analysis, if necessary.

4. Derived words are formed by adding prefixes or suffixes
(or both) to words and these words are called derivatives. Ex-
amples are as follows: glainterpret (his), Intrue (un), careful
(ful), kindual (ness). Use structural analysis "taking off" the
prefix or suffix (or both) and then phonetic analysis if necessary.
Lists of the most frequently used suffixes and prefixes follows:

Suffixes

Source: R. L. Thorndike, Teaching Nati& Suffixes,
Teachers College. Columbia University, Contributions to
Education, No. 847, 1941.

According to the research of Thorndike, the students before
grade tan should be acquainted with the following suffixes: -able,
-tee_. -122 (including tit and lag), ..logg,

-tom.
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- ence, -ent, -er, -ful, -ic, -ical, -ion (including -tion and
- ration), -ish. -ive, -less, -ment, -ness, -or, -ous,
and -.E. "...the words made by them that are within the commonest
300 number over 200; those within the commonest 5,000 number 650;
those within the commonest 11,000 number about 2,300." (p. 64)

Prefixes

.;ounce: hussell G. Stauffer,"A Study of Prefixes in the Thorn-
dike List to Establish a List of Prefixes that Should be
Taught in the Elementary School," Journal of Educational
Research, XXXV, February, 1942, pp. 453.58.

The following fifteen prefixes accounted for 82% of the total
number of prefixes in 20,000 words in the Thorndike list. The
list and the number of times each appeared in the Thorndike list
include the following:

Prefix Frequency Prefix Frequency

ab (from) 98 ex (out) 286ad (to) 433 in (into) 336be (by) 111 in (not) 317con (with) 500 pre (before) 127de (from 282 pro (in front of) 146dis (apart) 299 re (back) 457
en (in) 182 sub (under) 112

un (not) 378

5. Root words having two or more syllables. Examples ofthese are as follows:

two-syllable root words--rab-bit, bas-ket
three-syllable root _nrds--jan-i-tor, gen-er-al
four-syllable root ..As--el-e-va-tor, a-pos-tro-phe
etc.

Use structural analysis first and then phonetic analysis, ifnenessary.

Vowel Frincipl.)8

Aids in determining vowel sounds are as follows:

1. Position of a vowel letter in a word. When there is onlyone vowel letter in a word or syllable, that letter usually hasits short sound unless it comes at the end of a word or syllable.
Examples, Eaa. 2o, can-tr.

2. When there are two vowel letters together in a word or
accented syllable, the first usually has a long sound and the
second is silent. Jr:Wimples, 011,0 tob sea-son.

3. When thire are two vowel letters in a word or syllable,
one of which is final e, the first vowel letter usually has a long
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sound and the final e is silent. Examples, gate, note, lat.

4. When th© only vowel in a word or syllable is followed by
the letter r, the sound of the vowel is modified. EXamples, star,
her, bird, urn, nurse.

5. ',then the only vowel letter in a word or syllable is a
followed by w, u, 1, 11, the vowel sounds as 8 as in the word corn.

The foregoing vowel principles apply to one-syllable words or
to syllables within longer words.

Syllabication Principles

Two-syllable root words

Write the words basket and fellow on the chalkboard. Using
the letters c and v to indicate a consonant and a vowel, write
these letters in the following manner: b a a k e t f e l low

vccv vccv
Foint out that when we have a pattern vccv in a word, the first
vowel is short and we usually divide between the two consonants.
There are a very few exceptions to this syllable division as in
the words cal*, and habit. Divide between the two consonants with
a slash mark (lash:et, alhag).

Write the words notice and lazy on the chalkboard. Write c
and v in the following manner to show the volt pattern:

notice lazy
vcv v c v

Point out that when we have a In in a word, the first vowel is
long and we usually divide before the consonant. Divide before
the consonant with a slash mark (nahisz 1 e/g2).

Write the words wiggle, dangle, tackle* cradle on the chalk-
board. Again write c and v to show the patterns vccv and vcv.

wiggle dangle tackle cradlevccv vccv vccv vcv
In the words wiggle and dam's the vowel is short and we di-

vide between the consonants (deal, en/gag). In the word
tackle, ok remains as a digraph and the plc ends the =Et syllable
Ttackle). In the word mole, the syllable division is before
the consonant preceding lt (usida2).

Inflected Words

hen a one-syllable base word has an inflected ending ing; or
er such as running.1. and met, divide between the two consonants
in the Lax pattern. running runner
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'.then a one - syllable base word ends in two consonants as doesLin. word print plus the inflectional endings Ina or er, the base
word, print, must remain intact. One-syllable base words arenever divided. print/ing

One-syllable words ending in final e, which is dropped before
adding inE or er, likewise remain intact as in the word baking.

b a k/i n g

One-syllablt base words are never divided.

3nd of TAI,e 32

Tape 33

The Use of the :dictionary as an Aid to Word Perception

'.lords are recognized or decoded in the following ways and in
the rollowing order:

1. Throug: picture and context clues.
2. As sight words (see-hear-say).
3. Through the use of structural analysis.
4. Through the use of phonetic analysis.
5. Through the use of the dictionary.

We use the dictionary as authoritative source for the correct
pronunciation of a word, for its correct spelling, or for its cor-
rect meaning.

To use a dictionary successfully a child must possess certain
kills and abilities. These skills and abilities fall into three
categories and they will be discussed in the order named: (1)
Location Skills, (2) Pronouncing Skills, and (3) Meaning Skills.

Location Skills

1. To use the dictionary, a child must have a knowledge ofalphabetical sequence. In short, he must be able to name the
letters in order from a to z.

2. He must have a knowledge of the general position of the
letters in the alphabet. He must have a general idea whether a
letter lies in the first third of the alphabet (a through g), the
middle third (h through 0, or the last third (a through s).

3. He must understand guide words as being the first and
last entry words on the dictionary page and that entry words are
listiod between these two guide words in alphabetical order.

4. A child must be able to recognize inflected and derived
forms in order to find the base word as an entry word. lkample,
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LIJI0pOTL Inflected. The entry word to look for would be
under

Ironounring

1. A child must have a knowledge of consonant and vowel
sound: and the ability to blend these into syllables.

2. He rust understand phonetic respellings in which each
consonant sound stands for its most common sound. He must also
have a knowledge of diacritical marking for vowels in order to be
able to use the pronouncing key. Only the most common markings
are taught, such as the breve (%,) and the macron (--). Not all
dictionaries use the same diacritical marks for the same vowel
sounds. Children should be apprised of this.

3. A child should be familiar with accent and the accent
mark, and should be able to recognize syllabic divisions.

"eanine Skills

1. A child must be able to understand the meanings given in
P dictionary.

2. He must be able to select the appropriate meaning, if the
word has multiple meanings, to fit a given context.

3. A child must be able to adapt the definition into the
context in which the word occurs by doing the following: Substi-
tuting a definition for the entry word. Example, deter means
prevent, hinder, gm. In the sentence, "The storm did not deter
the children from going to the party," the words prevent, hinder
or stop may be substituted for deter.

4. Words may have to be transposed. A child must be able to
change the order of the words in a definition before they can be
keyed into the sentence or substituted for the entry word. For
example, in the sentence, "Many people in Mexico live in adobe
houses," the word adobe means made of gAm. A direct substitution
of meaning would read thusly: "Many people in Mexico live in made
of sity houses." Words need to be transposed so tut the sentence
reads thusly: "Many people in Mexico live in houses made of clay."

5. A child must be able to adapt inflected or derived forms
using the definition of the root word. F07 example, in the sen-
tence, "She spoke in a quavering voice," the entry word in the
dictionary is Quaver, meaning to shake. Wore keying the meaning
"shake" into the sentence, the child must add the same inflectional
ending to the word shake to retain the meaning of the original in-
flected word.

End of Tape 33
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